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ABSTRÀCT

The growing concern with balanced regional development has led the

politicians to pay attention to the redistribution of socio-economic

wealth between the urban and rural regions. Regional development

policies, on the one hand, are designed to maximize socio-economic

well-being of a region regardless of rural or urban distinction' On the

other hand, they are also intended to minimize the spatial differences

in income, employment opportunities, living standards, and popuJ-ation

growth between the urban and rural settlement systems.

Within the last two decades, the formulation and implementation of

regi onat development pol ic ies in Man i toba had become even more

complicated by the issue of population reversal away from metro Winnipeg

to rural Manitoba small tovrns. Although regional planners welcome this

geographic redistribution of economic and social activities, the

underlying causes and consequences of Such a phenomenon are not rvell

under stood.

In this thesis, attempts have been made to uncover the answers of

such an unusual phenomenon in order to provide rational guidance for

future small-town developmenb. This research adopts the premises lhat

regional planners ought to include not only economic factors but also

social factors and spatial components in a comprehensive regional

analysis. Equally important to the objective quality-of-1ife and

economic activity indicators, the subjective components measuring rural

residents' preferences for sma1l-town livin9 are also analyzed in depth.

- ii



The phenomenon of smaIl-town population revival and leveIs of

economic activities are reviewed in the first four chapters of this

thesis and together form regional comparisons among the U.S.A., Canada,

and Manitoba. The questions of sma1l-town viability and rural econony

in the Rura1 Southern Manitoba region are analyzed by means of

statistical modelling in Chapter Five. Throughout that chapter, sma11

towns with different population thresholds and characteristics are

incorporated for formulating various regional policies. In the last

Chapter, policy implications directed to population growth,

manufacturing development, and tertiary employment for sma1l-town

development are identif ied.

The emnirical f i nÁi noc revealed that subjective factors arelllc ç¡l¡f/ll ruq¿ !¡¡¡s¡r¡Yr

positively Iinked to small-town population growth although they are not

correlated with economic development. Based on the findingsr some

important policy implications are recommended, albeit couched to take

into account locaI needs and resources.

In essence, this llork provides the understanding of causes and

consequences of small-town growth, future research direction in this

area, and regional planning poticies for the Manitoba government.

1tl
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REGIONAI RESEARCH ÀND TIIE SN'DY OF SMALL-TOT{N I¡IABIIITY

Urbanization has been a major factor in the development of societies

throughouL the world since the turn of the century. Before 1850 no

society could be described as predominately urbanized. Yet today,

urbanized cities can be found from the underdeveloped countries to the

very highly-industrialized nations. Associated with the urbanization

process are flows and counterflows of people from smaII villages to

large cities; from the inner cities to the suburbs; from the suburbs to

lhe couniryside; and from lhe suburbs back to the inner city

neighbourhoods. Obviously there is a movement of popuJ.ation continuously

searching for ideal places to live and stay. Prior to 1970, the majority

nf rhe nconlc settled down in the metropolitan centres. While everyone
vr u¡¡e ¡/!vH5e vY

at that tinre thought that rural to urban migration was an inevitable

frpna r:Fnsus material released throughout the 1970s indicated that
u! 9¡¡u t ee¡.vev

sma1l lowns across the North American continent were the gror+th centres-

The unexpected population turnaround put most regional planners in a new

dilemma. 0n the one hand, the old problems remained; namely, those of

metropoliÈan areas faced with issues of declining functions of central

business disiricts, urban sprawl, thetto expansion, air and water

nnt I nfi on - tratfic congestion, social disorder and shrinking city tax
Pv¿¿su¿v¡¡t

revenue due to the flight of industrial, comnercial and retail

establishments.t On the other hand, however, migration turnaround also

I Robert E. Firestine (197'l) ,
Demographic Change, and the PubIic
À. i. watkins eds., The Rise of
Sage, pp.191-210.

"Economic Growth and InequaIitY,
Sector Response" In D.C. Perry and

Sunbelt Cities, Beverly Hil]s, Ca)..:
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brought along undesirable side effects for smatl towns. For example,

Some communities worried about the destruction of

agriculturally-productive Iands by urban expansion.2 Other people were

concerned that the new migrants into nonmetropolitan areas were older

and 1ess skilled than those who had left. Moreover, Summers points out

that industrial development does not necessarily bring with it increased

community well-being. Some new manufacturing plants often cost the rural

community more than it gains.3 Other negative consequences are also

cited by a number of writers. The consequences may be manifested

through competition in work institutions, a in alteration of the

stratification system,5 in the residential segregation of newcomers and

o).dtimers,6 in possible disagreements on priorities for neighbourhood

services and institutions,? and possible conflicts in cultural

interests, taSte, and Iife sty1es.s Nevertheless, one may also argue

that the population growth in the nonmetropolitan areas can also bring

viilliam À1onso (197'l), "Surprises and Rethinkings of Metropolitan
Growth: À Comment." InternatiónaI Reqional Science Review, voI.2, no.

2, Þ, 172.

Gene F. Summers (1976), "Smal1 Towns Beware: Industry can be coStly."
PIanninq, no.4, PP. 20-21.

Edna E. Raphael and Tom GiIlaspy ,1r974), "Population Redistribution
and Industrial Change Í
Zelinsky et al. eds., Populatign= C!Ê!qe ano xe

Nonmetr-opolitan Pennsylvania,'1940-1970. Report

@ich 0f f ice, Pennsylvania State
thä Center for Population research, National Institute
and Human Development, Washington, D. C.

A. C. Spectorsky (1gSS), The Exurbanite. New York: J. B. tippincott.

Wilbur ZeIinsky, et a1. eds., op. cit.

Gorden F. De Jong (1974), "Residential Preference' Patterns and
páp"i.tion Redistribution" Iñ Wilbur Zelinsky et al. eds., op' cit'

A. c. Spectorsky (1955), oP. cit.

ial Chanoe in HonmãLropolitan Labor Forces" in Wilbur
ist

University, to
of Child Health

Submitted by
tl I lt
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economic prosperity, higher living standards, greater community

satisfaction, better social services as well as a balanced growth

between urban and rural regions if appropriate planning policies are

well administered. Unfortunately, according to the population estimates

for '1980-83, urban Àmerica was growing faster than rural America again.

This latest phenomenon leads one to suspect that the populat ion

turnaround in the 1970s is definitely terminated. Nevertheless, the

controversial and unpredicted population phenomenon has important policy

implications for both the rural economy and rural planning.

Às a microcosm of the North American situation, Manitoba also had

experienced the effects of population reversal in the'1970s. However, no

up-to-date population census information is availabl-e to indicate that

revived urban growth had happened in Manitoba in the early 1980s.

Without a comprehensive study on the phenomenon of population turnaround

and the causes of the latest urban growth, it is impossible to

effectively plan for Manitoba smaIl towns. Furthermore' the positive and

negative effects of population turnaround which may occur in rural

Manitoba are not well known. Should we encourage developments in rural

areas? Should we re-allocate more resources for rural planning? Will

the phenomenon of population turnaround in rural Manitoba persist in the

1980s despite the U.S. trend? What are the causes and consequences

which may affect small-town viability? What are the long-term and

short-term regional planning and policy implications for the Manitoba

government? For the above reasons, research into Manitoba small-town

population change is both timely and justified.
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In this research paper, five major emphases r+ill be presented in a

systematic fashion. They are:

1. Review of lileEtqres on recent nonmetropolitan qrowth.

breaking work undertaken by U.S. researchers will provide some

insights and perspectives for Canadian small-town study. Àlthough

some regional growth patterns in the U.S. may have somewhat

different causes and effects as compared to Canada, nevertheless,

the close socio-economic and demographic similarities between

North Dakota and Manitoba as well as Michigan and Ontario may

well mirror each other. Consequently, âD overview of the U.S.

situation is a necessary prerequisite for considering the

Manitoba and Canada situations.

¿.

sDec 1a l- emÞna s 1 s

population movement, anticipate future

formulate government policy for rural

not ignore the inrportance of historical

he his

The path

Since population distributíon is a reflection of socio-economic

and demographic Structures in a System, the understanding of

Lemporal migration trends will enable us Lo discern the evolution

of population changes in both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan

areaS. Unique locat factors may also contribute to the

development of migration patterns that are somewhat different

from other regional migration trends. Therefore, the formulation

of local development policy should be sensitive to its local

needs. Without giving consideration to local factors and

on Manitoba. To understand the current

migration trends, and

development, one should

development of a region.

with



historical background, one may not

appropriate locaI policy.

Àna L

provinces. Various projects have analyzed and characterized

small-town viability at a national sca1e. However, some

significant but limited work has been done on Manitoba. This

section wilI focus on econonic as well as non-economic factors

thaL influence snall-town growth or decline in Manitoba.

Moreover, theoretical and explanatory work will be examined in

the small-town viability model-buitding stage

Determininq a model for nonmetropolitan qrowth in Manitoba.

Since the anaLysis adopts a quantitative approach, elaborations

of methodology and statistical techniques are necessary. In

addition, a detailed discussion on the selection of variables and

observations will fo11ow. Findings of nonmetropolitan growth will

also be presented in depth. Fina1ly, a caLibrated nonmetropolitan

growth model will be proffered for Manitoba.

Policv implications and future research. Much more work needs to

1 of sma

q.

-5-

able to formulareho

5.

be done on long-term regional planning for rural Manitoba. Future

research should not only focus on economic expansion, but

attention to the improvement of community satisfaction is a prime

concern.

Collectively, then, this dissertation provides a comprehensive study

of the causes and consequences of the recent small-town viability

question in rural Manitoba.



THE U.S.À.

For decades the urbanization of economic opportunities coupled with

farm mechanization led simultaneously to an increasing concentration of

population in urban areas and decreasing concentration in rural areas.

With a declining need for farm labour, high rural fertiLity rates and

economic stagnation, the ämployment opportunities in nonmetropolitan

areas have traditionally fallen far short of rural needs. The novement

off the farm and into the cities that was inherent in this process was

sustainable because of the advantages to firms of location in large

urban centres. There, geographic concentration allowed firms to take

advantage of scale and agglomeration eccnomies, and improved access to

markets and suppliers allowed them to earn higher profits. s This

movement, together with natural increase in population and international

migration, fed the development of the national urban economy.l0

NTE NOR15I ÀMERICA¡T NEXUS

Àlthough there was nonmerropolitan population revival occurring in

the 1970s, ther.e is recent evidence, however, of a new trend ( 1980-1983

) in which metropolitan areas are growing more rapidly and gaining net

s James A. Chalmers and Michael J. Greenwood (1977),
Rural to Urban Migration Turnaround," In.!erna.!!sna]
Review, vol. 2, no. 2, P, 167.

1o Peter À. Morrision and Judith
in Àmerica? the Revival of
Ponulation Bulletin, vo1. 33,

P. I.rheeler ('f978),
Population Growth

no. 2, Àpri1, p. 3.

-6-

"Thoughts on the
Reqional Science

"RuraI Renaissance
in Remote Àreas, "
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migrants at a higher rate than is the nonmetropolitan territory. If this

trend goes on, then the past notion of nonmetropolitan population

turnaround and revival of small towns can no longer serve as guides for

understanding future population movement and small-town growth in the

U.S.A. Therefore, these two contradictory phenomena deserve better

attention and detailed investigation if appropriate regional policies

need to be formulated.

Earlv tfiqration and Inilustrialization in the U.S.À.

Historically, population movement has fotlowed the path of industrial

development. In the pre-industrial era in North America, the population

of towns tlas very smaIl, and manufacturing industries were clustered

around water-fronts for river or Sea transportation. In the early

industrial era, nevl factories had to locate close to the city where

business activities, labour supplies, ral{ materials, and internal

markets vlere available The rapid deveLopment of the North Àmerican

railroad network in the middle and late nineteenth century reinforced

the advantages of central areas in most urban concentrations. As noted

by pred, the railroad was particularly influential in the evolution of

manufacturing districts near t,he core of midwestern metropolises.ll New

manufacturing technology continued to increase at an exponential rate

throughout the nineteenth century, resulting in an increasing scale of

operaLion of factories that continually required more land on which to

expand. Consequently, many small factories were forced to amalgamate or

close down. Àt the same time, the larger factories could not find enough

| 1 À. Pred ( 1964) , "The Intrametropolitan Location

65-180.
f the As raDne ,t

f Manufacturing,"
vol. 54, pp.
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cheap space in the traditional railroad terminal or water-front

locations, and thus, Yrere forced to decentralize. The rate of

decentralízation was, however, limited by the general lack of Iow-cost

urban transit facilities, which kept many manufacturers close to the

traditional work and residential areas around the CBDs ( Central

Business Districts ). The era of late industrial development ( .1920s to

'1960s ), is characterized by the decentralization of manufacturing

activity within metropolitan areas. This vlas made possible by two major

factors. First, innovations in public transportation permitted the

urban areas to spread. Secondly, the provision of cheap industrial land,

particularly by railroad companies, allowed firms to overcome their site

Iimitations.l2 During this period the rate of decentralization varied

quite considerably between metropolitan areas, for the many factors that

encouraged the centri fugal movement of manufacluring activity were

counterbalanced by an equally Iarge number of centripetal forces that

encouraged the retention of industrial activity in areas close to the

centre of the city.1 3 Factors such as existing city infrastructures,

transportation, and locational advanLages remained as incentives for

urbanization.

The so-called post industrial era, from the mid-1960s onward, has

been characterized by several new features. The first is the declining

overall contribution of manufacturing as a generator of employment in

12 M. Yeates and B.
Francisco: Harper and

For a comprehensive
affecting the localion
Kitagawa, E. M., and
I ndu
Scripps Foundation, 1

Garner (1980), The
Row Publishers, PP. 343-375.

list of centrifugal and centripetaJ- forces
of manufacturing activity in the Mid-1950s see

D. J. Bouge,

Norlh Àmerican Citv,

Iitan S

San

Oxford,0H:
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the North Àmerican economy. The second is the creation of nev¡

manufacturing employment by multinational corporations. The third is the

acceleration of decentralization of manufacLuríng employment in

metropolitan areas. Since the above factors are directly or indirectly

related to popu)-ation reversal and nonmetropolitan growth, they will be

discussed in dePth later.

Thus far, upon reviewing the courses of industrial developmentt one

could notice a close relationship between migration pattern and economic

development. For instance, in the middle industrial era, as metropolitan

urbanization was developed side-by-side v¡ith industrial centralization,

the dominant migration pattern r+as from hinterland to central city' By

rvay of contrast, in the post-industrial era the acceleration of

industrial decentralization rlas accompanied by metropolitan

out-migration.

It is undeniable that some metropolitan areas experienced sl-ower

growth rates than their nonmetropolitan counterparts in the '1970s'

However, the population turnaround does not mean that metropolitan areas

have shifted from population growth to decline, or that nonmetropolitan

areas similarly have switched from decline to growth. 14 Not only have

14 Gtenn V. Fuguitt and Paul R. Voss (1979)'
Ámerica, Wáshington P.-.C: r Th. Urban.llnd Institute: Tl:-iT:t '!Ev-.-.¡

ãõînrenláa t.f,at åome indiviáuaI metropolitan areas have experienced
;;;-;;;;tåtion losses in recent years, and^the number of such areas

;;Ë";;-;;-b; increasing. OnIy one of the 25 largest SMSAs declined
in size between 1960 añd 197-0 (nittsburgh), while nine registered

;;p;i;tion decline between 1970 and 1975: New York, tos Angeles--Long
ã;ä;h, nhitadelfhia, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Newark, .CIeveland,
Seattle--Everett^, uná Cin.innati (U.S. Bureau of Census, 1977: Table

ãi: iikewise, túe shifting of net migration has resulted in a switch

l rr -^,r D¡rr'ì D \t^cc l1C?q) Growth and Chanoe in R
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both sectors witnessed continuous growth but also it is stil-l the case

that metropolitan areas annualLy absorb the largest increment of growth.

For example, U.S. metropolitan counties captured 63.2 percenL of growth

between 1970 and 1975, at the height of the 'turnaround'. Since 73

percent of the population was metropolitan in 1970, however, these areas

received Less than their proportionate share of growth. 1s

The net migration pattern in the U.S.A. from 1970 to 1974 evinced the

fact that nonmetropolitan counties adjacent to metropolitan areas had

the highest gain in net migration ß.6 %). The nonadjacent counLies

accounted for a 2.3 % increase. The lowest increase applied to the

remaining metropolitan counties. In terms of percentage gain in net

migration, they only accounted for 0 .3 %.16 Therefore, it would be

misleading to assume that there was widespread abandonment of urban and

suburban territory. 0n the contrary, it would be more accurate to say

that the growth was congregated on the metropolitan fringe.

Nonmetropolitan population decline was forecast by all the U.S.

official projections made during the 1960s. But the change from decline

to gain showed up in the 1973 county population estimates, and by that

time the change r+as apparent across the nation.17 Obviously, population

turnaround did not happen in a short period of time. One may then ask,

from decLine to growth for a large number of individual
nonmetropolitan counties.

Ibid., pp. 3-4.

Calvin L. Beale f976), "À Further Look at Nonmetropolitan Population

'| 5

16

58, n0.5, p.954.

17 John Long (1980),

Growlh Since 1970, " Àmerican Journal of Aqricultural Economics

Government Printinq 0

"Population Decentralization in the United State,"
, Washington, D.C. : U.S.

, vol.
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'how could this phenomenon have gone on without notice? 
" 

Morrison and

Wheelei suggest the possible explanation for this invisible trend:18

The onset of population decline has taken most of the
residents of affected SMSÀs unawares, largely becauSe during
the last decade the effects on metropolitan growth of . two

distinct demographic trends canceled each other out. Three

years âgor f¡itiiu* Alon_so1s called altention to the fact
people ñaúe been leaving SMSÀs for some time; during the
ìgO-Os, nearly 40 percenI of aIl metropolitan areas recorded
net oút-migraiion. Àt the same time, the birth rate was high
and this nãt outflow r¡as more than offset by natural increase;
nearly all SMSAs continued to register population gains even

thoug-h p.opl" n.t. leaving. Wheñ birth rates dropped in_the
i970;, 

- nalural increase nas no longer sufficient to offset
out-n'ígrution, and the previously unnoticed trend becane

apparent in manY Places...

Frisbie hypothesized that population turnaround was partially due to

technological progress. !{ith the aid of ne\'t technology , rising

productivity was made possible in the nonmetropolitan economy' This

productivity functioned both to attract and to retain population '

consequently, both declining nonmetropolitan out-migration and

increasing nonmetropolitan in-migration were responsible for the 1970s

pattern of nonmetropolitan poputation 9rowth.20 The remaining component

of differential population is natural increaSe.2l But as the current

levels of natural increase are quite lov¡ in both metropolitan and

nonmetropolitan areas, variations in population growth can be largely

attributed to variations in net migration'

18 peter À. Morrision and Judith P. Wheeler (1978), op. cit., p. 8.

Wi11iamA1onso(1973),''UrbanZeroPopu1ationGrowth,''D@,vo1.
102, no. 4, PP. 191-206.

W. Parker Frisbie (1975), "Components of Sustenance Organization and

Ñån*"lropolitan pópufation Ci,ange: a Human Ecological Investigation,"'
Àmáiican^socioloqiãaI neview, vo1. 40, PP' 773-784'

lo

21 Peter À. Morrison (1975)'
Grorvth and DeveloPment. Santa l-c¡.
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Vining and Kontuly also documented a comparable reversal in net

migration patterns in some other developed countries such as Japan,

Sweden, Norway, I taIy, Denmark, New Zealand, and Belgium. 2 2 Growth of

rural areas proximate to urban regions was also evident in the United

Kingdom, 23 canada, 2a and Àustralia. 2s

The increased return movements of people from large cities to small

towns and the decreased out-migration from nonmetropolítan areas to

metropolitan centres put a nen complexion on U.S. population inquiries.

Using data from the '1975 Current Population Survey, Tucker confirmed

that in 1970-1975 there was a reversal of the traditional net migration

between metropol i tan and nonmetropol i tan areaS. There vlas net

in-migration oi 1 r600r000 persons to nonmetropolitan areas, in contrast

to net out-migration of 350,000 persons from these areas. Reversal was

due to a 23 % increase in the the number of out-migrants from SMSAs, but

of aLmost equal importance vlas a 12 % decrease in the number of movers

¿1 Daniel R. Vining and Thomas Kontuly (977), "Population Dispersal
from Major Metiopolitan Regions: An International Comparison."
Regional Science Research institute Discussion Paper, No. 1 00

(September), PhiladeLphia.

Roy Drewett, John Goddard, and Nigel Spence (1976), "Urban Britain:
geyona Conúainnent, " pp.al-ZS ln Siian J. t. Berry (ed. ) 

'UrËanization and Counteiurbanization, Urban Affairs Ànnual Reviews ,

vol. II, Beverly HiIls, CaIif: Sage Publications, Inc.

Roderic P. Beaujot (1978), "Canada's Population: Growth and DuaIism,"
Population Bullãtin 33(2) , April. Washington, Ð.C. : Population
Reference Bureau, I nc .

L. S. Bourne and M. i. Logan (1976), "Changing Urbanization at the
Margin: The Examples of Aus[ralia and Canada." pp. 11'1-143 in Brian
J. t. Berry (ed.), oP. cit.

25
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from nonmetropolitan territory. 26

In this section, exanination of population changes between 1950 and

1974 will be undertaken. In particular, the geographic basis and

selected factors associated rlith differential growth and migration will

be examined. in the 1940s and 1950s, rapid urbanization expanded to the

West and South owing to the war-inspired decentralization of defence

spending. 0n the other hand, with few exceptions, most nonmetropolitan

counties experienced population decline. Examples of these exceptions

þ¡ere: the Pacific Coast states, where resource-based industries,

expansion of new irrigated land, and rapid growth of smaller cities

offset rural agriculture; Florida; and the heart of 'megalopolis', where

local decentralization r{as already occurring. Fron 1950-1960, growth

had shifted to suburban countries around the large metropolitan areas in

the Northeast. Central county losses prevailed in many industrial states

with Iarge metropolitan areas. Traditional nonmetropolitan losses were

dominant i.n 24 mainly peripheral states and in so-called "sunbeft"

states. By the mid-sixties, suburban dominance became more common (10

states). Nonmetropolitan losses remained dominant in 22 states. In the

late 1950s, central metropolitan losses had become dominant in 23 states

east of the Rockies. Nonmetropolitan gain prevailed in 12 northeastern

states and in 5 western and "sunbelt" states but losses Drevailed in the

other states.

¿o C. Jack Tucker ( 1 976 ) , "Changing Patterns
Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Areas in the
Evidencer" Demoqraphy, vol. 13, p. 435.

of Migration between
United Stales: Recent
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Às intimated, however, population reversal became more apparent in

the '1970s. Dramatic nonmetropolitan gains occurred in 22 states although

they were not dominant in other states. Suburban growth continued to be

important but was more likely to be dominant in peripheral than in

northeastern states. Central metropolitan losses became dominant in 12

northeastern states and occurred in 15 other states.27

To explore these state variations,

nonmetropolitan counties of Lhe U.S.

together State Economic Àreas reasonably

physical setting, settlement patterns and

shown in Figure '1 . Figures 2 and 3 are

nonmetropolitan population change and net migration between 1950 and

1974 respectively. The bars shown for each region refer to their

"nonmetropolitan" areas onIy.

BeaIe and Fuguitt classified

into 26 regions by grouping

similar in economy, history,

culture.28 These regions are

used to show annual rates of

To make the map of net migration more meaningful, I will regroup the

26 regions into 3 main categories. The first category includes the

regions experiencing continuous in-migration. The second category

embraces those regions displaying continuous out-migration while the

last category incorporates the regions which demonstrate a reversal from

Richard L. Morrill (1980), "The Spread of Change in Metropolitan and
Nonmetropolitan in the United States, 1940-1976ru Urban Geoqraphy,
pp. 118-129.

Calvin L. Beale and G. v. ruguitt (1975), "Population Trends in
Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Cities and Villages in Subregions of
the United States." Centre for Demography and Ecology Working Paper
75-30.

LÔ



Figure 1

Regions for the Analysis of U. S. Nonmetropolitan
Population Change

-15-

'l No¡thern NR Engrând . Sr L¿w¡ênce

2 Norrheaste.n MdroFt'rôñ 8êtr

3 Mohàwr Vallry ¿nd Nm Yor¡ Peññsylv¿nrà

¿l Norrhdn AÐà¡æhrðn Cql Frê85

5 Lowe¡ Gre¿t L¿16 Indurrrr¡l

6 Uqf . G.eðt L46
7 Oerrv Scll

I Centrål Corn 8dt
9 Soú¡hê.n Corn Batl

'10 Southê.n lñtcrþr UOIànct¡

l1 Southêrô Aqgdæhr¡n Corl F,cld¡

12 Sluc R'óqÊ. Gre¡t Src¡¡a. ¡nd G.ê¡t Vällq
13 Southern P'éñonr
l¿ C€sr¿l Ptârn loHco ñd Pcsur Eetl

l5 Otl Coasr¿l Plàô Conoô 96lr

Source: adapted
Nevr Pãttern of
!{orking Paper 75-22 ( Madison, !Vis.: Centre f or Demography
and Ecology, University of llisconsin, 1975 ).

16 M'ssrs3r@' Oelta

l7 Gutl ol Mer'co ânó Soulh Artant¡c Cd3r

18 Fror,ó¿ Pen¡n5ul¿

19 East le¡¿s and Adtornrng Co¿stð¡ prårn

20 O¿¿rl . Ouæhrtð Uptânds

22 Southcrô Great Ple'ns

23 No¡rherñ Greðt Plarnr

24 Rætv Mounrarñs. Mormon vallcyr ¡ñd Columb¡¿ B¿srn

25 No.lh Pæ'irc Coð5t (rncludrôg Al¿i¡¿,

26 lh! Southw6t (rncludrñg Hawe")

from C. L. Beale and c. V. Fugultt. The
NonmetroÞol ltan Pooul.et 1on Çlanqe . cDE
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Figure 3

Annuä1 Rates of Nonrnetropolltan Net Migration for
26 U.S. Regions: 1950-60. l-960-70, 1,970-74
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out-migration to stability or in-migration.

I Continuous In-miqration Reqions.

Belt ( Ho.2 ), Florida ( Ho.l8 ),

), and the Southwest ( Ho.Z6 ) atl had rapid nonmetropolitan net

in-migration increase between 1950 and 1974. The Northeastern

Metropolitan Belt rlas an exporter of population to the South and

the West during 1970-1974, However, nonmeLropolitan counties

within this region showed an increase of net in-migration. The

Northern Pacific coast has resource-based industries and with the

expansion of new irrigated land and rapid growth of smaller

cities, it offset the loss of rural farm population.

Traditionally, the Southwest, especially California, has been the

primary destination of western migration. From the Gold Rush in

1849 to the great exodus from the Dust Bowl in the 1930s to a

The Northeastern Metropolitan

Northern Pacific Coast ( No.ZS

huge migration of people seeking aerospace jobs and bungalows in

the San Fernando Va11ey during and after World War I I

- tõ-

in-migration has been as characteristic of California as its
benign sun, scalloped coastline and pragmatic style of Iiving.2e

Florida started decentralization in the 1940s and continues to

serve as a favourite retirement colony. Àccording to Biggarr30

elderly migrants were highly attracted towards three states --
Florida, California and Àrizona -- which together received three

-quarters of all those migrants.

2s Lindsey Robert ('1978), "Young are Swelling a New
California," New York Times, Feb. 19, pp. 1 and 65.

30 Jeanne C.
Sunbel t , "

Biggar (1980), "The
Population Bulletin,

Sunning of America:
vol. 34, Þ. '19.

Migration to

Migration to the
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Continuous Qut-miqration Regions. The Central Corn Belt ( Ho.g¿"

) , still undergoing considerable agricultural ad justments ' I'laS

one of the two regions which experienced net out-migration in the

post-1970 period. The Mississippi delta region ( Ho. 16 ), with a

large black population, was another area of rapid out-migration

in the 1950s. By the 1970s this area was stiLl experiencing a net

migration loss, but at a considerably reduced rate over the

earlier time.

There are a number of regions that had their population shift

from considerable out-migration in the earlier periods to a

modest gain of in-migration for the later time periods. The

regions which experienced such major population turnaround are

the Southern Interior Uplands ( Ho. 1 0 ) , East Texas and

Àdjoining Coastal PIain ( Ho. 19 ), Ozark-Ouachita Uplands ( No.

20 ), Northern New England-St. Lawrence ( Ho. 1 ), Upper Great

Lakes ( Ho.6 ), Southern Appalachian Coal Fields ( Uo.11 ), and

the Rocky Mountains, Mormon Valleys and Columbia Basin ( Ho. 24

The predominantly white areas in the Middle South ( Ho.s

10,'19,20 ) were well along in their shift from agriculture by

1960. During the succeeding decade they had rapid nonagricultural

economic Arowth, being major beneficiaries of the

decentralization trend of manufacturing that took place in the

'1960s. The Ozark-Ouachita Uplands obtained the spin-off from the

extensive development of recräation and retirement dist.ricts.
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Prior to 1960, all these areas had a substantial population loss.

Ànother two areas shifting from net out-migration to steady net

in-migration were the Northern New England-St. Lawrence region (

No. 1 ) and Upper Great Lakes region ( Ho. 6 ). the growth of the

former region was induced by the expansion of resort-related

activity. in addition to the increased retirement and recreation

development, the latter region also exhibited some gain in

manufacturing and mining. Às a result, net in-migration in this

region was two to three times greater than the upper New England

region. Prior to 1970, the Upper Great Lakes region had lost

population as a result of the exhaustion of timber and mining

reSources.

Migration turnaround may have resutted from the expansion of

energy-related industries. Energy-related migrations were found

in the Southern Appalachian region ( ¡¡o. 11 ) and the Northern

Great Plains region ( Ho. 23 ) as well as the Rocky Mountains

region ( Ho. 24 ) in the 1970-1974 period. The increasing energy

exploitation activities coupled with industrial decentralization,

recreation opportunities, and expanding transportation networks

have spurred in-migration into nonmeLrcpolitan areas of these two

regions. The rest of the regions had switched from decline to

growth in the post '1970 period. Although their nonmetropolitan

population gains were not to be so spectacular'as other regions,

nevertheless, out-nigration in these regions slowed down rapidly

i n the .1 960s.
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The existence of pervasive nonnetropolitan growth is made

clear in the research done by Beale and Fuguitt. They showed

that, first, nonmetropolitan population grew in aIl 26 regions

between 1970 and 1974, with only two regions experiencing lesser

growth than in the 1960s and that, secondly, there rlas an orderly

progression ín 22 of the 26 regions towards diminishing net

out-migration and increasing net in-migration over the years.

During the 1 960s, there rvere only 5 regions showing net

in-migration. However, by the early 1970s, the number of regions

with net in-migration increased to 24.

DYNÀI.ÍIC FACTORS FOR NONMETROPOTITÀN GROWTH IN THE U.S.À.

There are many factors involved in the post-1970 population reversal

trend in the U.S.A. The following explanations are most often cited in

the population and small-town study literature. They exhibit varying

l-evels of specificity and lack mutual exclusivity, and yet, at the same

time, many of them are highly interrelated. What is more, although most

researchers provide some statistical data, seldom do they attempt to

sort out the extent to which each of the factors is contributing to the

population turnaround. Nevertheless, each of Lhem offer some insight

into population redistribution. In order to lessen the complexity of

understanding the phenomenon, each factor will be evaluated separately

(although it may or may not associate with other factors).

1. Continued Growth of Metropolitan Centres and their Expansion into

Adiacent Nonmetropolitan Counties
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The idea is that urban-to-rural migrants are not seeking to

escape urbanity, rather, they are looking for the best of both

worlds -- country living with urban services.3l This is presumed

to be particularly true for those migrants who move to adjacent

nonmetropolitan counties.

In the U.S.A., the adjacent counties contain 51 % of the total

nonmetropolitan population, and their net in-migration increased

by 3.6 % tron 1970 to 1974, This rate of growth is somewhat

higher than that of the nonadjacent counties which increased by

2.3 % during the same period.32 It seems that Americans have a

strong desire to live in rural area but within 30 miles ( i.e.

commuting zone ) of a big city. This hypothesis is sustained by

a national opinion survey, which disclosed that 55 % of

respondents preferred to live within 30 miles of a large city.33

These data reinforce the notion that most people "want" to have

the best of the urban and rural environments and achieve this

goal by living out, but not way out, of a large city.34

Only one-sixth of recent migrants who moved to nonmetropoJ"itan

communities continued to work in metropolitan areas, indicating a

general severing of metro economic ties by most migrantS. Higher

31 George H. Dailey and Rex
Growth and ConsequenceS r "
(eds. ), New Directions in(eds.), New Directions in Urban-Rural Miqration. New York: Academic
Press, p. 242.

Ibid., p. 254,

Calvin L. Beale (1976), op. cit., p. 954.

Gorden F. De Jong (1g77), "Residentiat Preference and Migration,"
Demoqraphv, vol. 14, P. 175.

J¿

1n
Campbell (1980),

John M. Wardwell
n-Rural Miqration.

"The Ozark-Uplands:
and David t. Brown

New York: Academic
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education r+as positively associated with commuting in metro

areas, but education was negatively associated r+ith commuting in

non-metro areas. Commuting of non-metro household heads to metro

jobs also yielded mean income levels above those generally

obtainabl-e in non-metro employment. 35

Decentralization of Manufacturinq in Pursuit of Lower Land and

Waqe Cost

Factors such as decentralization of manufacturing industries

from metropolitan areas and construction of interstate highways

have been the major contributing forces to adjacent

nonmetropolitan growth. The expansion of industrial

decentralization of the 1960s was carried on into the 1970s.

Rural and other nonmetropolitan areas added 1.8 million

manufacturing jobs, or 56 % of. the U.S. increase between March

1962 and March 1978. But more than half of the gain occurred by

March 1957, and all the remainder before 1974 ( presumably

reflecting the recessionary effects of the 1973 oiI pricing

crisis36).

¿.

?he balance between centralization and decentralization may be

a function of leve1 of development such that metropol i tan

concentration occurs until the agglomeration economies become

out-weighed by congestion and related diseconomies, after which

nonmetropolitan recovery occurs.37 Technological advances in

Gladys K.
Migrations
Research,

John long

Bowles and
Status in

voI. 32, pp. 8-20.

(1980), op. cit.

Calvin L. Beale
Nonmetro Àreas. "

( 1980) , "Commuting and
Aorieultural Economics
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production processes and in transportation and communication

systems havè lessened constraints on location for manufacturing

and other industries. }tith the construction of interstate

highways and more use of truck transportation, manufacturers have

been able to locate at greater distances from metropolitan areas.

At the same time, they have maintained the ability to ship their

finished products quickly and economically to markets in those

areas.38 Decentralization of this kind is particularly beneficial

for light industries.

The availability of low:cost labour is probably one of the

most important factors in influencing industry to locate in

nonmetropolitan counties.3s For instance, the labour cost in the

Southern nonmetropolitan region is significantly cheaper than the

Northeastern metropolitan belt. The importance of labour

availabitity has arisen, in part, because of high labour costs

in metropolitan areas, and these increased costs have contributed

to industrial decentralization. Furthermore, manufacturing

plants locating in nonmetropolitan areas are typically oriented

to low-ski1led or medium-skitled labour. As a result,

routinization of production processes occurs. a0 This

routinization enables the "filtering down" of industries from

Richard t. Morrill (1980), op. cit., p. 118.

Steven R. Kale and Richard E. Lonsdale (1979)' "Factors Encouraging
and Discouraging Plant Location in Nonmetropolitan ÀreaSr" in Richard
E. Lonsdale and H. L. Seyler (eds)., Nonmetropolitan
Industrialization, Washington,
47 -56.

Ibid. (1979), pp. 47-56.

ibid. (1979), pp. 47-56.40

0.C., V. H. Winston and Sons, pP.
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metropolitan to nonmetropolitan areas and brings about a "spatial

division of labour". Some manufacturers feel that

nonmetropolitan employees possess a stronger "work ethic" than

their counterparts in metropolitan areas and are thus more

dependable. The absence of labour unions is also considered a

contributing factor to productivity by many nonmetropolitan

employers. The possibility of avoiding labour unions remains a

highly attractive consideration to these employers, and

unionization of manufacturing employees has not yet occurred in

many nonmetropolitan counties.al Furthermore, many factories have

increased their scale of operations as a result of continued

advances in manufacturing technology. Consequently, they require

more land on which to expand. Where the zoning ordinance of the

metropolitan areas failed to set aside enough land for

manufacturing, relocation of manufacturing plants to

nonmetropolitan areas rvas more Iikely to occur.

Increased Employment in Service 0ccupations

The service sector is the fastest growing sector in the U.S.

economy. In nonmetropolitan areas, service industries grew even

faster than the rate of population increase. 1n fact, service

growth accounted f.or 74 % oÍ. the net gain in nonmetropolitan

employment between 1970 and 1977.42 Moreover, whiLe the service

sector rvas systematically shrinking in smaller places,

nevertheless, the index of Central Place Tendency for service

Ibid. (1979), pp. 47-56.

Mark D. Menchik ( 1 981 ) ,
Sara M. Mazie (eds.),
University of North Carolina Press,

"The Service Sector."

pp. 1-

Amos
n

Hawley and
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(service gap) between Lhe largest and the smallest areas vlas

reduced from 1.63 to 1.39 between 1970 and 1977.43

The sharp increase in service occupations among the rural

residents induced greater household income and buying power

which, in turn, translated into improvement of local

infrastructures. Growth in the local service Sector can absorb

unemployed local workers forced out of agr iculture or

manufacturing industries.

Service-sector activities that serve business can make them

more efficient, attract new firms and induce existing ones to

stay. The resulting economic opportunities help to reduce

out-migration and attract in-migration. Furthermorer the expanded

service sector can enhance the quality of rural Iife.aa Despite

the fact that the service sector is the fastest growing industry,

most of its activities are non-basic, that is, they are

community-serving rather than community-forming.as They also have

a pronounced preference for established and growing urban

centres. Even when serving a largely nonmetropolitan area' they

are likely to be concentrated in the most populated place of that

region. a 6 Therefore, government should provide at least some

The index of central place tendency is the number of employed persons
per thousand residents for the largest areas (metro areas of a

million or more) divided by that figure for the smallest areas
(nonmetro counties with no place of 21500 or more persons). Source:
U.S. Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports, PP. 20-21 ' 88-89.

Mark D. Menchik (1981), op. cit., PP. 47-56.

For detailed discussion of function for basic and non-basic
activities, see M. Yeates and B. Garner (1980), op. cit.r PÞ. 73-94.

Richard E. Lonsdale and H. L. Seyler (1979), op. cit., p. 10.

44

ÀÉ

co
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essential services to under-privileged towns and viflages in

order to deter out-migration and improve the quality of life.

The increase of service employment in rural areas cän be

considered as a factor contributing more to the retention of

locaI residents than the attraction of new in-migrants. Based on

the theory of the "dual labour market" which asserts that many

service-sector industries offer secondary Iabour market jobs with

low income and Iittle economic advancement, one may argue that

bhe role of this factor in terms of attracting in-migrants will

diminish in the future.47 Moreover, the basic and non-basic

activities are interdependent with each other. Without sufficient

Support from the primary, secondary and Some basic service

industries, the non-basic service industry cannot survive by

itself. Therefore, r+le should not overestimate the contribution of

this factor in terms of attracting new in-migrants and reviving

small towns.

EarIy retirement coupled with secure income Sources has

allowed retirees to choose the place they have longed to live in.

New sources of income such as the federal Supplement Security

income programme have enhanced their purchasing power. With a

steady income assured regardless of Iocation, retirees comprise a

floating population of consumers whose presence in an increasinq

service oriented socieLy creates jobs wherever they go.48

D. M. Gordon (1972),
Orthodox, Racial,
D.C. Heath.

r Market tex i ngton ,

nf
s.5
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Between 1 965 and 1 970, there was only to*u 6 % of' total

interstate migration accounted for by persons aged 60 or over.as

Apparently, most retirees do not move, but those who do move 90

disproportionately to nonmetropolitan areas. s0 Furthermore, the

major reasons for Ieaving original residences claimed by the

elderly migrants were related to health and climate.51 Therefore,

one may suppose that areas blessed with favourable climates and

pleasant environments are those which receive a diSproportionaLe

share of elderly migrants. In fact, as recounted' eIderJ.y

migrants r.lere highly di rected towards the three states of

Florida, California and Arizona. Together they received over

three-quarters of aIl these migrants between 1965 and 1970.52

Other states r+ith a noticeable influx of retirees were Upper

Michigan, Missouri , Arkanas, New Hampshire, New Mexico and

0regon.

Leisure Activities

The initial cost of moving is not cheap when we consider the

associated expenses such as finding a better permanent home and

Iiquidating fixed assets. However, the long term aggregate

benefits obtained through relocation (including personal

48 Peter A Morrison and ¡udith P. Wheeler ('1978), op. cit., P. 19.

Jeanne C. Biggar (1980), op. cit., p. 19.

Calvin L. Beale f976) , op. cit., p. 955.

Steve t. Barsby and Dennis R. Cox (1975), Interstate MiqraLion of the
ElderIy, D.C. Heath, Lexington, MA. ' P.11.

Jeanne C. Biggar (1980), op. cit., p. 19.

49

50

51

52
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satisfaction, financial gainr or both) may exceed the monetary

Ioss in the initial period. Since persons with higher incomes are

better able to bear the initial costsr wê would expect them to

display greater mobility and choice of new residences. À study by

Lichter confirmed that both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan

migrants were disproportionately conposed of higher

socio-economic status groups than their comparable ( but stayer)

locaI residents. 5 3

Rapid growth in real income or affluence in the last two

decades has been accompanied by a change in the nature of demand

for higher-order goods. It also expands the array of choices

available to households in selecting residential locations. }tith

more disposable income, one can spend more time in pursuit of

recreation, leisure, and other outdoor activities. Many of these

activities are, by their very nature, nonurban. Indirectly, the

increase of real income has promoted the notion of pleasure

hunting or living which, in turn, has driven some

consumer-serving activities into nonmetropolitan areas. The

shift of consumer-serving firms reinforces the subsequent

relocation of other service and small retail establishments, âs

well as Iater nonmetropolitan-bound migrants. In addition, l-ower

land costs beyond the metropolitan periphery serve to make the

decentralization process economically more attractive to firms

and households.

53 Daniel Lichter, Tim B. Heaton, and
in Selectivity of Migration between
Àreas: 1955-1975r" RuraI Socioloqv,
645-667 .

GIenn v. Fuguítt (1979), "Trends
Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan
vol. 44, no. 4, $tinler: pp.



Incleased Enrollments in Nonmetro Colleqes and Universities

The growth of college towns in rural areas reflects the demand

for higher education among young people. The expansion of the

national education system has been diffused to regional and local

1eve1s. Therefore, nonmetropolitan counties assumed a new and

larger role for educating people around their areas. The

emergence of senior colleges or universities in nonmetropolitan

centres provided a neh' stimulus for local economic and population

growth. Àn expanding student body, faculty, and support

personnel generated a greater economic base for such communities.

Consequently, they also enhanced the cultural environment of such

communities, making them more atLractive for further development.

A recent study by Fuguitt and Voss found that nonmetropolitan

counties with a four-year state college or university programme

experienced higher levels of poputation growth from 1950 to 1975

than those nonmetropolitan counties without such institutes.

During the 1960 to 1970 period, the annual net migration rates

were 1.1 and -6.5 for counties with and without state college or

university respectivety.5a However, the migration gap between

these two types of counties was narrowed drastically in the 1970

to 1975 period. Àlthough counties with state colleges had an

annual migration rate at 8.0 % in the 1970s, counties r+ithout

state colleges had reversed their population trend from a net

loss of 6.5 % in the 1960s to a net gain of 5.9 % in the 1970s.

Àfter passing through the peak college enrollment period between

- 30-

5a G1enn v. Fuguitt and Paul R. voss (1979), op. cit., p. 13.
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'1960 and 1970, population gain has slowed down markedly in the

1970s. In brief, one can conclude that the educational factor

had played a more significant role for nonmetropolitan growth in

the 1960s than the 1970s. More importantly, the establishment of

senior colleges or universities functioned as an intervening

opportunity factor to deter out-migration' especially among the

young people in the nonmetropolitan counties, rather than attract

young migrants from metropolitan areas.

Growth of State Governments7.

State governments have a maj or ef fect on the shape of

nonmetropolitan development. The role of government is important

for infl-uencing both economic and quality-of-life factors. The

persistence of economically-depressed areas, the presence of

poverty in less-urbanized areas, and the perceived rural-urban

disparities in other aspects of well-being have promoted an

enlarged role for governnents in taxing, expenditure, regulatory

development, and services policies and practices. Newly-created

pLanning offices have infiltrated into every state and exerted

their influence on community development. According to

Hanslerrs5 the objectives of nevl programmes were designed to:

(a) foster economic development of depressed areas or regions;
(b) eradicate poverty and improve health, education, and

welfare of citizens;
(c) attain better distribution of population through

better-balanced rural-urban growth; and
(rl) oivp eiiizens a better voice in decisions that affect\s/

their lives.

Richard Hansler 111974), "The Emergence of Àrea Developnent," in
George Brinkman (ed.), The Development of Rural America. Lawrence;
The University of Kansa, p. 17.
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The Rural Development Àct of 1972 provided various forms of

social and economic assistance significant for smaller

communities which, for its part, generated netr employment

opportunities, improved the quality of 1ife, and reduced the need

for out-migration in the more disadvantaged areas.56

Examining the data provided by stinson,5T one can see that the

governments put some effort into reducing rural-urban inequality.

In metropolitan counties, per capita expenditures onry rose from

$ 348 to $ 349 from 1972 to 1977. on the other hand, per capita

expenditure grew from fi 240 to $ 263 (9.5 % increase) in

nonmetropolitan counties during the same period. Àlthough there

still remains an $ 86 difference between the two areas, this does

not mean that services are on the average one-third better or

more available in metropolitan areas . It may be inferred,

rather, that the rerative needs are different in the two areas.

For instance, metropoLitan counties had to spend 2 to 3 times

more on protection, se$,er, environment, and housing budgets than

their rural counterparts due to associated urban problems.

conversely, more government expenditure was spent to promote

local education, highway infrastructures, health insiitutions

and protection in the nonmetropolitan areas.

Levelli¡q off of Loss of Farm population8.

Richard E. tonsdale and H.

Thomas F. St inson ( 1 98 1 ) ,
Amos H. Hawley and Sara M.

t. SeyIer (1g7g), op. cit., p. 7,

"Fiscal Status of Local Governments."
Mazie (eds.), op. cit., p. 748.

tn
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Net out-migration rates v¡ere positively correlated with

percentage of population engaged in agriculture. The higher the

proportion of population engaged in agricultural activiLies, the

higher the net out-migration rate. The effect of net

out-migration from the areas most dependent on farming was

reflected in loss of total population, a 10.7 % Ioss fron '1950 to

1970 for counties with 30 % or more employed in agriculture.

Hgwever, these same areas had net out-migration rates reduced to

less than 1 % trom 1970 to 1974.s8 The diminution of the rural

migrant pool, as employment in agriculture nears a minimum, has

played a role in reducing the rural-urban migration stream.ss

According to the .1978 annual sample survey collected in the

Census of Popu).at i on , 
6 0 about 900 

' 
000 people held mult iple-j obs

with at least one job in agriculture. Although the number of

multiple-job workers has declined somewhat (1 
'070,000 

in the

1960s), it has not fallen as rapidly as total agricultural

employment. The economic spin-off effects of population reversal

and industrial decentralizai-ion in the 1970s have provided an

alternative means for living especially among those part-time

farmers. thus with more secure income, Iess part-time farmers

tended to move away from their rural communities. At the same

lime, the release of excess farm workers has contributed to a

potential worker pool, which attracted the newly decentr'alized

Ca1vin L. Beale (1976), op. cit., p. 954.

John M. Wardwell and David t. Brown (1980)'

Larry G. Blackwood and Edwin H. Carpenter
Anti-Urbanism in Determining Residential
Pattern," Bgel-Sg!g&9.y., vol. 43' P. 32.

c5

60

^i+ ^ 1ey _9lEr P. tv.

( 1 978 ) , "The Importance of
Preferences and Migration



mairufacturing or service

Rise of Anti-urbanism andq

Ànti-urbanism may be defined as the salient negative

orientation towards large centres of population.61 In fact, fewer

and fewer people seen to want to live in big cities if they can

afford to move. The above statement is confirmed by five Galrup

surveys conducted from '1966 to 1976. The findings indicate that

only 13 % of the population preferred to stay in cities in 1976

as compared to 22 % ín '1966.s2 The reasons for change are rerated

to environmental push and pul1 factors. push factors are usuarty

found in cities where crime, drugs, pol-lution, school troubles,

fiscal matters and so on prevail. In addition to the absence of

the above urban disamenities, country living offers greater

outdoor recreation and cultural activities, lower cost of living,

slower pace of 1ife, better atmosphere to raise children, greater

community satisfaction and individual privacy, and better social

relat ionships.

Unfortunately, it is very hard to quantify to what extent

anti-urbanism has contributed to the recent migration turnaround.

Nevertheless, one can stil-1 estimate the rerationship by using

surrogate variables such as population density and metro-nonmetro

classification. Àccording to Beale's report, the highest rates

since 1970 have occurred in the count i es w i th the lowest

industries.

Chanqe of Residential Preferences

-34-

ol Ibid. (1978), p. 32.

Don À. Di llman ( '1 979 ) ,
Population Turnaround, "
vol. 61, Dec ,, p.962.

62 "Residences,
American Journal

Quality of Life, and the
of Aqricultural Economics -,
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population densities.63 Thus, people seem to be desiring and

achieving separation from heavily populated areas. Using

metro-nonmetro classification and subjective quality-of-1ife

variables to meaSure reSidential preference, a number of

researchers discovered that more and more people preferred to

live in nonmetropotitan areas in recent years.64 In general,

their findings indicate that residential preferences are

contributing to population turnaround and the recent

nonmetropolitan growth.

Narrowinq of Traditional Gaps in Urban and Rural Life Styles{ntu.

In the under-developed countries, urban and rural areas are

Sti11 very distinguishable from each other. However, urban and

rural places are becoming more alike in countries such aS the

U.S.À. and other Western nations. The rise of rural-urban

convergence resulted from the diminishing differences in

employment and cultural opportunities, real income levels,

SOcio-economic components, and life styles between urban and

rural residents.

The introduction of rural postal service, the all-weather

Surface road, the spread of car ownership anong rural residentst

the linkage of local telephone companies with the Bell system'

the rural electrification programme of the 1930s' and television,

have together brought most nonmetropolitan areas within daily

63 calvin L. Beale (1976), op. cit.,
6a Don À. Dillnan (1979), op. cit.,

op. cit., pp. 953-958f Gorden
169-178; and Glenn V. Fuguitt and
pp.491-504.

p. 954.

pp. 960-966; calvin L. Beale (1976)'
F. De Jong (1977), op. cit., PP.

James J. Zuiches ('1975), op. cit.,
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access to metropolitan centres. The consequent diffusion of

urban influences over the countryside has been manifested in the

standardized consumerS ServiceS, âfl increaSing amount of

nonagricutturat employment, and a modernization of rural areaS.6s

The joint effects of modern transportation as well as

telecommunications have promoted the spread of urban values to

more remote areas and thus created more homogeneous communities

across the rural landscape. In short, as Iife styles in

nonmetropolitan areas have become increasingly urbanized, the

distance restraints on the general centrifugal drift of urban

population have been relaxed and the population turnaround

movement faced fewer cultural impediments.

11.

The high rate (gf %) of automobile ov¡nership among

nonmetropolitan households and the expansion of the automobile

transportation system have effectiveJ.y enlarged labour markets

accessible to the nonmetropolitan population. Long-distance

commuting has deterred out-migration for many nonmetropolitan

residents and has enabled many metro-nonmetropolitan migrants to

enjoy the amenities of rural Iiving while retaining their

economic opportunities in metropolitan areas.66 According to the

1975 housing survey,67 the number of residents Lravelling to work

1 1n

65 Robert O. Richards (1978), "Urbanization of Rural

66 Arthur Saltzman and Lavtrence I^t. New1in (1981)' in Àmos H.

Sara M. Mazie (eds.), oP. cit., P. 260,

67 u.s. Bureau
States: 1 975.

Calif. : Jossey-Bass.

of the Census (1979) 
'WashingtoD, D.C.: U.S.

by David Street and
Àreas," in Handbook
Associates, chapter

Government Pr

Hawley and
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within metro areas r,las two times higher among nonmetropolitan

residents as compared to metropolitan residents (2 million versus

1 million). The median distance (4.6 miles) travelled to work by

non-metro households v¡as well below that travelled by metro heads

(1.6 mites) in 1975.68 This shorter commuting distance is due in

part to the fact that economic opportunities within non-metro

communities were expanding at the expanse of metro areas.

However, more nonmetropolitan household heads commuted long

distance (i.e. 30 miles or more each way) than their metropolitan

counterparts, '7,7 % for the former and 5.6 % tor the latter.

Moreover, metro-nonmetropolitan migrants are the most likely

group ro commute in such fashion. These long-distance commuters

are not necessarily better educated than those non-commuters

although they tend to earn moderate to above-average incomes.

This seems logical, âs the payoff from low-income jobs does not

tempt people to incur the cost of commuting.ue In sum, the

relatively cheap gasoline and lower gasoline consumption for

highway driving help long-distance commuting as well as

population redistribution.

12. Revival of Enerqv and Mininq Industries

The energy and mining industries in nonmetropolitan areas had

experienced declining employmeni for decades up to the late

'1 960s. However , energy crises reversed the fate of these

industries and helped bring about a boom in the 1970s, with

employment increasing by 13.7 % (55,000 jobs) trom 1970 to

oð Gladys K. Bowles and Calvin L. Beale (1980), op. cit.r PP.8-20.

Ibid., pp. 8-20.
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1 978. ? 0 As a result of available job opportunities, a large

number of migrants have moved to those energy-supply regions,

most notably Lhe Northern Great PIains and Appalachia. Together,

these migrants represented sources of change for rural

communities in the 1970s. For instance, aS consumersr they

induced much greater demand on housing, local business' and

government services. Thus, income per capita has been raised for

the nonmetropolitan residents as it has for the in-migrants.7l

Comoletion of Interstate Highway systgmtJ.

Both industrialists and residents have benefited from the

completion of interstate highways. For the industrialists, it

means more alternative ways of transporting goods and materials,

expanding external markets, and the options of relocating firms

to areas where cost of production is cheaper. For the residents,

it means more job opportunities and greater access to consumer

markets and freedom of movement. Therefore' one may assume that

there is a positive correlation between the completion of

interstate highways and economic arowth of the regions adjoining

the highways. À recent study by Fuguit and Ross indicates that

nonmetropolitan counties with interstate highways experienced

greater rates of net in-migration than those counties without

interstate highways between '1970 and 1975.72 However, an earlier

7o C1aude C. Haren (1979), "The Decentralization of
1969-1 976,u Paper presented at the Southern
Association, Nashville, Tenn. , Àpri1.

71 irving Hoch (1981), "Energy and Location," in Amos

M. Mazie (eds.), oP. cit., P. 322,

72 Glenn v. Fuguitt and Paul R. voss (1979), op. cit.,

U.S. Employment,
Reg i onal Sc ience

H. Hawley and Sara

p. '13.
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study ( 1 973 ) by Hansen contradicts the above f inding. He

concludes that, "Nonmetro counties experiencing population

decline during the '1950s but population growth during the 1960s

had no advantage over other counties in terms of access to

highway, suggesting the explanation for their population reversal

is unrelated to the availabiliLy of major highways. "7 3 In sum,

this factor for population turnaround is ambivalent. For some

regions, however, industrialists may take advantage of this

factor to promote decentralization.

Lower Cost of tivinq in Rural AreêÉ1n

While metropolitan residents enjoy higher incomes, their

nonmetropolitan counterparts enjoy lower costs of living. In

general, cost of foods and commercial services is cheaper in

rural areaS. Furthermore, public services like water supply,

Sewer provision and police protection are also available at a

cheaper cost.

Àn increasing number of older people, provided with sources of

retirement income which are not tied to particular locations,

are returning to their places of origin or seeking pleasant and

low-cost environments in which to live.Ta Alternative)-y, in the

period of both high inflation and slow economy in the 1970s, it

may be that many of the recent nonmetropolitan in-migrants are

"stagflation refugees", fleeing the combination of high prices

N.
l

Le

74 tlilliam Alonso (1977 ), op. cit., p. 173.

xington, Mass.: Lexington Books.

Hansen (1973),
versaf o

r f Lo

tio



and high unemployment rates

people, the lower cost of

be appealing, particularly

workers who originally left

their forlunes in the cities.75

ST'},IMÀRY

This section contains strong evidence tl support of the

multi-dimensional cases for nonmetropolitan growth. The identified

dimensions can be classified as economic or non-economic inducement to

small-town growth. Economic factors promote financial status of rural

communities. On the other hand, non-economic factors cultivate

socio-psychological weIl-being of rural residents. Both of them are

complementary to each other and act together to reinforce growth. Some

researchers claim that non-economic factors contribute more to

nonmetropolitan growth. In my opinion, economic development will always

be crucial for the overall well-being of small communities. The pursuit

of social well-being or quality-of-1ife alone cannot promote economic

well-being, but the pursuit of economic opportunities can prornote both

social and economic well-being for individuals as well as communities.

-4 0-

in metropolitan areas. For such

Iiving in nonmetropolitan areas would

among the unemployed metropolitan

a nonmetropolitan birthplace to seek

75 Kevin F. McCarthy and Peter A. Morrison (1973), "The Changing
Dernographic and Economic Structure of Nonmetropolitan Areas in the
1970s," Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Population
Association of America, St. Louis, Mo., Àpri1.



INTRODUCTION

The revival of Àmerican smal-] towns in the 1970s has been weLl

documented in the previous chapter. Let us now turn our aLtention to lhe

conLemporary Canadian settlenent pattern. In this chapter, a paralleI

study of small town viability and rural economy of Canada will be

performed. In particularr Fegional variations in Canaoa, ofl the one

hand, as weLl as similarities and differences between the United states

and Canada, on the other, will be highlighted. fhis exercise should pin

down causal agents that are both comparable to those in the U.S.À. and

also that derive from unique Canadian circumsEances.

TI{E PERSISTENCE OF CÀNÀDIåN S}f,ÀIt TOWNS

After decades of rural exodus due to urbanization, the 1981 Canadian

Population Census indicates the revival of rural small towns. Àccording

to it, nearly one-fifth of lhe nation's population lives in towns and

villages ( see Table 1 ). Àlthough it is still true that urban areas

hao experienced greater absolute population growth during the 1971-1981

period, nevertheless, for the very first time in more than one hundred

years the raLe of population growth is greater in rural areas than in

urban areas ( see Table 2 ). This unanticipated population turnaround

phenomenon occurred afler the historically high rural depopulation

TSIE REVIVÀL OF SI{Àtt TOT{NS IN CÀNÀDÀ DI'RING TI{E 19705

tl 't- rl



Total
Population

Year ( OûU's )

f,en¿diarr Population Trends, 195f - 19Bl

l85l
1861
1871
lBsl
l89r
19t1
19l l
1921
1931
1941
1951
l96l
1971
t98l

Urban
PepulaLion
{ ffiû's }

Table 1

2435
322e
3689
4326
4832
5'427
7zfJe
8789

10377
I 1506
1401t
læ3Ð
21565
2435,4

Rural
Population
( tûO's )

319
510
675

lDtS
1440
1894
3Û13
4166
5448
6ìfû9
8742

t2Ì12
t64l I
18436

Source: for
for

Urban
Populat.ion

as Z oF Total
Population

l85l
l98l,

2tt6
27tg
3014
33lB
3392
3533
4195
46,23
4929
5097
5264
5526
5154
59lB

- 1971, Carrada Year
StaListics tarrada

RuraI
Population

as Í of Total
Fopulation

13- r
l5-a
18-3
23-3
29-B
34- 9
4l-8
47-4
s2-5
55-7
62-4
69- 7
76-1
7s-7

Bonk ( 1974 ), Table 4-ll;
C5 92-9Ol / 1981, Table 7.

86.9
84.2
s1- 7
76-7
70-2
65- 1

5S- 2
52.6
47.5
44- 3
37.6
30,3
23.9
24-3

I
N

t\)
I



Changes oF Population Living in Canadian
Urban and Rural Hreas, 1851 - 19Bl

Table Z

Period

lBsr-1861
1861-1871
tBTl-lsBl
lsBl-189r
1891-1901
1901-191 I
191 1-192r
1921-1931
1931-1941
1941-19sr
1951-1961
1961-1971
1971-l98l

Change of
Urban

Population(z)

Change of
Rural

Population(r)

59.9
32- 4
49- 3
42-9
31- 5
59- 1

38.3
30- I
17.6
36- 4
45-4
29-t
t2-3

Source: see Table I

Change of
Total

Population
(it)

2e-4
10- 9
lo- r
2-2
4-2_

lB-7
lo- 2
6-6
3-4
3-4
4-9

-6-7
l4- 8

32-6
14.3
17- 3
r 1.7
t2-3
32- 8
2r-9
18. r
1U- 9
2t-B
30- 2
lB- 2
t2-9

I
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period between 1961-1g71, ÀIthough the proportion of the population

living in rural areas has been decreasing drastically from 1851 to 1971,

it is nore accurate to say that more and more people actually lived in

towns and villages except for the 1 961-1971 period (see TabIe 1 ) '

Moreover, figures for the 1971-'1981 period indicate that more people

lived in rural areas than at any time in the past'

In addition to the above evidence which points Lo the revival of

small towns during the 1971-1981 period, Hodge and Qadeer also collected

two other indicators to demonstrate the persistence of growth in small

towns; namely, the change in commercial establishments and the growth in

housing stock.?6 perfornance in these indicators is compared for each of

the major regions of Canada and for the country aS a whole ( see Table 3

). There are three distinctive features of towns and villages revealed

by the data in Table 3. First, both housing and commercial sectors are

experiencing higher rates of growth than population in towns and

villages acroSS all regions of the country. Secondly' even in regions

of low population growth, ô5 in Ontario and the Àtlantic region, the

small towns and villages experienced substantial growth in housing and

commerce. Thirdly, there is considerable variability in the set of

growth rates in the different regions, that is, the latter two

observations are a reflection of differences within individual

communities. Some communities experienced greater growth in stores than

in their housing stock or population, while others experienced the exact

reverSe.TT Overall, these indicators also tend to substantiate the

7 6 G.D. Hodge and M.A.

77 rbid. (1983), pp. 35-36.

0adeer (1983),
, Toronto an Vancouver: But t erworth



lìompar-isc,rr oF
ðnd Commel-r:ial

lJlrarrges in Populatiorr, llnusing Stock,
Est¿brlishments in C¡nadi.:n Tor¡ns and
Lrillage=, 1971 - l9Êll

Table 3

Canada
FlLla¡rlic
[.ìuebec
tntar i. o
Pr¿iries
British Cc'lurnt¡ia

Fìc'pr-rlation

Source: RdapLed frorn G-ll- llodqe .rnd ll-R- Oadeer ( l9fl3 ).rrfstrns and Uillages irr flanada: Tlre ImporLance oF beirrq Urrirnportarrf,--",
Toronto and Vancolr\;er-: But.ter-uor-th and tcr-, p- 3Lr-

PercenLaqe f-i]rarrge rrr

[{ousi rrg
SLock

16 -7
-n-?-
21- 9
t-2

34-9
l2-tJ

Petai I
Firms

41_ 3
17_ 5
39- I
27 -7
66_ 7
59- 6

Total
Cammerc i al

F- i rms

32-2
31_3
20- 3
tl -2
45- 9
62-6

40- 5
4û- I
23_A
rtl- ¿
52-9
80- 4

I
N

Ltì
I



persistence or "staying polrer" of snal1 rural communities.

RECENT I|ÍETRO ÀND NONI'ÍETRO POPI'LÀTION TRENDS IN CÀNÀDÀ

The foregoing section hints of the revival of small tor+ns in Canada.

However, it does not provide information concerning proportional

population share and regional variations in terms of growth and decline

among the rural communities. To assess these two dimensions, shift and

share analysis (SS¡) is employed as a means to display rapidly growing,

sluggish, stagnant and declining populations in various provinces.rs It

aIlows for disaggregation of population components into urban, rural

farm and rural nonfarm and indicates whether their growth or decline is

dUe tO "Structuraf" Or "reSidual" factOrs. In this cOntext, the growth

of population groups in a province is considered (1) in relation to

growth of that particular population group in the nation as a whole, Q)

in relation to the growth of aII population groups in the nation, and

(3) in relation to the growth performance of population groups in the

region. Thus, for a province, we may consider the growth of all

population groups to be some functions of:7s

-46-

I Total Shift for settlement i (fSi); is the total amount by which

the particular population group has grown or decLined. Positive

TS indicates a population gain in excess of the "fair share" in

the study period. In contrast, negative TS indicates a shortfall

78 D. Todd (1986),
Discussion paper

?s Geoffery J.D. Hewing ,]rg77), Reqional industrial Analvsis and
Development, London: Methbuen and Co. Ltd.r PP. 6i-95.

su itted to Hea1th and l'lelf are Canada.
lI-town Futures: the Deve1
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in the "fair Share".

Proportionality Shift for settlement i (psi); is that aspect of

TSi which can be attributed to the settlement havinq an

over-represented allocation of fast-growing population groups in

the case of positive PSi or slow-growing population groups in the

case of negative PSi.

Differential Shift for settlement i (DSi); is TSi minus PSi or

that aspect of the total shift which cannot be ascribed to

structural factors. Positive DS implies population gain due to

"inherent advantage" of geographic influences: all population

groups (including slow-growth ones) perform well here. 0n the

contrary, negative DS implies population loss due to "inherent

disadvantage" of geographic influences. For example, isolated

location of settlement makes aIl population groups (includi.ng

fast-growing ones) under-perform here.

Observed Growth for settlement i (0Gi ) represents the actual

number of people gained or lost in a particular population group.

Reqional Share for settlement i (nSi ) indicates what degree of

population gain or loss a settlement should have if it conformed

to its expected share at base year of all settlement population.

If RS is less than OG, then the settlement performed better than

its counterparts. On the other hand, if RS is greater than 0G,

then the settlement performed poorly relat ive to other

settlements.

¿.

It is very important to note that only the data displayed under

"observed growth" represent the aclual population gain or Ioss. À11
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other daLa in the SSA are measures of "what would have happened if the

regions and population sectors conformed to their expected shares". In

other words, the former indicates "absolute" growth or decline; while

the latter represents "relative" growth or decline in relationship to

the base average growth rate.

The data displayed in Table 4 represent the distribution of

population by urban, rural farm and rural non-farm categories from 1971

to '1981. For their part, the data reported in Tab1e 5 represent the

results of a SSA of population distribution among the provinces during

the 1971-1981 period. In computing the various growth components'

reference was made to the growth performance of comparable population

groups in the whole of Canada.

I^iith the exception of Alberta and sritish Columbia, all other

provinces had gained popuJ.ation below the national growth rate \ 12.87%

) during the 1971-1981 period ( see Table 4, column 6). The actual

population gains and losses are shown in column (5) of Table 5. At the

aggregate 1eve1, each province gained population during this ten-year

period. In absolute terms, Ontario gained the largest number of people

\922,000); followed by Alberta (609,860), British Columbia (575,445) 
'

and Quebec (41 0,650 ). New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland,

Saskatchewan, and Manitoba had modest gains in population. The median

value of population gain for these five provinces was 45,585. The

renaining province, PÍince Edward island, had the smallest gain in

population (10,870). Àt the disaggregated leveI, the rural farm sector
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exhibited popul-ation losses in every province. The leading provinces

with such population losses rvere Quebec ( 1 18,940) , Ontario (83,815) ,

Saskatchewan (53,080), Alberta (45r270), and Manitoba (34,020). The

remaining provinces had low-to-modest population losses in the

rural-farm sector ranging from 2,600 to 13,935 r+ith the median number of

8,590 people. with regard to the actual urban population distribution,

nine out of ten provinces experienced population growth ( the exception

was New Brunswick ). The three leading provinces were Ontario, Àlberta

and British Columbia. The remaining provinces ( except New Brunswick )

had low-to-modest gains in urban population ranging from 1 r735 to

132,600. The striking finding of this analysis is the simultaneous

growth of rural non-farn population sectors across Canada. More

importantly, rural non-farm population sectors in seven provinces had

even grown at a much higher rate than their urban counterparts ( see

Table 4, column (5) ). After reviewing the data in Table 2 and column

(5) of Table 4, a tentative conclusion tends to confirm that the revival

of smaIl torlns had occurred during the 1971-1981 period.

The sources of regional variations in terms of "relative" population

growth or decline are depicted by the total shift vector (tS) in Table

5, which can be further decomposed into differential and proportionality

shifts. Àt the aggregate level, only Alberta and sritish Columbia

gained more than their'fair share'. For example, Alberta and British

Colunbia together gained nearly 700,000 more people than their initial

share ( see Table 5, column 3 ). At the disaggregated level, the

rural-farm population sectors of all provinces suffered population loss.

Similarly, the urban population sectors of all provinces except Àlberta,
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British CoIumbia, and Saskatchewan also suffered population decline.

Yet, in contradistinction, the rural non-farm population sectors of all
provinces except Newfoundland and Saskatchewan had gained population.

In brief, TS data indicated that the gaining of population in the rural

non-farm sectors rvas at the expense of other population sectors,

especially the rural farm-sector.

À negative proportionality shift indicates that the growth in the

population sector as a whole is less than the growth rates in all
population sectors due to over-representation of slow-growing population

sectors. in fact, the urban and rural farm population sectors across

Canada had experienced slow growth rates during the 1971-1981 period (

at the disaggregated level ). À negative DS, meanwhile, implies that the

growth rate in the populalion sector in the province is less lhan the

growth rate in that population sector in the nation as a whole due to

inherent locational disadvantages. Unlike the PS, the oS shift of

population sectors varies from one province to another. For instance,

Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and British Columbia

had locational disadvantages for the fast-growing rural non-farm

population sector. Since the joint effect (sum) of DS and PS equals the

TS, h'e can identify the regional variations for different population

groups in the provinces. In the case, of Newfoundland and Saskatchewan,

the negative TS'of the rural non-farm population sectors are the result

of population loss due to inherent locational disadvantages. In the

cases of Prince Edward Is1and, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario and

Àlberta, the positive TS' of the rural non-farm population sector are

the result of poputation gain due t.o both inherent locational advantages
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and the fast-growing population in this sector. However, the positive

TS' of the rural non-farm sector in Nova Scotia, Manitoba and British

Columbia are due to the fast-growing population in this sector rather

than the l-ocational factor. in short, except for Newfoundland and

Saskatchewan, the rural non-farm population sector had experienced

population gain which rvas owing to the fast-growing population in this

sector and the locational advantages surpassing the locational

di sadvantages "

With regard to the population exchange among various sectors in

different provinces, a "simplified" population flow diagram is

constructed based on the TS data. Since the data register changes over a

ten-year period, they will not be able to account for the intermediate

population flow between 1971 and 1981. Nevertheless, lhe "relative"

exchange of population can be measured at the end-period (1981). Figure

4 represents the percentage for "relative" gain or loss of population by

province and settlement in the 1971-1981 period. The figure on the

left-hand-side depicts the areas with relative population 1oss, while

the figure on the right-hand-side describes the areas with relative

population gain. Since the data are measured in relative terms, the

amount of population loss (-100 %) would equal the anount of population

gain (+100 %). Obviously, rural farm settlement had the heaviest

relative Ioss of population which accounted for 42 %. WhiIe the

settlements in some provinces lost a considerable amount of population,

urban areas in Alberta and British Columbia received a disproportionate

share of population. The relative loss of population in the urban

sectors was limited to 6.5 %. Notably, the rural non-farm settlements in
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Newfoundland and Saskatchewan deviated from the national population

trend in the 1 971 -1 981 period. Together, these two provinces lost

slightly over 1 % of. expected population share. Nevertheless, the

overall rural non-farm settlements in Canada had a relative population

gain of 49 %. In fact, the rural non-farm sector was the only

population recipient, the other two population sectors r+ere popuLation

Iosers.

Examination on Figure 4 indicated that both urban and rural farm

population sectors in Quebec and 0ntario were the leading losers.

Together, these two population sectors recorded a relative loss of.67.23

% in national share ( i.e , 37.05 + I .47 + 1'1 .89 + 9.82 ). on the other

hand, the rural non-farm sector in the two provinces only absorbed 33.61

% ( i.e. 21.51 +'13.10 ) of the national population share. Therefore,

the difference rlas probably accounted for by migrant streams from these

two provinces to the fast-growing urban sector in Alberta and British

Columbia. To explain this phenomenon, one may hypothesize that there

!¡as not enough 'intervening opportunities' provided by the adjacent

rural non-farm sector in Quebec and Ontario. In the case of Quebec, the

outflow of human resources and financial capital were in part due to the

revival of separatism under the premiership of Rene Levesque in the

second half of the 1970s.80 At the same time, Àlberta and British

Columbia experienced a tremendous "urban" growth in the industrial

sectors during the 1971-1981 period. 0f the '18 industrial groups, 16 of

them in these two provinces recorded positive total share values.8lT.lith

80 Rowland l¡ans (1978), op. cit., pp.

Except personal services induslry81

1'1-1s.

and manufacturing industry in food
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regard to the relative loss of urban and rural populations in all other

provinces, they were probably absorbed within their own provinces in the

adjacent rural non-farm sectors during the'1971-1981 period ( see Figure

4 ).

DYNÀMIC FÀCTORS FOR SMÀLI-TOI{N REVIVAI IN CÀNN)À

Canada is an urban country and the distribution of urban places and

population is uneven. over two-thirds of canada's population, and a

large proportion of its economic activities, are found within the '137

urban places of greater than 10,000 persons.s2 Ànd most of these urban

places are situated along the southern border from the east to west

coast. One-fifth of the population Iive in towns and villages and the

remaíning population are scattered in isolated rural areas. Since the

canadian population size is only one-tenth of the Àmerican and, as

industrial activities are concentrated, one can expect different

combinations of factors affecting the revival of smaLl towns in Canada.

The following explanations are thus generalizations of sma1l-town

revival.

1.

Adiacent Rural Areas

and beverages, all other industries in the urban sector of these two
provinces had received disproportional employment growth. source:
derived from 1971 census of canada, catalogue No.92-92.1, Tabre 2 and
198'l Census of Canada, Catalogue No. 94-''Ì4'1 , Table 3R.

8 2 Michael D. Ray f 976) , Canadian
Clark Co.

Urban Trends, voI. 1, Toronto: Copp,
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For several decades, Canadian settlement studies presumed that

the proximity of small centres to a large city was the major

explanation of rural smal1-town and village growth. À recent

study indicates that almost 72 percent of the smal1 centres

locat_ed within thirty miles of a metropolitan area experienced

some degree of population growth in the 1961-1971 period. There

is then a sharp drop in this growth experience beyond thirty

miles. In all successive zones ( see Table 6 ), the proportion of

growing towns and vi1lages, registered on the average, around 50

nornonl- I3

In addition to the above finding, Statistics Canada also

reported that most smalL-town growth occurred near the major

urban areas during the 1976-1981 period. Rural population

increasednearly 48'1 ,000, and 45% of this increaseoccurred

within census metropolitan areas and census agglomerations ( see

Table 7 ). If this had been distributed in the same proportions

as the 1976 rural population, an increase of 107,000 people would

have been expected within these areas. What actually happened was

an increase of more than twice this number ( 217,000 ).

This phenomenon implies that a good proportion of new immigrants

in these rural areas may sti11 retain their jobs in nearby

metropolitan areas. In addition, the industrial decentralization

process reaches these areas first before it further diffuses ( lf

at all ) to other isolated rural areas. In short, urban-to-ruraL

83 G.D. Hodge and M.A. Qadeer (1983), op. cit., p. 76,
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adjacent-metropolitan orbit can take advantages

as well as metro employments and services.

of Manufacturinq Industries into Rural Àreas

The growth of rural manufacturing industries in the 1970s had

a positive economic effect on small-town revival. Across Canada,

the industrial SSA indicated that rural areas had a relative gain

of.76,784 manufacturing jobs during the'19i1-'1981 period. By way

of contrast, urban areas had a relative loss of '183,061

manufacturing jobs ( see Table I ).

Reasons for industrial decentralization include the following.

F'i rcr nr ¡I I technological advances in production enables as¿¿ t

spatial division of labour to come about. In other words, a

branch-pl-ant economy with less rigid requirements of labour

skills can be operationalized in rural areas. Secondly, the

reasonably well-equipped transportation system in rural areas

enables the delivery of finished products to consumer markets

without much delay. Thirdly, Canadian federal and provincial

governments have encouraged private manufacturers to locate their

plants in rural areas as a consequence of providing financial

incentives, job training, and improvement of selected basic

infrastructures.s4 And Iast, but not least, is the availability

of relatively cheap Iabour which attracts industrialists to

locate their plants in rural areas. For instance, in 1971, the

I4 n-^-¡^\-cr¡tcrucl ,
Poverty
Printer, pp. 130-160.

Canadian Council on
and Chanqe, (Complied

Rural Development (1973), Reqional
by Gunter Schramm) , Ottawa: Queen' s
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mean annual salary and v¡age for manufacturing workers vlas

considerably lower in non-Cl'fÀs as compared to thei r CMÀ

counterparts. Their annual employment incomes were $ 7'308 and $

7 ,532 respectively. s5

Increased Emplovment in Service 0ccupations5.

In general, as the economy of a nation advances to a more

mature stage, its growth in service industries will surpass its

manufacturing industries. During the 1971-1 981 period, Canada

exper ienced such growth at a nat i onal leve1 . The service

industries had a relaLive gain of 625,260 jobs, where urban areas

had accounted for 4561204 services jobs and ruraf areas had also

gained 169,056 service occupations ( see Table 9 ). Although the

MÀs were ahead of their rural counterparts in terms of receiving

a larger, disproportionate share of service employment, the

growth rate for service industries in rural areaS was faster than

the metropolitan situation. The growth rates were 96,9% and 65.8%

for rural and metropolitan areas, respectively, from 1971 to .1981

( see Table 10 ).

The rapid expansion of service industries has no doubt

improved the quality of rural life. Not only can they enhance

community satisfaction among the rural residents, but new service

activiLies can also increase the attractiveness of small towns to

other related business sectors. ÀS a result, economic multiplier

85 Census of Canada (1971), Catalogue No,31-209, Tab]e 1 and 7.
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effects of considerable magnitude can be generated in small

towns. Yet, while it might seem logical for urban and rural

areas to focus their efforts on the more rapidly growing sectors

of the national economy, it is not practical for rural areas to

over-emphasize the development of service industries owing to

their non-basic nature. since rural areas usualry have

locational disadvantages and scattered population distribution,

it requires a much greater population threshord to support the

same service sector in a rural area as opposed to an urban area.

Às stated earlier, non-basic service industries only play a

secondary role for economy improvement. Diversification of

economic activities drawn from the basic sector is deemed

L

necessary if long-term growth

The federal and provinciar initiatives in income insurance

came lvith the introduction of the canada pension plan (cpp) and

Quebec Pension PIan (QPP) in the mid-1960s. They also provided

for survivor benefits for a widow or widower and dependent

children when the contributor dies prematurely, a disabirity

benefit to contributors forced to retire early because of

disability and benefits for their dependent children. Às of June

1980, the maximum retirement pension payable under cpp or Qpp was

$245. Between 1970 and 1979 there vras a sharp increase in

expenditure on retirement insurance programmes with a per capita

increase from g3 to 976 ( see Table 1 1 ).

is to be sustained in rural areas.

iqher Retir
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}iith retirement income guaranteed regardless of location,

retirees can choose the place which is suitable for their life

style. During the 197'1-198'1 period, rural areas in Canada had a

relative gain of 381808 o1d people aged 65 years and above ( see

Table '12 ) which implies that the trend f ound in the U.S.À.

applies to Canada as well. Àtso noteworthy is the trend for old

people in rural farm areas to relocate to nearby towns where more

community services and social ties could be found. The presence

of aging populations obviously stimulates the growth of service

industries. In essence, they form a group of consumers and create

jobs for the younger population.

Increased Per Capita Disposable Real income and Pursuit of

Leisure Activities

The incomes of rural people have grown steadily over the past

three decades, although not as fast as their urban

counterparts.E6 Às the data shows in Table 13, the fast-growing

segment of the rural population is the non-farm group whose

occupations are of urban type, that is, nanufacturing,

construction, trade, finance, insurance and real estate services

as well as public administration and defence. In addition,

according to a recent study, more and more rural households have

two wage earners.sT Therefore, the purchasing power of rural

consumers has been increased dramatically. With more disposable

income, consumerS can satisfy their taste for higher order or

öo G.D. Hodge and M.A. Qadeer (1983), op. cit., ÞP. 88-90.

ibid. (1983), pp. 88-90.ól
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3736
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25350
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2946
5759
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luxury goods and services. A noticeable increase in such

business as sporting-goods shops, food stores, restaurants, music

stores, taverns, and jewellery shops in rural areas may be the

result of this phenomenon. sE In short, the increase of real

income has induced more consumer-serving industries to deploy

their investment into those fast-growing rural areas.

6. Expansion of the Education Svstem in Rural Areas

The progress of a society depends on technological

advancement. Technological advancement, in turn, depends on the

extension of education programmes to the people. l.thile the job

market for teachers was saturated in most urban areas during the

1970s, it was obviously not the case in Lhe rural areas. Between

1971 and 1981, rural areas received a disproportionate gain of

19,436 education and related jobs ( see Tab1e .1 4 ) . This

achievement may be in part due to the diffusion of provincial

education systems to Iocal leveIs as well as the tight

educational job market in urban areas. The 'knock-on' effect of

such investment is a better cultural environment and greater

economic base for further development of such communities.

7. Growth of Government Interest in Rural Areas

The problem of economic disparities between urban and rural

areas has been a matter of concern in the last three decades in

nost Ì.iestern nations. From this concern emerged a variety of

ae (1983), pp.88-90.
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Fishing and tr"apping
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cornrnunication .rrrd r lt i 1 i Lieç
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Educatiorr ¿rrd related
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llealth and uelF¿r e, sr:r-vices
Personal services
Flccommodation and foocl

serwices
Other services
Fubl ic administratio¡r anci

defence

f ndrrstrq

Table 13

Urban

3S92
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1766

r6ls4
*39289
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-611r
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lû0110
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ïotal Shift
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special government programmes to deal with it" In Canada, the

efforts of the federal government to assist with the economic and

social development of people living in rural or depressed areas

began in the late '1950s. The first specific area-development

programme ( ttrat of the Àrea Development Àgency of 1 963 ) was

designed to reduce unemployment in rural areas by means of

industrial decentralization. The federal government, however,

earlier developed the Àgricultural and RuraI Development Act

(¡n¡¡) programme in order to improve the efficiency and

productivity of agriculture and the use of other resources, while

making some provisions for moving marginal farmers to other

activities. The next phase in federal policy vras t.he

implementation of the Fund for Rural Economic Development (rnnD)

after 1966. FRED programmes created a federal provincial

pJ.anning mechanism and ( to some extent ) joint implementation

nachi nery which mobi I ized both federal and provinc ial

institutions, policies and financial resources and staffs in a

mânner designed to improve the economic Arowth and soc ial

infrastructures of the areas involved. With the establishment of

the Department of Regional Economic Expansion (ungn) in 1969, the

federal governnent became involved in research and development

for regional planning as well as implementation for various major

economic and social programmes.

The objective of DREE planning policy v¡as to assist in

stimulation and dispersion of economic Arowth and the reduction

of reg ional di spar i ties wi thout generat ing an unacceptable
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reduction in the rate of national economic Arowth. This policy

promoted job creation, employment security, high productivity and

higher labour-force participation rates, and reduction of

relatively high underemployment in rural areas.ss

To achieve the above objectives, the government used

approaches such as: (i) creation of nel.l permanent jobs by means

of providing incentives to private business so as to make

investment more attractive in rural areas; ( ii ) inprovement of

basic infrastructure (i.e. roads, schools, housing, industrial

parks, water and sewer systems, etc. ) to sustain and further

stimulate growth in selected rural communities; and (iii)

launching a variety of programmes such as training, counselling,

special agricuJ.ture, f ishing, rnining and tourism development to

improve rural labour skill and income. Furthermore, special

assistance rlas made available to people in rural areas so that

they could gain access to the new job opportunities created, and

to improve their living standards and quality of life in

general. s0 RegardJ.ess of the limitations in some of the

programmes, they certainly have contributed to attracting some

people to the rural areas, and to the retention of rural

residents who might otherwise have migrated to urban centres.el

Examining the SSA data in Table 15, one can see that rural areas

8s Canada, Canadian Council on Rural Development (1973), op. cit.r pp.
130-'160.

oñ Ibid. (1973), p. 131.

i ra M. Robinson ( 1 981 ) ,
91

Columbia Press,
\-crrrouo. University o

ications



had a disproportionate gain

extent of nearly 1.9 times

during the 1971-198'1 period.

and urban areas were 105,45'1

8. Leyellj¡g:9ff-!Í Loss of Farm Population

It is a well-known fact that the urbanization underway prior

to the 1960s was positively correlated with farm mechanization in

North Ànerica. Even in the 1971-1981 period, a9Íiculture in

Canada had a relative loss of 1851247 jobs in conparison with

other industrial sectors ( see Table 13 and 16 ). Fortunately,

the expansion of alI other industries except personal services

and forestry in rural areas absorbed the Iaid-off farm workers.

Somewhat surprisingly, lvas the relatively moderate gain of

agricultural workers in the adjacent rural non-farm areas in

eight provinces. Because agriculture is a declining industry in

manpower terms, this phenomenon may lead one to attribute it to

the increasing popularity of multiple jobs held by the farming

population.

-7 4-

government-related jobs to the1n

as many as their urban counterparts

The number of jobs gained by rural

and 57,07'l respectively.

a Rise of Country-stvle Livinq

Similar to the residential preferences evinced by Àmericans

and the Western Europeans, Canadian became more and more oriented

towards country-style living during the 1970s. Ga11up polls taken

in Canada in 1974 and in 1981 consistently indicated that about

10 % more of the population preferred farm and small-community
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ïable 15
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Shift ¿nd Share Rnalgsis of C¿nadian Rqricr_rlture
Emplogment Erouth, Urban and Ruiat,

l97l - l98l

Frovince

Table 16

I{FL.
P. E- I.
N- S-
N- B.
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t]NT.
I{RN.
5Fì5K-
RLB.
B-t_ (l)

Urban

21u
250
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-61

-l136
-t t47

197
-474
1546
4235

ïot.al I

(1) Including Lhe Yukon and Northr¡esf Territories-

Note: The s¡.¡m oF positive total shifts For all inclustrial
emploqment clurirrg this period uas l,lS4,BZl.

Sc'urce: Oerived Froo 1971 Census oF tanad.:, Catalogue
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Farm

3892 i -2D7243
I
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-3191
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-2641
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-46535
-24315
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-43233
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i Non-farm

-59
575
997
635

7656
7968
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-4932
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living to city living. in answer to the questr", .0"", 
-ll.

"preferred" place of living r oD both occasions , 21 % of the

respondents opted for the city, whire 31 to 32 % expressed a

desire to live in a smal]-town. Moreover, in 1981, while 21 % ot

city dwellers expressed a preference for smarl-towns, only 4 % of

small-town residents wanted to live in a city.s2 ALthough we do

not know to what extent the subjective factor has contributed to

the revivar of population growth in rural smarl-towns, we know

that recent urban-to-rurar migrants have some common

characteristics and preference for country-sty1e living. In

addiLion !o economic factors, they were attracted by the rural
values of a peaceful, friendly, and simple way of 1ife.s3

In recent years, the diffusion on transportation,

communication, education, cultural and health facilities, and

other sociar and economic infrastructures to rural areas reduced

the gap in the living standard between urban and rural areas. The

consolidation of the above public services, improvement of rural

electrification, and rise of automobile ownership made it
economically feasible for people as werl as firms to move closer

to non-metropolitan amenities. s a Àccording to Goldberg and

I.lebster, the diminishing differences of socio-economic

infrastructures have become a growth component for smalI tov¡ns,

canadian Institute of public opinion ('f 981 ) , The Gatrup Report,
Toronto: Mimeographed 2.

G.D. Hodge and M.À. Qadeer (1983), op. cit., p. 131.

Ira M. Robinson (1981 ), op. cit. r pp. 47-49.94
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because they offered in-migrants and existing rural residents,

not immediate employment, but special life style and amenity

opportunities. They postulated the ,'people-first" approach or

the "supply-based model of development". In this model, they

assumed that the development cycle sketched out above is not

necessarily linear but could be entered at any point and

activated by attracting people first rather than jobs. New

in-migrants attracted to an area for reasons of life style and

amenities create effective demand for the urban c.entre's products

soon after they arrive or spur the development of new business

and industries, thereby creating new jobs, which, in turn,
continues the process of economic develooment.es

This model may be applicable in the case of retiremenr or

resort tot+ns where sufficient im-migrants overcome a threshold

size necessary for generating new jobs. However, rural areas with

locational disadvantages, little or poor industrial mix.

insufficient l-abour market and poor infrastrucEure are scarcelv

likely to atlain such a crucial threshold.

11. More Lonq-distance Commutinq

It is not surprising to know that automobile ownership among

rural househords is higher than it is among urban households.

unlike urban areas, public transportation in rural areas is
armost non-existent. To carry out daily activities, access to a

private automobile is almost a must for rural residents.

s5 Michael A. Goldberg and Douglas B. Webster (1g7gI,
Provinces: Canada' s New Ameni Èy Region,' , Contact , vol.
^{ 

111)r-rtt.
"The Atlantic

11, no, 2, pÞ.



Àccording to the 197'l census,

cars, as compared with 76 % of.

In terms of travelling patterns, rural residents do not

display much di fferences as compared to city dwe1lers,

particularly, sub-urban dwellers. Both groups expect to Iive,

work, and shop in different places, and they spend a fair portion

of their time travelling from one functional area to another.

Therefore, as Hart commented: "why should anyone expect dwellers

in the country to be any different? "s6 The decline of Central

Business Districts (CBDs) and the rise of regional shopping

centres have altered the shopping patterns of urban consumers in

most North Àmerican cities. À paralleI to that trend in rural

areas is the emergence of the "dispersed city". Here, different

centres have specialized in one or two functions and operate as

elements of an interlinked system of places, usually places of

equal standing. s 7 Àlthough each centre functions individually,

they work together in a complementary way for the rural economic

landscape as a whole. The ernerging of dispersed cities has

offered job opportunities to rural residents. Yet, the work

places in rural areas are likely to be more distant from workers'

homes, the median commuting time required was 43 minutes.sB Among

all small centres in 1971, the average distance travelled by

. _79_

83 % of rural households owned tr+o

urban households.

UO The "dispersed city hypothesis" as applied to small centres is
expressed by Hart: "Today many villages are dominated by a single
function, and their residents drive to other villages to obtain the
other goods and services they require." John Fraser Hart (1975), The
Look of the Land, Englewood CIiffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, p. 168.

Ibid. (1975), p. 168.

Fred A. Dahams (1980), "The Evol-ving Spatial Organization of Small

Y/

98
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out-commuters was 22.4 niles.ss

The above findings have two major implications. Firstr they

show not only that sma1l-town commuters have travel behaviour

similar to that of city commuters, but also that most of those

who cannot, or chOose not tO, work in their or+n town are able to

find jobs within an hour's drive of home. Secondly, ô5 80 % of

the towns and villages of Canada lie well beyond a half-hour

drive of metropolitan areas, it is apparent that rural regions

themselves must provide the bulk of employment opportunities for

smal1-town residents. 1 oo

Revival of Enerqv and Mininq Industriest¿.

Canada'S mineral industry is the single largest contributor to

the country's exports. In additi.on to crude petroleum and natural

gas, principat export items are copper, nickel, lead, zinc, and

their productsr âS well as iron ore, primary iron and steel.

During the energy crises in the 1970s, exploitation of mineral

resources, especially the oiI and gas industries, had attracted

massive capital inflows from the United States. In terms of

national employment growth, the mining industries received a

disproportionate gain of 221183 jobs. 0f these 221183 new jobs,

5,999 and 1 6,',l 84 were taken by rural and urban residents

respectively ( see Table '17 ). However, the energy and mining

industries had only a marginal effect on small-town revival. For

Settlements in the CountrYside --
of Economic and Social GeoqraPhv),

ss c.D. Hodge and M.À. Qadeer (1983),

too rbid. (1983), PP. 91-98.

An Ontario Example",
71:5, p. 305.

^ñ ^i+ h q?
VW. V&u.. V.

TESG (Journal
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instance, the greatest relative gain of mining jobs was limited

to 6,539 in Alberta. The rural areas in other provinces

experienced 1ittIe gain or even some loss in this industrial

sec for .

The model of central places developed by christaller lias

forthcoming with the transport principle where centres were to be

"placed" on transport routes. 1 0 t Theoret icalLy , therefore , one

would expect the growth of small towns along the Trans-Canada

Highway to be faster than the others, not so weII placed. Over

time, the development of new secondary routes Iinked to major

routes have a significant influence upon Service functions' The

new routes enable the hinterland population to gain access to

nore job opportunities as well as shopping needs' Existing

industrial towns are being provided with more labour as well as

consumer demand. The industrialists may be able to reduce the

cost of production by means of tocating nevt or existing plants

closer to the source of rav¡ materials on the new convenient

transportation links ( ".g., food processing ). Indeed, rural

residents received a much higher disproportionate share of

transportation employment than their urban counterparts during

the 1 971-1981 period ( see Table 18 ). Unfortunately, not all

the towns with improved transportation infrastructures will

derive economic benefits. Basically, the infrastructures will

ro1 p. christaller (1966)'
(translated bY C. I,l. Baskin),
Inc., pP. 72-74,

Englewood CI
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mainly help those towns within comnuting distance of the core

city and do little to improve the economic prospects of those in

more distant rural area5.

14. Lower Cost of Livinq in Rura1 Àreas

In general, costs of food and shelter are cheaper in rural

areas than urban areas. For instance, the value of houses bought

by rural Manitoban between JuIy and November of 1982 was on the

average $ 4,153 cheaper than those bought in metro Winnipeg.102

Although the price for houses varies from one province to the

nfhcr- hôrìses lOcated in urban areas are generaIIy mOre expenSive
VL¡¿V!

due to higher land values. Residential property tax charged in

cities is relatively higher as well. l.that is more, rural

residents tend to grow their oÌrn vegetables and fruits for

domestic consumption which reduces their Iiving costs relative to

the i r urban counrerparrs. Further , the ava i Iabi I i ty of mutual

assistance is far more popular among rural residents than urban

dwellers. This kind of mutual assistance involves exchange of

l-abour services and voluntary community services. 10 3 As the

nature Of entertainment in rural areas iS more of an out-door

kind, it can be obtained at a cheaper cost than the in-door

oriented entertainment of cities. In rural areas, the absence of

materialistic values is regarded aS a traditional virtue '

ÀIthough rural residents have the same choices to purchase

toz ¡6iron tee
nd

ros G.D. Hodge and M.À. Qadeer (1983), op. cit.r PP. 136-137.

Thesis, the
1

(1983), !
ffiõFgraphy beparrment, p. 63.

in MfilTobaa 1982, Unpublished BA Honour, 1992,
t,tner s
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higher-order goods and services as their urban counterparts, the

majority of them simply choose not to do so'

The lower cost of living in rural areas acts aS a powerful

puI1 factor for some urban-to-rural migrants, especially the

retired and unemployed who were seeking attractive or cheaper

living environments.

ST'MI.TARY

Àlthough both the U.S.À. and Canada experienced non-metropolitan

growth at the national level between 1971 and 198'1 ' factors affecting

rural small-town growth varied from one region to another. The following

Summarizes the regional variations across the continent, but, equally

important, it highlights themes common to all regions within North

Àmer ica .

1. The location of human settlements is always influenced by

geographic proximity to places where economic activities and

favourable environments are concentrated. The expansion of

metropolitan growth usually stimulates nearby rural tovrns before

proceeding further to distant rural areas. Furthermore, time

forms a constraint t¡hich is Iikely to restrict access to job

opportunities, goods and services, and confine them to the

commuting zone of a city. Consequen!ly, urban-Lo-ruraI migrants

who want to take advantage of both rural residential environments

and urban amenities are more likely to live in rural communities



rvithin the commuting zone' One would expect

minimum regional variations between the two

respec E .

The decentralization of manufacturing industries improved the

rural economy of both countries in general ' However '

manufacturingintheU.S.A.ismuchbetterdevelopedthanin

canada. ¡4ith a strong capital base, advanced technology, abundant

resources, and adequate rabour suppry, the manufacturing

industries in the u.s.A. .can decentralize their operations into

rural America much easier than canadian industry can transfer to

rural Canada. To make matters worse for the latter t

decentrarization of canadian manufacturing is restricted by

factors such as imported technology, foreign investmentt distance

to the central domestic market, localized natural resourcest and

a relatively poor transportation network between urban and rural

areas. BasicaIly, the decentralization of manufacturing

industries has benefited small-towns in America rather Lhan in

Canada.InCanada,thisfactorhadafargreatereffectson
smal]_towngrowthinQuebecandOntariothaninanyoftheother

provinces ( see Table I )'

The booming service sector was a universal phenomenon across the

North American continent during the 1971-1981 period' when

countries are in good economic position' they can afford to

promotemoreservicestotheircitizens'especialtytothose

areas which previously had been ignored. In the case of Àmerica,

theservicegapbetweenurbanandruralareaslvasreduced

drastically in the 1970s. Àt the same time, canada had also

¿.

-8 b-

that there vJere

countries in this
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extended various services to her rural iesidents. In general,

both countries promoted higher living standards for their rural

residents by means of boosting more service employment as well as

infrastructural improvements in rural areaS. Because Service

industry played an important role in both retaining and

attracting people in small towns; therefore, the universal

expansion of service employment in non-metropolitan areas ( see

Table 9 ) had little regional variations among the rural areas of

the two countries.

The higher retirement income programmes offered by both countries

encourage retirees to seek a peaceful life in the countryside. In

Àmerica, the states tocated in the "sun-beIt" zone offer suitable

climate for elderly migrants. Consequently, a disproportionate

number of interstate elderly migrants are attracted there. The

climate in Canada is more uniform except for the province of

British Columbia where the climate in winter is less severe.

Àlthough elderly migrants may be tempted to move to this

province, they are being discouraged by the high living costs in

this area. Therefore, the growth of small-towns in Canada was

partly a result of old people opting for local moves: from rural

farm to rural non-farm areas; and partly because more old people

stayed in their rural non-farm areas. In short, elderly migrants

in the U.S.A. are more mobile than their Canadian counterparts.

Across Canada, there was no apparent evidence to Suggest that

regional variations existed. AIl ten provinces in Canada had a

relative gain of older people in rural areas ( see Table 12 ).

A.
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The steady rise of real income in North America in the 1970s

occurred as a result of greater labour force participation and

lower real costs of production. Consequently, the proportion of

income spent on basic necessities vras considerably reduced. With

more diSposable real income, consumerS can afford to purSue

leisure activities in various attractive urban and rural areaS.

However, not all rural areas have the same potential for out-door

recreation activities. Therefore' one would expect smalL towns

located close to recreation or tourist sites to benefit more from

the development of consumer-serving industry. In the u.s.A. t

regions r+ith such noticeable potential are Hawaii, the Norlh

Pacific Coast, Upper and Lower Great Lakes, Alizona and Florida.

Àreas with comparable advantages in Canada are limited to the

West Coast and Great Lakes regions. In general, small towns

located in the interior part of North America are relativeJ'y

unaffected by this factor. Therefore, vle may conclude that this

factor produces a strong regional bias for small-town growth.

The diffusion of national and sub-national education systems to

rural areas deterred out-migration. IndirectLyr this factor

generated cultural and business activities for rural communities.

In short, this factor facilitated rural development in both

countries regardless of geographic location.

In the last three decades, governments in the U.S.A. and Canada

have dedicated themselves to the promotion of the socio-economic

wetl-being of rural residents. À variety of measures have been

used in order to reduce regional disparities. In general, the

absolute growth of rural areas has been achieved. Neverthelesst

5.

6.

'Ì



the relative economic position

distant trom growth centres and

remained unchanged.

In the U.S.À., this problen may not be so serious since their

population, existing infrastructures, natural resources, and

diversified economy are more evenly distributed. 0n the other

hand, Canada has not yet been able to develop a stable economy in

the rural communities with locational disadvantages situated in

the Àtlantic and Prairie regions. Obviously, this factor for

sma1l-town growth is very selective. The effectiveness of

government plans varies greatly from one area to another,

depending on the machinery of implementation, the degree to which

local people can be persuaded to become involved, and the

adequacy of the funding arrangements.

8. The excess farm workers from the declining agricultural industry

have been absorbed by the decentralized manufacturing and

services industries in rural areas. Because of the revival of

other aspects of the rural economy, excess farm workers could

stay in rural communities without migrating to cities.

Evidently, the U.S. migrant pool from farm areas has been

stabilized. On the other hand, the record in Canada is far more

uneven. Saskatchewan, for example, has the largest farm area and

a farm labour force which is still adjusting to secular changes.

Consequentfy, urbanization in this province is stiIl progressing

apace, being fuelled with migrants mainly from its rural areas.

-8 9-
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9. Gallup polls taken both in the U.S.A. and Canada indicated that

more people change their residential preferences towards

country-sty1e living than used to be the case ten years ago.

Although we know there is an association between this factor and

the recent smal1-town revival., we do not know how many people

moved to rural areas because of their changed preferences. One

may also expect that this factor varies from one area to another.

To make a conservative estimation, urban areas with deteriorating

environments such as high crime rates, serious pollution, and

dense population will provoke more people to change their

preferences and therefore live out in the country side. In the

case of America, urban areas located in the Northeastern

Metropolitan Belt may be used as an example. While in Canada, one

mây expect that higher percentages of urban population had

changed their residential preference in 0ntario and Quebec than

their urban counterparts in other provinces.

1 0. Rural-urban convergence resulting from the diminishing

differences in technology and communication, employment and

cultural opportunities, transportation infrastructures, living

standards, real income levels, and life styles between urban and

rural areas have supported the growth of small-towns in North

Àmerica generally. Since the U.S.A. has a population size ten

times as nuch as Canada, its transportation network is more

evenly developed. With the aid of a well-developed transportation

network; physical, time, and cultural distances are being

shortened. Therefore, less variations of urban-rural differences

are expected in the U.S.A. 0n the other hand, population
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settlements in Canada are mainly located along the southern

boarder. Towns located in the northern parts remain relatively

isolated and thus receive less urban influences. As a result, one

nay expect the existence of more urban-rural differences between

the northern and southern settlements in Canada.

1 1. The high rate of automobile ownership among non-metropolitan

households and the provision of all-weather roads in rural areas

enable rural residents to live and work in different places.

Various research findings have indicated that job-commuting is a

feasible means to maintain income for Iiving in rural areas.

Both American and Canadian rural residents have a similar

job-commuting pattern. However, the median commuting distance for

the rural Àmerican commuters t+as four times shorter than their

Canadian counterparts; 4.6 mi1es10 a for the former and 20

ni1es105 for the latter. This finding is reflective of the

sparser settlement and poorer economic standing of Canada in

comparison with the U.S.A.

12. The energy crisis in the 1970s induced growth in rural areas with

abundant energy resources. However, the distribution of

energy-supply Lowns in rural areas is timited to a few regions in

both the U.S.À. and Canada. In the U.S.À., the most notable

regions are the Northern Great Plains and Àppalachia whereas in

Canada, the leading province is Àlberta. Therefore, one can

conclude that the revival of energy and mining industries as one

of the growth components for small-town has a strong regional

104 Gladys K. Bow1es and Calvin

1os G.D. Hodge and M.A. Qadeer

L. Beale ( 1980), op. cit. r pp. 8-20.

(1983), op. cit., p. '100.
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bias.

13. The improvement of the highway system no doubt has extended the

mobility of rural residents. Às discussed previously, some towns

grer{ at the expense of others because of the newly-created

transportation routes which modified the existing collection

points and thus by-passed certain towns. Hence, one may

hypothesize that small towns adjacent to the new collection

points may receive more grolfth than isolated torvns.

14. In general, residents in non-metropolitan areas enjoy lower costs

of living as compared to dwellers in metropolitan centres. Since

this factor is quite consistent among rural communities, one can

therefore expect litLle regional variations. However, there are

a few possible exceptions including some mining and retirement

towns which experienced a sudden influx of immigrants and a sharp

increase of economic activities during the 1970s. Às a result,

both inflation and the cost of living have risen to create local

difficulties in these communities.



INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of small-town population change in the U'S'A' and Canada

involve a wide variety of complex factors. . Of these factors, some have

strong regional biases, while others may, or may not, be applicable to a

particutar region. To understand the smal1-town viability quesLion in

l,lanitoba, one has to examine its unique attributes. In comparison with

the U.S.À. anci other Canadian provinces, Manitoba has peculiarities in

terms of history, politics, geography, population and economic

structures. In this Chapter, discussion will focus on the background to

the rural settlement system and those growtir factors which had the same

bearing and relevance to Manitoba.

15TE POPUTÀTION TRENDS A}ID ECONOMIC STRUCN'RES: RTNÀI
I.ÍANITOBA

Econonic Trends

Initially, Manitoba was an area rich in furs, and it was the fur

trade that led to exploration and development of the region by

Europeans. By 1800, the increasing number of traders and personnel for

the forts created a requirement for a permanent supply of food, which

led to the development of agriculture as grains, vegetables, and cattle

began to be raised near the post.106 Àt the turn of this century, the

106 g.¡. Ïlhitecomb (1982)'
Canada's Wing, Inc., P. 17,

-93-
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SucceSSfuI development and irnplementation of farm techniques constructed

a foundation for an export trade in primary agricultural products.107

Moreover, the building of a railway network across the Prairies created

the meanS to transport surplus grain to oversea markels. However, the

subsequent development of competitive service centres elsewhere in

Western Canada conspired to reduce the functions of wholesaling and

transportation held by Manitoba-based enterprises' During the 1930s'

the economic depression and drought on the Prairies resulLed in a drop

in grain market prices and abandonment of farms. These conditions cried

out for economic diversif ication. From 1940 to '1955, the climate of

opinion in Manitoba favoured manufacturing as a means for economic

diversification. However, manufacturerS in Ontario and Quebec held more

comparative advantages than Manitoba. They occupied strategic central

locations with respect to the canadian markets, their proximity to the

u.s. markets and coal suppties, their large and skilled labour force,

their abundant resources and diversified transportation system, and

their general attractiveness to both domestic and foreign investment'

have in conjunction hindered the development of manufacturing industries

in Manitoba. Moreover, the discovery of oil in Alberta in 1947 and

potash resources in saskatchewan, combined with the rapid economic

development of British Columbia, have further decreased Manitoba's

relative position in the West.108 Consequently, the Manitoba economy

entered the 1970s confronted with a new and increasingly competitive

environment. As a result, these external factors have limited the

107 L. À. Sarbit and

Toronto: York Un

108 thi¡ n ?rV¡U.,

l

\J¡
l

versity,

I.I. Bryn (1980),

Geog ra
t

y Monographs, No. 4'
nitob ll

t-l 1:_,
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province's industrial expansion and diversi fication ' Nevertheless 
'

agriculture still performs its traditional function of export

production, but to an increasing degree it is to diversifying crop

production that the province turns. Àlso, in providing raw materials

for processing and manufacturing industries, which in turn, export the

processed and finished products, the primary sector remains of

overriding importance. As of .1960, agriculture and agriculture-related

activities were the Iargest income and employment generators' although

their contribution to the economy had declined over time.10s

Population Trenils

Àccording to Laut, "the beginning of Canadian history was not caused

by the beaver, but a myth -- the North-west-Passage -- a short way round

the world to bring back the spices and silks and teas of India and

Japan. It was this quest, not the lure of the beaver, that first brought

men into the heart of Ner+ Wor1d l'tilds by way of Hudson Bay'" 1 10 r¡¡"

continued search for a northwest sea to the Orient; the compelLing

clesire to maximize the great gains from the fur trade; and the

imponderable human trait which has further driven men to explore the

depths of the continent, Ied to incursions into Manitoba. l 1 1 In 1670'

King charles I1 of England granted a charter to the Hudson's Bay company

which received "a11 the land, countries and territories upon the coasts

1 o s y¿¡ i toba , Commi ttee on Man i toba' s Economic

ç.9.M.8.r. Report, 1962-1975, Government of
t-o.

110 ¡. Laut,
ComPanY.

r11 c. B. Davison (1938)'
Report, Province of Manitoba:

Future (1963), Manitoba
Manitoba, VoI. lII r PP.

Survey Boar

, Glasgow Brook and

, Preliminarv
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and confines of the seas, straights, bays, Iakes, and rivers'rt112 WhiIe

the Hudson,s Bay company rested content with establishing seven or eight

torts along the coast and a few inland, French traders were pushing

deeper into the interior, thus competing with that company for furs, and

exploring new territory. By 1731, the French explorer, La Verendrye had

discovered the Red River to the mouth of the Assiniboine, the site of

the present City of Winnipeg; not to speak of Portage La Prairie, Lake

Manitoba, Lake Winnipeg, and the mouth of the Saskatchewan River ( on

the present site of The Pas ). With the conquest of Canada by the

British in 1763, there opened a ne\'] era in the history of Manitoba'

ÀIthough there were some pioneers in exploration and leading fur

traders, the wide stretches of prairie land remained uninhabited in the

early days of the nineteenth century. Before 1867 population growth in

Canada West was sparse, by 1871 Manitoba had a population of only 25,000

in the Red River Va11ey.113 It }¡as not until 1870 there that any

considerable influx of settlers moved into Manitoba.

To encourage settlement, the Donrinion Government in 1872 passed the

,'Homestead Àct" providing for the free grant of homesteads -- 160 acres

of Dominion Iand -- and the title to the land could be obtained after

three years of residence and by compliance with certain regulations

concerning specific improvements to the property. As a result of this

generous provision, numbers of canadians llere enticed to come Lo

Manitoba from eastern Canada. Àmong them, the Anglo-Saxon English

speaking peopJ.e settled the good land in the south-west of the province'

112 M. MacWiIliam (1928)'

1 1 s ç. L. Marr (1980)
PubIi shing l,imited ' P.

Manitoba Milestone, Dent and Sons.

, Canada: Gage
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Immigration continued at high leve1s up to 1914. At the same time,

economic hardship, along wilh political and religious prosecutions had

driven Eastern European immigrants to resettle in Manitoba in search of

economic betterment, together with political and religious freedom'

Under such conditions, the diverse cultural mosaic was formed in

Manitoba. The geographic location of different ethnic origins can be

summarized as follows; beginning with the Germans. German-speaking

Mennonites came to Manitoba in the thousands in the 1870s, settled down

in the area around Steinbach, AItona, and Morden. Following the

Mennonites, the Icelanders selected the shores of Lake l¡iinnipeg around a

town they naned Gimli . The Jews, escaping the heavy religious

restrictions imposed by the Russian authorities, migrated to Winnipeg in

1BBZ. Unlike the Mennonites, many Scandinavians did not settle in any

particular area, spreading over various parts of the province' Between

'1gg9 and 1890, about 5,500 Ukrainians arrived in the northern portion

around Brokenhead, Shoal Lake, RusseIl, Sifton and Ethelbert -- the

rougher, wooded and interlake areas since most of the government land in

the southern section of the province was occupied. several thousand

PoIish people also arrived during the same year. Concurrently, French

Canadians migrating to Manitoba, formed pockets of settlement throughout

the province but concentrated in the area of St. Boniface in Winnipeg.

After WorId War I, irnmigration commenced again. Under the Soldier

Settlement Board, the Canadian government aided returned soldiers to

settle in Manitoba. During the 1920s a steady stream of European and

British immigrants flowed into Manitoba. However, between 193.1 and 1941'

Canadian authorities tightened immigration regulations and reduced their
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efforts to attract people to Canada: a consequence of the depressed

economy. It vJas not until the 1950s that Canada once again experienced

large-scale net and gross migration. This began after the Second World

l{ar when many thousands of Europeans moved to Canada. However, in the

years from 1958 to 1961, net immigration feI1 as European economic

condition improved while Canada's unemployment rate rose to over 7 per

cent. However, starting in 1962, job opportunities in Canada improved

relative to those in Western Europe, resulting in rising levels of net

immigration from Europe to Canada, and Manitoba r+as a beneficiary of

this process.lla

Apart from the population history of Manitoba, one of the important

issues is the distribution of population between rural and urban areas.

Table 19 shows the breakdown of rural and urban population from 1881 to

1971. In a period of ninety years, the total population increased more

than fifteen-fold; that is, from 52,620 to 988,245. However, the growth

pattern between rural and urban areas are uneven. From 188'1 to '1941 
'

rural Manitoba experienced a population growth from 52,015 to 407,871

wiLh an average annual rate of increase of 3.43 per cent. During the

same period, urban areas also experienced an absolute growth of

population from 101245 to 321,873. However, the rate of increase was

higher than its rural counterpart; namely 5.75 per cent. These figures

intimate that new settlement in Manitoba has occurred at a faster pace

outside the rural areas, although both rural and urban areas were

growing in absolute terms. The years f rom 194'1 Lo '197'1 witnessed a

remarkable change in the rural-urban population distribution. Àfter

11a p. A. t,lhitecomb (1982),
op. cit., pp. 1-36; w.

op. qrt., Þp. 1-60; C. B. Davison (1938) 
'L-arr Tígbõ1, op. óit., pp. 172-178.
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reaching its peak in '1941, rural population started to decline in both

absolute and relative terms. 0n the other hand, urban areas grew very

rapidly at the expense of rural areas. For the first time, in 1951 the

proportion of population in urban areas exceeded rural areasi that is to

sayr 55.6 per cent in urban areas as compared to 43.4 per cent in rural

areas. The rural population feIl from 407 r87 1 in 1941 to 301,800 in

1971; and the urban population increased from 321,873 in 1941 to 686'445

in 1971.

In summary, before 1941 the rural-urban balance in Manitoba's

population had changed but litt1e. However, the population growth of

Manitoba since '1941 has witnessed a remarkable degree of urbanization.

Às a result of this urbanization, the problem of rural depopulation

began to emerge. In the next section, I will discuss the recent

government policy directed towards rural development and the changed

issue of rural depopulation.
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THE POTTTICAI ECONOI'ÍY OF MÀNITOBÀ: 1948 - 1977

The evolution of rural communities in Manitoba is not entirely

dependent on free-market forces. Government poLicy, explicitJ.y or

inadvertently, may cause differential growth or decline in terms of

population and economic performance. Since 1948, there have been three

different political parties governing the province. The períod between

1950 and 1958 was headed by the Liberal Government; the Progressive

Conservatives were in power between 1958 and 1969; and for almost a

decade since 1969 the Progressive Conservative Government was replaced

by the New Democratic Party. Each of these parties has influenced

Manitobans in differing ways, and not last in the area of planning.

Their policies towards rural development will be assessed individually

in the following sections.

The liberal GovernmenÈ: 1948 - 1958

The attitude toward regional economic development policy under the

Liberal Regime vlas, in the Progressive Conservative view, Simply to

leave it to the "natural play of economic forces.rr115 Obviously,

regional economic policy under the tiberal Party was heavily influenced

by the party ideology which advocated free enterprise and minimum

government intervention. Although the words "upsurge, boon, sparked" for

economic expansion policy appeared regularly in the Liberal Government

budget addresses, its basic policy toward regional economic development

was simple and limited. The anti-interventionist orientation of Liberal

policy in the 1950s is clear from the government's refusal to proceed

115 Honourable D. Roblin, Debates and Proceedings of the Manitoba
tegislative Assenb1y, March 12, 1963.
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with a provincial loan fund which ostensibly would have granted loans of

risk capital to small businessmen where available credit rlas not

forthcoming through normal channels.116 Criticism also came from the

opposition party leader, Duff Roblin of the Progressive Conservative

Party, who claimed that the Provincial Liberal Government was "an old

lackadaisical limping administration. . .with a debt depression

complex.rrl 17 Development in the province had lagged, he argued, because

the necessary expenditures on social overhead capital such as roads,

po$¡er facilities, transport facilities and education, had not been

carried out. The Liberal government lacked a development policy and the

province's growth had suffered accordingly. t t I Chorney also supported

the Conservative claim that Manitoba was a slow growth region in terms

of changes in population, personal income per capita, capital investment

per capita, labour income, structure of the economy, and growth in the

manufacturing sector in relation to growth occurring in other provinces

during the period extending from 1950 to 1958.11s ¡5 he concluded and is

patently obvious, the LiberaL provincial government of the early 1950s

had a passive attitude towards intervention in the economy.

f 16 ¡1.

ttz ¡4innipeg Free Press, March 14, 1958.

1t I Ibid., June 6, '1958.

1rs ¡1. Chorney (1970), op. cit., pp. 45-54.

Thes

Chorney ('1970 ) ,

s, The University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, pp. 45-54.

The Political Economy of Provincial Economic
, Unpubl i shed Master' s



After defeating the Liberal government with election promises of

economic growth forthe province, the Progressive Conservative Party of

Manitoba became the new government between 1958 and '1969. Under the

leadership of Duff Roblin, the Conservative government believed that

Manitoba's depressed economy required massive government intervention.

Attempts to attract and expand industry were launchedr especially

through the creation of the Manitoba Development Corporation. 1t was

particularly dedicated to fostering smaIl industry in the towns and

cities outside Winnipeg in an attempt to preserve small-town viability,

to balance economic development throughout the province, and to prevent

Winnipeg from totally dominating the economy. The government undertook

some public works projects such as water' power, and industrial parks;

and connected those toi¡ns with a massive programme of trunk-road

construction, something the province had needed for years.120 In

addition, the authors of the COMEF report encouraged rural planning and

industrial development efforts, and advocated that they be carried out

on a regional basis. More importantly, they also agreed that the process

by which communities grow and decline is one that can be controlled and

guided ( by the governmentr2l).

-1 03-

it is quite clear that the policies of the Conservative government,

began in 1958, represented a radical departure from the policies of the

regime which they succeeded. Às Chorney indicated, Lhe Conservatives

promised a development policy based on expenditures on social overhead

1 2 o g. À. whi tecomb ( '1 982 ) ,

121 ¡. À. Sarbit and G. I.¡.

oD. cit.. pp. 55-59.

Bryn ( 1980), op. cit., pP. 6-7,
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capital "sufficiently in advance ( of demands by existing industry ) to

stimulate and attract new development." The Conservative government also

started "feeding the minnows" ( local small enterprises ) in the

province of ttanitoba instead of giving too much hope to "catching a

fu]1-grown whaIe" ( large foreign corporationsl22). In 1958, the

Manitoba Development Fund was established to assist small business with

limited capital, financial or human resources. ThiS programme was in

effect until 1966, when the policy changed from an emphasis upon small

business to the large hoped-for economic "break-through" industries at

The pas. When this large project failed to materialize due to excessive

costs and draining of money from Manitoba to Iarge foreign firms, RobIin

was forced to introduce a sales tax to help pay for his government's

deficit.l23 t'or this major reason, the Conservative Party was defeated

by the New Democratic Party in the '1969 election'

Under the Conservative's administration, the overall performance of

the economy r+as relatively stable. Growth in services, mining, and trade

sectors showed significant increases. However, the manufacturing sector

did not perform to the extent that the governmenl had hoped for' The

government's policies and efforts were considered unsuccessful since the

province,s relative economic position remained unchanged as compared to

other province. l 2a

122 ¡1. chorney (1970), op. cit., p. 41 .

123 B. À. v¡hiLecomb (1982), op. cit., PP. 57-58.

12a g. chorney (1970), op. cit., PP.127-128.



The New Denocratic Partv: 1959 - 1977

The 1969 election marked the first triumph of a quasi-socialist party

in Manitoba. On the surface, the New Democrats r+as similar to the

Conservatives in their desire for economic arowth.l25 However, in terms

of administration approach and development strategy, the New Democratic

Party also took account of social costs and benefits rather than judging

the perfornance of potential development projects on the grounds of

gross economic indicators aIone. 1 2 6 ¡5 Sarbit indicated, the New

Democratic Party's approach was quite different from the Conservative.

His point of view is illustrated by quoting the content of the planning

document, which stated:

Should economic Arowth be set as a goal? The answer is yes
where such growth contributes to general well-being, as it
often does. Nevertheless, where it does not add to general
well-beingr as is sometimes the cases, economic arowth must be
rejected as a goal.12i

The NDP government also outlined

planning document:

-IUJ_

1. "First, maximization of the general well-being of all Manitobans;

2. Second, greater equality of the human condition for all

Manitobans through an equitable distribution of benefits of

development;

12s L. A. Sarbit and c. I^7. Bryn (1980), op. cit., PP. 13.

their principles in this same

126 Government of Manitoba ('1973),
Printer, Winnipeg, Vo1.3, P.35.

127 Ibid., vol. 1, p. 13.

Guidelines for the Seventies, Queen's



J. Third, implemenlation oi an effective stay option through

policies and programs which will prevent Manitobans from being

coerced by economic forces to leave lheir province or lo leave

the region within the province in which they prefer to live; and

Fourth, the promotion of public participation in lhe process of

nnvprnmpnf: ìn ^-rþi^,,1.r i. develOpment deCiSiOnS whiCh willyUvg:l¡¡llç¡¡Lt t¡¡ POIL¿UlJ¿cll t l¡l

affeci all Manitobans in the years ahead."1 28

With regard to rural development policy, the first.objective further

implies that economic growth is not an end in itself but a means to the

goal of social well-being. Obviously, the intent was to reduce

urban-ruraI disparities with the inclusion of social cost in the

assessment procedures. The second goal was intended to create economic

opportunities which would bring farm and rural non-farm income into more

favourable position vis-ã-vis urban rvages. Realizing lhere r+aS

inequality between urban and rural areas, the New Democratic aovernment

wished to improve equality in terms of economic opportunities and social

amenities for the rural Manitoba residents. The third object is

particularly inportant for Manitoba in light of the fact that farm and

non-farm population had decreased by 20,000 over the five-year period

between 1966 and 197'1. The stay option was designed to provide rural

Manitobans with a choice of life style and working environment in their

regions, without being forced to rnigrate to urban areas, by improving

public investment in community facitities and other infrastructure in

rural towns. The fourth object was to encourage rural Manitobans to

represent themselves in the government planning processes related to

health, education, social services or any of the major public areas

-106-

128 rr.l¡ \rnl 'l n 1?ryt vv¿. ,t ¡/.
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directiy affecting their rural communities. 12s In short, the New

Democratic government was very concerned with the need to effect

balanced growth among a)-1 regions. In addition, the concept of social

well-being ¡¡as emphasized at least as much as economic well-being. The

unemployment rate is used as a proxy for well-being between the years

197'1 and 1g76. It is chosen to reflect the psychological well-being as

well as economic welfare of Manitobans at the end of the period of

concern. Other indicators such as per capita personal income and total

personal income would not suffice for this purpose owing to the fact

that higher income cannot simply be translated into greater

satisfaction. On the other hand, people who are employed generally show

greater satisfaction or self-esteem than those who are unemployed. Table

20 evinces that Manitoba v¡as better off than Canada in terms of

employment opportunities during the period. With regard to Manitoba

ì rset f - rural Manitobans enjoyed lower unemployment rates than their
¿ L re ¿ ! t

urban counterparts. In general, both urban and rural Manitobans had

better employment opportunities in 1976 than in 19'11. Based on the

assumption stated earl-ier, the general well-being of Manitobans seems to

be above the national average. Therefore, one may conclude that the New

Democratic government presided over a improvement in the general

socio-economic condition for Manitobans in those years.

Over the last forty years, then, the development of rural communities

has been influenced by three distinct government poÌicies. During the

first period, the Liberal government had a passive attitude towards

intervention in the economy,. leaving the rural communities to rely on

r2s Ibid., vol. 3, p. 36.



Unernplogme¡nb P¿Les: Üanada and HanitoLr.:, 1971 and 1976
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Table 2O
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94-8[ì1, \]ol "

III, Table 4;
I I, Table 1 - I
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their own physical, capital and human resources. With this kind of

insensitive attitude, the problèm of regional disparity continued to

exist and may have even been exacerbated. During the second period,

while the progressive Conservatives believed in a considerable degree of

private enterprise, they practiced considerable government intervention

too.1 3o The economic policy on small-business development vras quite

successful. However, when the policy shifted towards large-business

development, it was far less successful. The New Democratic approach

y¡as more cautious tov¡ards economic development. While they accepted that

economic Arowth was a high priority on their agenda, they did not

overlook the social cost component in the formulation of socio-economic

policy. Over the course of their years in power, Manitobans enjoyed a

period of stable growth. With regard to employment opportunity, both

urban and rural Manitobans were better off than the national average.

yet, while infrastructure for social amenities was improved in some

rural areas, the problem of income disparity between urban and rural

vrage-earners remained. Às of today, fulfillment of the goaI of income

equality and balanced growth between regions remains as elusive as ever.

As a microcosm of Canada, Manitoba only constituted slightly over

four per cent of the Canadian population in 1981. However, Manitoba

rural non-farm areas also enulated the North American pattern from 1971

to 1 981 in showing signs of nonmetropolitan population growth.

Nevertheless, since the population size, economic activities and

socio-economic infrastructure in Manitoba are of much smaller scale, the

130 g. A. whitecomb (1982), op. cit., p. 59.
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factors affecting the revival of smalI towns in Canada or North America

may or may not explain small-town growth in Manitoba. The following

sections will examine the local ( Uanitoba ) growth factors in relation

to those global ( Canada and the U.S. ) growth factors which promoted

small-town revival.

1.

Àdiacent Rural Areas

The impact of metropolitan regions has positive effects upon

nearby rural communities in terms of population and economic

growth. Similar to those metropolis centres in Canada and the

u.s.À. , the largest provincial urban centre in Manitoba,

Winnipeg, offers the highest degree of servicing functions to its

rural communities. However, as a result of spatial frictions, the

spill-over influence exerted by Winnipeg reduces as distance

increaSeS. Consequently, one may expect that rural communities

adjacent to Winnipeg grow faster than those communities which are

removed from it. In theory, this geographic factor a).so supports

small-town revival in regions close to the major centre.

¿.

Similar to the Canadian national trend between 1971 and 1981 
'

manufacturing industries in Manitoba have extended their

operations into rural areas. According to the SSA in Chapter 2,

there was an additional 1,024 manufacturing jobs gained by the

rural areas. On the other hand, there was a relative loss of

1 0,386 manufacturing jobs to other industries or places
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experienced by the urban centres in Manitoba ( see Tab1e I ). In

comparison with the number of manufacluring ;obs gained by rural

areas in other provinces, the decentralization of Manitoba

manufacturing industries was relatively much smaller. In eSSence,

one would expect the decentralization of manufacturing industries

to have a smaller positive effect on small-torsn population growth

in Manitoba as compared to the situation in larger,

industrialised Canadian provinces.

Increased Emplovment in Service 0ccupation5.

Traditionally, access to various services in Manitoba rural

areas was limited. However, with increasing expectation and

lobbying from rural residents, Manitoba governments in the last

twenty-five years began to address the needs of rural

development. Between the 197'1 and 1981, rural Manitoba service

industries had a relative gain of 3'386 jobs.

ÀS discussed earlier, service industry has a significant

contribution to make to small-town growth in terms of retaining

and attracting people. More importantly, in the case of Manitoba

where agriculture industry continues to dispense with farm labour

due to mechanization, the expansion of service industry will

provide new employment alternatives for those laid-off workers.

Consequently, the local economy can thus be stabilized or even

improved.

4, Earlv Retirement Coupled with Hiqher Retirement Incomes
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The introduction of the Canada Pension PIan and Quebec Pension

Plan in lhe mid-1960s by the federal and provincial governments

guaranteed retirees with retirement income without any

restriction on location. Thus, retirees have the freedom lo

choose where they want to stay or live. During the 197'1-'1981

period, rural Manitoba had a relative loss of 812 old people aged

65 and above ( see Table 12 ). Although this occurrence does not

follow the U.S. or Canada national trend exactly, it is important

to note Lhat o1d people in rural Manitoba farm -areas migrate to

adjacent towns where health services and family ties are Lhe

major attractions. Secondly, this movement also produces a

spin-off effect whereby younger people migrate to those adjacent

rural non-farm conmunities as the demand for service occupations

generated by the additional older population opens up

opportunities for them.

r

Leisure Àctivities

steady growth of real income in rural Manitoba has prompted

consumer-serving industries such as sportingr retail, tavernS,

jewellery, restaurants, and tourist-related businesses in the

fast-growing rural areas ( see Table ',l3 ). Qne may expect this

trend tO continue, since the number of two or more wage earners

in rural ì¡anitoba has been increasing. 1 31 Moreover, with the aid

of new computer technology such as Point of Sa1es Systems for

retail business, it is possible for the distribution costs to be

reduced. in turn, this allows for more selection of consumer

r31 ç. D. Hodge and M. À. Oadeer (1983), op. cit., PP. 88-90.
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products at lower prices with products being delivered at ;

faster rate to the ruraÌ consumers.

6. Expansion of the Education Svstem in Rural Àreas

Unlike the U.S. and other Canadian education systems which

have been effectively diffused to regional and local levels, the

Same cannot be said for Manitoba (or Saskatchewan). However, the

data in TabÌe 14 shows there r+as a relative gain of teachers in

the rural non-farm areas. If the trend for teachers to obtain

jobs in urban centres and rural farm areas remains difficult, the

only places for Manitoba teachers would be either the rural

non-farm areas or other provinces. Therefore, in contraSt to the

present, this factor may become more significant in the future in

terms of promoting economic and population growth in small towns.

Growth of Government Interest in Rural Areas7.

As discussed earlier in this Chapter, governments have

increasingly become involved in rural development. i^ii th the

introduction of "Guidelines for the Seventies" by the NDP

gOVernment,llz confidence towards the Provincial Government among

the rural communities v¡as restored. Perhaps this rvas not

misplaced since, based on lhe result of the SSA data in Table 15'

one can observe that rural Manitoba areas had a relative gain of

jobs in the government sector. Thereforer one may assume that

the growth of nonmetropolitan population is linked to the changed

government regional policy.

132 Government of Manitoba (1973), op. cit., 3 volumes.
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Levellinq off of Farm PoPulation

The farm mechanization process continued apace into the '1970s

across Canada. Às one of the largest farming communities in

vtestern Canada, Manitoba also suffered a heavy loss of farming

population during this period ( see Table 16 ). One may expect

this phenomenon to persist until farm size becomes optimal; that

is, the size of a farm must be increased to the level where it is

economically viable for a farmer to cont inue hi s farming

operation. Since acquiring additional farm land can be very

costly, the only alternative left to a farm worker is to take on

a part-time or seasonal job. However, not aII the farm workers

can realise this option; some Iaid-off workers have been

displaced from the farm sector altogether.

Rise of Countrv-stvle Livinq

8.

9.

The growing popularity of country-sty1e Iiving across Canada

in the 1 970s evinced by the Gallup P011, 13 3 indicated that

Canadians v¡ere not totally pro-urbanization in their

inclinations. Some segments of the population stilt hope to enjoy

country-style living if there are sufficient economic

opportunities to sustain the way of life in ruraf areas. Qne may

suspect this subjective factor has promoted the revival of

population growth in rural Manitoba, although we do not know to

what extent.

10. rroI.¡ln

133 6. D. Hodge and M. A. 0adeer (1983), op. cit.r PP. 88-90.

LlVIN
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The level of living standard among rura'I communities has been

markedly improved over the last twenty years. Essential services

such aS transportation, communications, electrification,

education, cuttural and health facilities, distribution, and

other socio-economic infrastructures are becoming more common in

rural Manitoba small towns. Àlthough some higher order goods may

not be available in most small towns, telephone order and weekend

shopping trips to nearby urban centres could be achievable

alternatives for rural residents. One would expect that

nonnetropolitan growth in Manitoba is partly accounted for by

this factor.
'11. More Lonq-distance Commutinq

The rise of automobile ownership among Canadiansr particular

in the rural areas, altered the economic landscape of the

country-side. Àccording to Hodge and Qadeer, the average distance

for small-town commuters I,Jas greater than Lheir city

counterparts.l3a Yet the median commuting time required in rural

area trlas leSs than an hour, which was considered more or less the

same as in urban areaS. Since most Manitoba small-town commuters

could find jobs within their driving capability ' one would

anticipate this factor to play a positive role in nonmetropolitan

population growth.

Revival of Enerqv and Mining I ndustr:þEt¿.

134 Ibid.,-pp. 88-90.
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Àt the national Ieve1, the Canadian energy and mining

industries had but a marginal effect on small-town revival.

However, ât the regional leveI, the differential effect was far

more substantial: especially in Alberta. Unlike AIberta.

Manitoba only has a small base for these industrial sectors. In

fact, Manitoba had a relative l-oss of employnent in the energy

and mining industries regardless of location ( see Table 17 ).

Therefore, one can conclude that this factor did not contribute

to small-town growth in Manitoba.

Imorovement of Transportation Infrastructur313.

The upgrading or expanding of transportation infrastructure

acroSS the rural landscape in North America has facilitated

growth in small towns, particularly for those Lowns within

commuting distance of the core city. Small towns located in

remote rural areas may not be able to take advantage of ne1l

transportation infrastructures due to the alteration of

transportation routeS. Therefore, one would expect towns located

in proximity to the newly-established transportation nodes (

collection points ) to experience faster growth. 0n the other

hand, towns by-passed by the new transportation routes may become

even worse off than before. However, ât the aggregate Ievel, a

better transportation system means a greater opportunity of

growth for smatl towns owing to easier access to goods and

services.

l^1i th regard to employment

Manitoba had a relative loss of

in bhe transportation sector 
'

employees during the 1970s ( see



Table 18 ). This phenomenon is probably due to the significant

redundancies effected by railway companies. Furthermore, as most

small towns in Manitoba are located at some distance from the

regional urban centres, one would not expect employment

generation in this sector to play any significant role in

small-town population revival.

14. Lower Cost of Livinq in Rural Àreas

The cost of Iiving varies from one region to another. Usually

the bigger the city, the higher the cost of living. For instance,

living costs in Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver are all higher

than those applying to winnipeg. By the same token, cost of

living in an urban environment is usually higher than a rural

area. With regard to this aspect, Manitoba small towns still

offer cheaper housing, grocery shopping, and outdoor

entertainment activities than their metro counterparts. For this

reason, rural areas attract migrants from the urban centres

within the province.

stnfMARr

Revivat of small towns occurred across the U.S.A. r Canada, and

l¡anitoba in the 1970s. It is important to stress that this phenomenon

not only occurred at the national level, but also at the provincial

Ievel. gbviously there rr'ere some common underlying forces which

promoted a change in what had been an ineluclable trend of decline. By

understanding the nature of these forces, planners are enab.led to

monitor the trend. In addition, they can adjust planning policy
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according to the availability of locaI resources in a manner consistent

with desirable development. The following summary table is a collection

of tentative and descriptive findings based on the literature reviewed.

It will be used for regional comparison and cross-referencing rather

than model building in statistical terms.

The frequency distribution of the factors for each spatial type is

illustrated by Table 2'1. Comparison among the three spatial types -- the

U.S.À., Canada, and Manitoba -- shows Manitoba has the lowest total

score. However, one should not interpret the total score obtained by a

region as an indicator for the degree of small-town revival. The extent

of smaII-town revival is the "joint effect" of geographical, physical,

economical, political and socio-psychological variables. Furthermore'

comparison among the Lhree types shows that Manitoba has an equal

standing in terms of political support, geographic influence, and living

standards as well as the socio-psychological factor. Nevertheless, rural

Manitoba has a relative shortage of capital investment in sectors such

as manufacturing, transportation, education and service industries. In

the case of Manitoba, the small base for the energy and mining industry

did not constitute a stimulating growth factor. Problems

notr+ithstanding, the leading edge enjoyed by Manitoba over the U.S.À.

and Canada vras the lower costs of living. Overall, rural Manitoba had a

wide range of potential factors which can support the requirements for

small-town growth.
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MODET SPECIFICÀTION ÀTID CÀtIBRÀTION FOR MÀNITOBÀ SI,fÀtI
ToÍnss, 1971-81

INTRODUCTTON

The universal phenomenon of nonmetropolitan growth in the 1970s has

altered considerably the regional planning policies of many states and

provinces across North Àmerica. The empirical findings collected by

varies population-watchers have become a neasuring tool for

nonmetropolitan planning agencies. Yet, since each region has its own

unique socio-economic nexus, a regional planning agency cannot rely on

the global factors alone to carry out a comprehensive rural development

planning scheme. Consequently, a regional planning agency needs to

develop its own regionally-specific model. which can fine tune the

factors extant in a loca1 and unique environmenL. In other words, those

'universal' factors having minimaL effects on Iocal- nonmetropolitan

grorvth should be removed. Moreover, new or unique local factors should

also be incorporated into the planning process. In this Chapter, the

formulation of a small-town viabilily model for rural Manitoba conÈains

three components. They are posited below in point form.

1 An applied slatistical technique ( 2SrS ) which eliminates the

simultaneity bias endemic to the data.

A collection of Manitoba data which captures to the unique

regional context of the prairie province.

- | /lt -
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A number of selected global variables which may also apply to the

situation in Manitoba.

THE STT'DY ÀREÀ

The vitatity of small towns during the 1970s was marked by the growth

of population, commercial establishments and housing stock. Similar to

many other small towns across North Àmerica, rural Manitoba grew at a

faster rate than its urban centres ( see Table 4 and 5 ). It is true to

say that Manitoba is a single administrative region, but in terms of

production activities, Manitoba needs to be further sub-divided into two

distinct economic regions. in the north, the economic base largely

depends on primary resource activities such as mining, forestry and

trapping. While in the south, economic activities are much more

diversified. The latLer contains a mixture of primary, secondary and

tertiary industries which range from agriculture, through manufacturing

to tourist industries. t:s ¡ifferences are acute' noreover, in respect of

population distribution. Thus, population in the northern region is

sparsely distributed. The 1981 Census shows that population density in

the northern census sub-divisions vlas very Iow. 1t ranged from a minimum

of 0.2 to a maximum of 1.3 persons per square kilometre. In essence, the

population in this region only constituted about 9 % of the provincial

population.l36 By r+ay of contrast, population settlements in the

southern region are much closer to each other and, excluding Winnipeg,

were of a size fulIy four times larger than the northern population in

135 ¡. ¡. Sarbit and G. Ì1. Bryn (1980), op. cit., Þp.

1 3 6 ¡.¡ived from statistics Canada, '1 981 . cs 93-907 
'Census Sub-division No. 19 to 23 are used

population of the northern region.

1-20.

Vol. 2, Table 1 .

to estimated the



1981. Although the farming-oriented activities are

diversification of the economy is increasing, yet 70

located in Àgro-Mani toba i s st i 11 i nvolved

production. l 37 For the above reasons, rural

constitutes a distinctive study area in the prairie

The term "Rura1 Southern Manitoba", used throughout this and

following Chapters, will connote a specific region. The area is bounded

on the south by the States of Minnesota and North Dakota, on the west by

the province of Saskatchewan, and on the east by the province of

Ontario. However, to the north, it is bounded only by the 52 nd

para1}el. Additionally, the study area does not include Winnipeg' nor

the municipalities of East St. Paul and West St. Paul.
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decreasing and

% of. the land

agr icultural

MODEI SPECIFICÀTION

À Priori Soecification

This research aims to build a model for small-town growth in

Manitoba. More particularly, the grand model wiLl embrace subsidiary

models for small-town population change, leve1 of tertiary activity and

level of manufacturing activity. Research methodology makes use of both

quaLitative and quantitative approaches. Subjective factors such as

community satisfaction and personal preferences wiIl be analyzed. In

addition, objective factors expressing the development of various

geographlc locations will be incorporated as determinants in a valid

model for sma1l-town growth. Statistical and planning techniques such as

shift-and-share analysis, ( SSe ) principal component analysis ( pCR )'

1n

Southern Manitoba

context.

137 yunitoba Department of Àgriculture (1981)' Aoriculture Yearbook.
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and two-stage }east squares analysis ( 2SLS ) wiIl be utilized to

calibrate the three subsidiary models. Finally, Policy implications for

smaIl-town development will be identified for the purpose of assisting

government social and economic policy implementation.

Ideally, a model should be well specified and deductively derived

prior to data collection and testing. Unfortunately, some researchers

test a number of alternative models before formulating their hypotheses.

Therefore, variables are either added of dropped depending on how

important they appear to be relative to arbitrary statistical

criteria.l38 Since these approaches are based on statistical rather than

theoretical criteria, the interpretation of their models is "technique

dependent" and rather meaningless. On the other hand, theoretical

plausibility is a matter of correct specification of the model: a

specification of its variables and its mathematical form which may

underpJ.ay any difficulties in obtaining numerical values for its sample

data. 1 3 s

perhaps the most important Iimitation to regression analysis concerns

inference causal relationships. Demonstration of causality is a logical

and experimental, rather than a statistical, problem. Statistics are

helpful only in demonstrating that relationships occur re1iab1y. À high

multiple correlation indicates that a Iot of variability is shared

between one variable and a set of others, but is not to be inferred to

1 3 s D. P. Hauser (197 4) , "Some
Regression Techniques in
GeoqraPher, VoI. 18, P. 148.

13s ¡. Koutsoyiannis (1977),
Ex
Ltd., p. 365.

Problems in the Use of StePwise
Geographical Research, " Canadian

London:
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mean that variables are causally related; shared variability could stem

from many sources, including the influence of other, currently

unmeasured variables. Another problem for logical enlightenment rather

than statistics is that of inclusion of variables. In other words,

which dependent variable should be measured ( and how ), and which

independent variables should be included ( and how they are to be

measured )? If one is striving for the highest possible multiple

correlation, which independent variables should be added to the equation

for the greatest improvement in prediction? The answers to these

questions can be provided by theory, astute observation, or good

hunches, but they will not be provided by statistics. Therefore, the

regression solution itself is only as good as the selection and

measurement of the variables that are used in it.140 It is important to

note that the intent of this research is not to make up the so-called

"best prediction regression equation" without a theoretically sound a

priori specification. In a model building stage, the testing of

pre-formulated hypotheses and theories is of much more overriding

concern to this thesis.

The abundance of natural resources and skilled labour makes Canada a

country of great wealth. However, many small rural conmunities have not

shared in the nation's prosperity equally with other part of the

country. The snall rural comnunities of the nation comprise the

lowest-order settlements in the urban hierarchy. Àgriculturally-related

1 ao 3. G. Tabachnick and L.
Statistics, New York: HaPPer

S. Fidell ( 1983),
and Row Publishers.

Usinq Multivariate
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business and residentiary services are still important elements in the

economic base of most of these communities. Àmong them, moreover,

agriculture has been traditionally at the root of low incomes, low

investment, unemployment, and underemployment. The basic difficulties

for the agriculture industry include: (1) the uncertainty of decision

making in agriculture both in terms of environment and market place; Q)

the generally inelastic nature of demand for agricultural products which

means that the total agricultural market cannot expand at a rate

equivalent to that of the economy as a whole; (3) ttre increasing high

cost of inputs necessary for improving yield and labour productivity,

which results in generally higher levels of investment per unit of

output than in other sectors of the economy.l4rAlthough some farmers

are able to keep up with farm mechanization, the farming operation

become capital-intensive rather than labour-intensive. Consequently,

areas heavily retiant on agricultural production are in dilemma. 0n the

one hand, farmers without adequate capital investment are unable to

raise their real income; whereas, on the other hand, farmers with

capital investment are confronted with a low rate of return problem. The

effects of present-day pressures on the farming economy has Ied to farm

depopulation and regional labour market alteration. Yet, the decline of

population in farming communities under the process of agricultural

readjustrnent tends to be cumulative.la2 The downward spirals of economy

and population could become self-perpetuating if they are left

unchecked. As the negative multiplier continues to grow and undercuts

141 Y. Bunce (1982), Rura

1a 2 y. Clawson ('1966) , "Factors and Forces
Rural Settlement Pattern of the United
Vol. 42, p, 287 .

Martin's Press r pp. 1 1

Àffecting the Optimum Future
Statesr" @,

, New York: St.
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the minimum population threshold requirement for certain businesses,

high-order commercial establishments will close down first. In turn,

other business establishments wiIl be faced with reduced income as a

result of decreasing business transactions. At this point, the majority

of the remaining business establishments are oriented to provision of

low-order functions. At the same time, the status of the small town has

dropped from that of a business trade centre to that of a residential

service centre. However, if the momentum of the negative multiplier

effect persists and popul-ation drops below the effective operation cost

for public services, community infrastructure will then be further

rqeakened. Eventually, local private investment, public service, social

and demographic structures spiral downwards simultaneously until they

reach the point where the small-town population may only stabilize at a

very low fevel. 1 a 3

There are caveats, however. Stagnation and decline can be selective

rather than general. Hardship can exit in lhe farming sector of a rural

settlement while at the same time the settlement as a whole may be

supported by the prosperity of another. For example, Bunce claimed that

the departure of the poorer members of agricultural society has

coincided with a great expansion in the size and affluence of the

remaining farm enterprises. Àlthough some rural services contract, the

active population remains because it can satisfy its retail and cultural

needs in nearby urban centres. laa

1 a3 p. Todd (1983), "The Small-lown
Context, "

r44 M. Bunce (1982), op. cit., p.100.

viabi I i ty
A, Vol. 1 5,

Question in a Prairie
pp. 903-9'16.
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Ànother factor, relates to the even pace of capitalisation in

agriculture. Unlike the mining industry which is more of boom and bust

in nature, diffusion of farm mechanization happens over a longer period

of time. Therefore, one may surmise that the tempo of farm depopulation

is highly related to the diffusion rate of farm mechanization rather

than to other economic factors. In addition, empirical findings

collected by Hart and Salisbury show that while most small towns have

lost their central-place functions, the population of many continue to

gror,¡. t a 5 r¡¡s real point of their study is that the smaller ( 250 people

or less ) and remote towns tended to be the main population losers. This

trend is attributed to increased daily and residential mobility in which

the decline of small towns as commercial centres is unrelated to

population change.146

The false assumption that most small towns in the U.S.À. and Canada

are dying could endanger the fate of small tovrns inasmuch as it could

encourage neglect by regional planners. it could be even rvorse if this

false assumption is allowed to exist in smal1-towners' minds. In short,

it could lead them to give up hope for their community. Fortunately,

rural peopLe do not migrate until they perceive acute disparities

occurring between rural and urban opportunities.laT There is evidence to

suggest that communities with strong social and family ties, religious

beliefs, and attachment to the land, can withstand economic crisis

las ¡. F. Hart and N. E.
Western Villages: A

American Geoqraphers,

''u Ibid. , p. 141,

r47 M. Bunce (1982) , op. cit., P. '106.

Salisbury (1965), "Population
Stat i st ical Àpproach, " Ànnals
Vol. 55, p. 141.

Change in Midd1e
Àssociation of
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better than those not so bIessed.148

The situation described in the preceding paragraphs indicates the

determination of small towns to survive. À group of regional plannerslas

believe that certain small towns can be revitalized as growth centres

through economic diversification, investment in the manufacturing

sector, and the provision of social services, transportation

infrastructure, a1Ì managed via well-devetoped regional policies. In

theory, the above strategy is beneficiary to rural regions on a whole.

However, the growth process can also be selective. For inStance, Small

towns Iocated adjacent to metropolitan areas or major regional centres

tend to be recipients of more benefits than those handicapped by remote

locations. Manutacturing withcapital-intensive modes of production

employs fewer workers while manufacturing of the labour-intensive kind

employs more, but less well-paid labour. Although linits may be thus

imposed on the magnitude of the positive multiplier, personal income may

improve sufficiently to stabilize or even attract population. 14ith

regard to social service, it is, Quite simply' essential to rural Iife'

without such provision, quality of life in rural area wiIl substantialJ-y

decrease. Unlike other private investments which are profit oriented,

implementation of social services are geared to equity or welfare

considerations. Since the sources for the operation cost derive from

tax-payers and the political arena, their size and distribution are

vulnerable to lobbying and interference. Last but not least 
'

transportation plays an increasingly important role for the extension of

14 8 Ibid., p. 126,

1as p. Cloke (1979),
op. cit. G. D.
Summers ( 1976) ,

^ñ ^i +vva v¿ua

Hodge and
^Ê ^ì Èvv. v ¿ I .

R. E. Lonsdale and H. t. Sayler (1979)'
l'1. À. Qadeer (1983), op. cit. and G. F.
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regional labour markets and domestic consumer markets. With the

improvement of transportation infrastructure, firms previously

restricted to urban areas can novl move to rural environments without

suf fering labour-force penalties.

Regardless of the complicated selection process, rural areas blessed

with any one of the above stimuli could benefit from further growth

through positive multiplier and spin-off effects. By the same token, the

size of population growth and economic upswing depends on the size of

the positive multiplier effect.

Figure 5 provides a simulated cumulative model for the rural economy

and population change. In the initial stage, surplus farm labourers are

absorbed by nevl or expanding manufacturing industry in a nearby town.

Since the expansion of transportation infrastructure provides greater

mobility for the labourers, they can work at the nearby town but

continue to live in their home town. In this case, their home town

benefits from the secondary positive multiplier effects. 0n the other

hand, if they choose to live and work in the nearby town, then the

benefits will go disproportionately to the nearby town. However, the

expansion of consumer narkets wiIl provide a regulator mechanism which

tends to stabilize population in the home town.
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IiIODET CATIBRÀTION

Unlike most physical science studies, social science researches

al.ways involve more than just the physical factors alone. In a study of

man, land, and environment relationships such as is entailed in this

thesis, no less than physical, economical, social, Political, and

psychological factors must be taken into account. Some of these factors

can be classified as objective factors. For instance, both physical and

economic components are ctassified under this category. The other

dimension which contains social values, personal perceptions and

preferences, and political beliefs is more of a subjective nature. The

former is usualty tangible and can be expressed either in physical or

monetary units. The latter, meanwhile, tends to be less tangible and its

measuring units may be transforned and expressed in a number of

different 1+ays; for instance, absolute or relative numerical vaIue,

ranked vaIue, discrete va1ue, index score, principal component score' or

any other meaningful mathematical scores. Furthermore, the interaction

effect between subjective and objective factors adds complexity to this

analysis. In other words, the interdependent relationship among the

population change, manufacturing and service activities in rural

Manitoba is dynamic rather than static. Consequently, a model has to be

structured in such a way as to be able to discern the degree of

overlapping between population change and economic structures. In

essence, this model should be able to disentangle the joint effects

produced by a combination of factors; that is, it must be capable of

separating and explaining Lhe interdependent relation between population

change and economic structures. Àt the same time, it has to account for
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variance contributions to each systém equation ( i.e. population change,

manufacturing activity, and tertiary activity ) separately. Equally, the

critical factors germane to Rural Southern Manitoba may welI be

applicable to other prairie provincesr or to explanations of small-town

viability at large.

In this study, fifty-eight small towns located in Rural Southern

Manitoba are subjected to analysis. Their population size ranges from a

minimum ot 474 to a maximum of 36,242, which well represents a continuum

in the rural settlement hierarchy. Às indicaled earlier, it was the

dynamics of population growth which sparked interest in the question of

smaIl-town viability in a prairie setting. Moreover, the ready

availability of data representing both subjective as well as objective

factors makes feasible the operationalising of this research. Although

some of the variables discussed in the literature review are not

incorporated in the analysis owing to the sheer lack of availability;

nevertheless, enough variables survive to adequately represent the

subjective and objective dimensions required of model specification. The

following section will focus on the system equation identification and

variable justif ication.

The application of statistical analysis has been widely adopted by

many physical and social scientists. One of the most common statistical

techniques to analyze causal relationships between phenomena is

regression analysis. There are, however' several different types of

regression techniques for different types of data or causal
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relationships. For instance, the application of ordinary Ieast square (

OLS ) to a single equation assumes, inter aIia, that the explanatory

variables are truly exogenous, that the disturbance term is random and

that there is one-way causation between the dependent variable Y and the

explanatory X's. If this is not so, that is, if the X's are al the same

time determined by Y, then the assumption that the mean disturbance

equals zero is violated. Consequently, application of OtS techniques in

that context would yield biased and inconsistent estimates.150

The basic premises for model used in this thesis rest on the

assumption that small-town population change in Rural Southern Manitoba

is a function of tertiary as weIl as manufacturing employment. However,

service centres provide dual functions: first, they serve consuner needs

for the rural settlement, and secondly, they provide services for

manufacturing industry if there is any. By the same token, as tonsdale

and Seyler suggested, manufacturing can provide a long-term solution to

strengthen the economic base of rural areas.151 Shoul"d manufacturing

employment increase, tertiary activities witl expand and the rural

depopulation may disappear as rvel1. However, manufacturing is not truly

independent either of population change or tertiary activity.

Manufacturing activities rely on the supply of labour as well as the

leveI of attractiveness offered by tertiary industry in the trade

area.152 ¡5 Todd pointed out, a declining service and infrastructure

base will offer fer+ attractions to relocating manufacturing firms. 1 5 3

150 ¡. Koutsoyiannis ,1977 ), op. cit., p. 331.

1s1 p.6. tonsdale and H. L. Sayler (1979), op. cit., PP. 1-10.

r52 ¡. M. llardwell (1980), op. cit.
1 53 ¡. lodd (1983), op. cit., pp. 903-916.
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Obviously, we have a two-way causation in this model and the function

cannot be treated in isolation as a single equation model ( OfS ), but

belongs to a wider system of equations which describe the relationships

among atl the relevant variables. In lhis model, v¡e have a situation

where population change is a function 
. 
of tertiary and secondary

activities; tertiary activity is a function of populatíon change and

manufacturing; and secondary activity is a function of population change

and tertiary activity. Therefore, it is not acceptable to use a

single-equation model for the description of the relationships among

population change, tertiary and secondary activities which contains

simultaneous-equation bias. This latter is the bias resulting from a

reciprocal interaction between the level of population change and the

two economic variables.

Since the application of OLS to a model like the one advocated herein

yietds biased and inconsistent estimates, we need to apply other methods

of estimation which give better estimates of the parameters. To overcome

the simultaneity-bias problem, the two-stage least squares ( 2SLS )

regression technique is used. It is also essential because this study

involves over-identified structural equations. The order condition of

the equations will be deliberated later in this Chapter.l5a In the

meantime, the requisite procedures of the technique need clarification.

The initial step of the 2SLS is the computation of the OLS regression of

endogenous variables in the model. These equations are the reduced-form

equations of the endogenous variables. By definition, the exogenous

154 1ns-5tage least squares is a statistical procedure for computing the
coefficients of the structure equation in a simultaneous system of
equations. The parameters of a structural equation.can be.estimated
onry lf the equation is exactly identified or over-identified.
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reduced-form equation is

be more spec i f ic , the

smal]-town population

eliminated through the

nrn¡orlrrro
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independently of'endogenous variable, so the

not subject to simultaneous equation bias. To

reciprocity ( simul-taneity-bias ) between the

change and the two economic variables is

So far, the system equations are incomplete without the inclusion of

subjective factors. Figure 6 summarizes both the subjective and

objective variables employed in this model. In the beginning, we treated

Lhe two economic variables as exogenous since they are governed by the

small-town population environment. However, they are not truly

indepenoent because of their direct or indirect Iinkages with each other

in the system as a whole. Therefore, in a technical sense, they cannot

be regarded as exogenous variables; rather, they must be treated as

endogenous variables to the system. Consequentl-y, each of them need to

have their own set of explanatory variables.lss

mathematical transformation intrinsic to the 2SLS

The three system equations, incluciing subjective and objective factors,

can be rewritten in recìuced-form equation format as follows:

Yr = XzYz *
B:- zXr z
Bz ¡Xz:

Ye = X¡Y: +
BzzXz-t

Y: = XzYz *
BzeXze

X¡Y¡ * B¿X¿ * BsXs * BcXe t BrrXrr +
+ Br:Xr¡ * B:-zXz-z + BzrXar * BzzXzz
+ Bz tXzz + E¡-

B¡X: * B:-oXro * B:-sXr= * BzrXzr
t BzeXze + BzsXzs * Ez

I s5 ¡. Todd (1983), op. cit., p. 908.

Br¿Xr¿ * BrzXrz
+ B¡oX¡o * E¡

BzrXzr + BzzXzt

(1a )

/1ì.\\ r!,
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Definitions of independent variables are provided in Table 22 while

Table 23 provides an elaboration of subjective variables.

In the first system equation, the target dependent variable

population change 197 1-1981 (vl ) is a function of socio-economic,

geographic, political, and personal subjective factors. The rationales

for choosing these independent variables are debated beIow.

't level of Tertiarv Activitv ( Y2 )

Over the last two decades, service industry has been growing

at a faster rate although most services are "non-baSic" in

nature. The re-allocation of service employment has brought

new-comers to stay in nonmetropolitan areas. Directly, this

phenomenon has promoted prosperity in small towns since

additionat population and commensurate support activities are

gained. indirectLy, it has imposed a stabilization effect on

rural depopulation since more services are provided for the

stayers. Therefore, one may assume that small towns favoured by

an increase in service employment will experience some degree of

population growth.

l,evel of Manufacturinq Activitv ( Y3 )2.

Manufacturing can offer an alternative economic base to rural

communities, especially those affected by farm mechanization in

their adjoining farm populations. Unlike service industry,

manufacturing aCts as a community-forming mechanism rather than a

conmunity-serving component. In nonmetropolitan area, the mode of
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X21 (pCl) prirrcipal cornponent- a soci¿lization-participationcorrtrol dimension
orle

X22 (PC2) prirrcipal componenL a producLiorr-consumpÈion support- dimension
tr¡o

X23 (FrC3) Frincipãl camponent a dichot,rmized loür-ûrder ref-ài I ver-sr:s healtl-r-professionãl service
tFree di mens i on

X27 populãtion change, (( poFrr¡l¡t-ion l97l - poptrlation 1961 ) / population 196l ) X IOO
t96l:1971

X2S FuncLional index Ft.rnct-ional index 19Bl - Funct-ional irrdeN l97l
chanqe, 1971-l98t

X,?-9 charqe in primarg (( PE lgfJl - PE l97l ) / PE l97l ) X lfl0
enplogment (PE),
r971-l9Sl

X3t charrge in manufaclrrrinq (( IIE 19Bl - llE l97l ) / HE 1971 ) X l0u
er'plogment (flE),
l97l-1981

rlistance to llinnipeg from small t-oryn in Km

I

u)

I



Uariable Descriptrorr

71

z2

7_3

7.4

Z5

76

77

ZB

79

7_to

Percenüage of respondents preFerring small touns for
grocerg shoppinq

Percentage oF respondents pre€errinq small touns for
I iqlror, Ir-rmber, and banl<ing nÊeds

Percentage oF r-esponderrts preferring small tor.rr¡s fror
furniture, appliances, clotlring, and c¿rs

PercenÈage oF respondenLs preferring small totrns for
veLerirrarg, derrLal, .-rnd legal requirements

Percentage oF responderrts preFerring small tor¿rrs for
heal th-c.¡re f aci I ities

Index of degr-ee oF sal-isfact-ion

Index oF feelirrgs oF ft¡ture pntential

Index oF i rrvolvemr: rlt in cornr¡urri t.q aFfairs

Index oF ¡rarLicipat-iorì in communil'.q organizations

Index oF leadership qr.raliLq

Srrhjecl:ive Uari¿bl¡¡ Flssoc iel.iorrs

Table 23

Loadings x :

Uariance

x PCl, PC2, and PC3 repr-eserrt

Srrrurce: D- Todd, "The smal I 'tou¡r
Environment and frlanninq

PCl pc2

o- 260
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ít_76{ü

o-l2l

o-281

o_ 399

o- 397

o_ 384

o_341

o_ 3e6

50_ 920

o.2Bl
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u- 450

1l-299

-D-222

-u- l4t

-D-2711

-o-222

-o- 234

27-320

the three components-

viabilitg
H,1983,

PD3

-o.704

-u- 864

-o- 107

o- 3lB

o- 560
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rJ-220

o_ol8

7_ 540
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production is more tikely to be oriented towards labour-intensive

technology as a result of the availability of low-cost, less

skilled and scarcely militant workers. Regardless of the smaII

economic multiplier effect generated by some manufacturing

industries, they may all combine to boost the participation rate

and total family income. Furthermore, the slow process of

technological change in rural manufacturing industry can enhance

the absorption role of the sector in taking the surpJ.us farm

labourers. Relative to service industry r one may expect

manufacturing to have a greater positive effect on population

growth. Moreover, its basic nature also consolidates the economy

over the long run: a factor which may attracts people to stay.

However, it is important to note that the presence of "branch

pIant" manufacturing firms may have less positive effects on

population gror+th than tocal manufacturing firms. This is a

corollary of their capital investment decisions being made by

parent firms outside the regions and, therefore, being less

sensitive to the region's needs.

Health Infrastructure ( x+ )

The provision of public health-care systems enhances the

social amenity of small towns. Perhaps it is more important to

those towns with "aging population" than towns composed of

younger populations. As people grow older, they become more

susceptible to disease. 0ften, their motive for migration is

health related. The presence of hospital or clinics, particularly

those institutes which provide geriatric medical service, wi11,
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conversely, encourage them lo stay. At the same time, older

people have more social attachments to a place Lhan the younger

population. Their inclination to migrate is further undermined by

lheir personal sentiment attached to the people and places they

know. In general, peopte feel more secure if medical service is

within their reach in case of emergency. Therefore, one may

presume that the better the health facilities, the greater the

possibility for population growth. However, regional variation

may occur according to the age composition of small towns.

Educational Infrastructure ( xS )¿.

The provision of educational facilities such as schools and

colleges provides training opportunity for young adults and

teenagers. Unlike health organizations which tend to serve

greater numbers of older people, educational institutes support

mainly the younger population. Therefore, they are particularly

beneficial to communities with a high percentage of child-bearing

families. However, the role of the community school is not

limited sole1y to serving pupils. In some cases where town halls

are not avaitabte, schools can be used as Social arenas for

public events such as local folk festivals, town meetings' Sport

tournaments, and other social gatherings. In brief, educational

facilities attract families with school age children. The

presence of newly-established school nay symbolize the growth of

a small town. Where schools are the only places for social

gatherings, they may become more important in terms of

stabilizing the existing population. it is also worthwhile to
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note thaL over the last few yearS, some university and

certificate programmes have been conducted through these locaI

communities. Therefore, one may surmise that the role of schools

has become increasingly important' particularly, of course, to

those rural residents at the age of thirty-five and below.

Basic Infrastructure ( x0 )

The basic infrastruct,ure of communities is composed of three

sub-groups: utilities, transportation services, protection and

administration services. The utility category encompasses

electricity, natural gas, telephone, ser+age and riater services;

transportation includes such as road, rail, air, bus and truck

services; protection and administrative includes judicial, fire

fighting, ambulance, and provincial administrative services. Each

service is, wherever possible, ranked according to availability

and quality. The index value achieved by a town represents a

composite score of various available services. 1n this study,

basic infrastructure is used to measure the dimension of basic

living standard in relationship to small-town population change.

It is hypothesized that the higher the living standard, the

greater the potential for population growth"

UnIike some other economic indicators which emphasize the

aggregate performance of economic activities, the average family

income variable is carefully chosen to reflect the economic

well-being of individua] families in the region. Thus, this

income component is presumed to be directly associated with
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population growth. However, one may argue that an increasing

average income resulting from higher vlages may displace jobs and

population to other areas typified by low wages. This theory

could be more applicable if the population settlement is located

in an urban environment. Since nonmetropolitan areas are lacking

extensive locational advantages, the wages in rural areas are

unlikely to exceed their urban counterparts. The narrowing of the

income gap between rural and urban areas could possibly

contribute to a rise in the participation rate and part-time

employment rather than higher wages in rural areas.

7.

llhile the previous income variable measures lhe economic

well-being of individual families, the unemployment rate variable

has dual measuring functions. First, iL indicates the volume of

surplus labour which can be inferred to be a measurement of

economic well-being of individual workers rather than individual

families. Secondly, it reflects the psychological well-being of

the labour force. The saying "you can be poor and yet can be

happy" is unlikely to be applicable to those unemployed.

Unemployed people are not necessarily poor, they are more 1ikely

to be young, have less working experience, and have been laid off

due to technological change. Peop1e who are unemployed tend to

suffer from social stigma and low self-esteem rather than

poverty. The frustration of Searching for an elusive meaningful

job and their inability to change the depressed economy in their

surrounding environment may motivate them to migrate. Although it

nt t¿
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is easy to understand the inverse relationship between high

unemployment rate and populaLion growth, the relationship may not

be linear. Conceivably, one may argue that a high unemployment

rate has less negative effecL on community population as the bulk

of it approaches retírement age. On the other hand, a community

consisLing of a large number of young adults is shaken to its

roots when chronic high unemployment prevails.

Total shift of younq Population (x'l3 )

"Children symbolize growth" and "our future lies in the hands

of our children" are two of the traditional expressions of our

cultural values. In most areas, the gain of one child is

considered more valuable than the gain of one older adult from

the perspective of population growth. It is simply because

children can multiply children. The 'total shift of young

population' coefficient is used to monitor those rural

communities gaining or losing a disproportionate share of

population aged '19 and below. One may assume that communities

receiving more than their "fair share" of young population are

better off than those communities experiencing growth of older

population. The relationship between the TS young coefficient and

small-town population growth is,therefore, expected to be

positive.

Metrooolitan Proximitv ( xlZ )

ñ

This is

metropol i s ,

justifiable

a measure

. Winnipeg.

in order

of straight-Iine distance to the regional

The inclusion of this spatial variable is

to test the concepL of "frictional effect"
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in the rural settlemen! system of Manitóba. Rural isolation is

believed to be negatively related to population growth since it

is less favourable for economic diversification. However, the

situation in rural Manitoba may deviate from the general

assumption. Other factors such as improvement of transportation

infrastructure, rising automobile ownership, 1onger travelling

distance to work, and formation of new 'bedroom' communities may

have ob1 i terated the locat i onal di sadvantages i n the 1 970s.

Verification of the negative relationship between spatial

separation and population growth remains to be confirmed after

the calibration of the model.

10. Principal components one,-!8, and Three ( x21 , x22, x23 )

From the sociological view point, small-town population growth

or decline also involves subjective factors such as personal

preferences and community satisfaction. Unlike objective factors,

there is no standard set of reference to measure subjective

factors. For instance, intangibles such as cooperation between

small communities, progressiveness, leadership, local pride,

personal preference and perception about one' s economic,

political, and living environments are among the many factors

that may be taken into consideration. In addition, there is a

lack of concurrence between objective economic indicators and

subjective components. At best, one could argue that the levels

of economic performance would be mirrored by the expression of

subjective opinion, which in turn, would encourage or discourage

population growt¡.156 The existence of so many unknown dimensions

'uu Ibid., p. 908.
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related to subjective factors can jeopardize the effectiveness of

this research. Moreover, the problem of multicollinearity tends

to arise with a dramatic increase of variables in the system

equation. To alleviate this problem, principal component analysis

is resorted to. This statistical procedure can convert the

subjective variables into "nevl" orthogonal ( independent )

components and thus eliminate the problem of multicollinearity in

subjective factors.rsT What is more, it can also reduce a large

number of independent ( subjective ) variables into a relatively

few Íìeaningful dimensions which, in turn, can reduce the

complexity of regression analysis as well as aid in the

interpretation of the results.

Since the construction of a new set of subjective indicators

is beyond the scope of this thesis, subjective indicators

established by Warren are adopted in this study.158 The actual

information about the subjective variables r+as collected from a 5

% survey of rural Manitoba opinion conducted in 1971.1 5s

À^^^-.l.ina {-n f}ric errrrrêrr l-on qrrhip¡frrrc vârìâhlÊq fF¡lâflnO t^nuvw!-.,,y ,- ,...S SUfVey, ten SUbjeCtive VafiableS relating t,

Manitoba small towns are constructed ( see Table 23 ). The first

three variables, 21, 22, and 23, reflect feelings about 1ocal

Systems of production, distribution, and consumption; 24 and Z'5

1s? For an application of principal component analysis in regression
modelling,-see S. T. Wong (1963), "À Multivariate Statistical Model
for eredicating Mean Ànnual Flood in New England, " Ànnals

158 p. L. warren (1963),
McNa11y.

1 5s Y¿¡itoba Department of

ion of Àmer

Ànalvsis Proqram, Southern

The Community in America,

, Vol.53, pp.298-311.

Industry and
Manitoba, 2

Commerce
Volumes,

( 1975), Reqional
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Chicago: Rand
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are expressions of social support i 26 and z7 represent

-^-:^r'i--r'i^-r ZB and Z9 indicate social participation; and 210Þvu rc¡¿ LLcI|.LvtL,

is a measure of social control.16o

Àfter the ten subjective variables are exposed to principal

component analysis, three significant componenbs emerged with a

cumulative variance of 85 %. Together, the three components are

able to highlight aspects of aIl ten original sources of

variation. The variances accounted for by the three significant

components are 51, 27, and I % respecLively. The labelling of

each component depends on the magnitude of loadings. The high

loadings ( zA to 210 ) in the first component represent a

socialization-participation-control dimension. In the second

component, the high loadings ( z2 to 24 ) can be labelled as a

production-consumption-support Cimension. The last significant

component with a high positive loading ( zS ) on the one hand,

and a high negative loading ( zl ) on the other, signifies a

dichotomized low-order retail versus health-professional

dimension.

Àfter the exploration of principal component analysis

meLhodology, Iet us turn back to the question of variable

justification for the subjective components in relationship to

population growth. Some researchers have claimed that despite the

economic hardship and poor physical environment in some rural

areas, personal preferences, strong social ties, and comrnunity

satisfaction may override the possibility of out-migration, even

160 ¡. Todd (1983), op. cit., p. 911.
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if this means some pecuniary penaIty.161 Moreoverr people do not

move simply because of a sluggish economy. The probability of

moving is greater if these people recognize there are more

opportunities somewhere else. Although one may argue that the

perception of individuals does not necessarily represent

objective reality, often people make decisions based on their own

set of references and experience. The three principal components

representing the individuals' satisfaction at aggregated (

community ) level are then used for testing the relationship

between the subjective factors and population growth. It is

postulated that the higher the perception scores achieved by the

sma1l towns, the greater the potential for population growth

regardless of the existence of some reality distortion.

Pooulation Chanqe 1961-1971 ( xZl )
1Att.

The Iagged small-town population change indicator can provide

some insights into the current town population level. I.lhile one

may expect small-town population to fluctuate, it is unusual to

expect population trends to deviate drastically from past

experience. Basicall-y, the continuation of traditional population

pattern will prevail unless the economic structure and subjective

factors deteriorate sharply in a relative short period of time.

It is also possible for population sub-groups among the early

161 p. I.i. Marans and }r. Rodgers (1975)' "Toward an Understanding
Communitv Satisfaction" in
Perspective, A. H. Hawley and V. P. Rock Eds, CÀ: Sage, Beverley
lfif f s, pp. 299-352; }i. J. Groudy (1977) , "EvaLuations of Local
Attributes and Community Satisfaction in Sma1l Town, " !!Ef

Marans and w. Roog
l.lr-- F-L:-l-^L:^-rl :

Socioloqy, Vol.42, pÞ.371-382; T. J. Kuz (1978)' "Quality of Life,Soc j.oloqy, Vol . 41, pÞ. 3ll-3ö¿; 'l'. ,J. Kuz \ lvlö/ r "9ua11ty or Lrret
anl¡jective and Subjective Variable ÀnaIysis," Reqional Studies,
vol. 12, Þp.409-417; and D. Todd (1983), op. cit., PP. 903-916.

of
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out-migrants to provide potential rnigrants with information

regarding al-ternat ive netv envi ronments. Therefore r areas

periencing population growth tend to grovr even further. 0n the

other hand, areas experiencing population loss may well continue

to decline due to feedback impacts.

Factors believed to influence the tertiary activity endogenous

variable in the second system equation are somewhat different from the

first system equation although it contains both subjective and objective

components. Accordingly, an elaboration of independent variables is

caIled for.

1 Level of Manufacturinq Activitv ( vg )

Growth in the local manufacturing sector can absorb unemployed

local workers leaving agricultural industry and generate

additional demand from the service sector. However, the service

sector is heterogeneous, and can be further sub-divided into

three main categories: business, public, and personal services.

Services provided by accountants, Iawyers, real estate agents and

the like fa11 under the classification of business service.

Hospital, fire and protection, library, postal office and other

government service can be considered as public service.

Restaurant, grocery, cinema, jewellery and clothing stores can be

styled as personal service. 0f the three different types of

services, the manufacturing sector tends to rely for the most

part on the business service whereas public service is of

secondary importance to manufacturing. It seems 1ogica1, to
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suppose that manufacturing has the least impact on the personal

service Sector. Therefore, one may expect manufacturing to

stimulate employment growth in the tertiary sector particularly

in those areas with a greater variety of business and pubJ.ic

services. However, if the manufacturing industry is oriented to

producing consumer products, wholesale and retail service centres

will receive benefits as weI1.

Functional Index ( xg )¿.

The functional index is a computation of the importance of the

tor,ln aS a commercial centre in the hierarchy of central places.

To determine the functional index, 38 selected activities within

5 miles of any settlement of more than 50 persons in Rural

Southern Manitoba are chosen. There are two Steps required to

derive the value of the functional index. First, a "centrality

va1ue" which is a measure of the centrality of a service wiIl be

calculated. The central value ( 'Ct' ) for activity 't' is a

function of 't' divided by 'T'. For its part, 't' is one outlet

of activity 't', while'T' is the total number of outlets of

activity 't' in'the entire study area. The second step is to

multiply the 'Ct' by the number of outlets of that particular

activity present in a settlement. This procedure is repeated for

alL the activities present in a centre. The sum total of these

indices for a centre gives the functional index for that

centre. 1 6 2 In essence r this variable represents the

spatial-economic dimension of small towns. One may assume that

16 2 Example of
Depa r tmen t
30-31.

functional index calculation can
of I ndustry and Commerce ( 1 975 ) ,

be seen in the Manitoba
op. cit. , vo1 . 2, pp.



the higher the central function,

employment in the tertiary sector.

Participation Rate ( xlO )

Besides capital investment, human resources are of vital

importance. In general, service industries are more labour

intensive than manufacturing industries. The increasing of Iabour

participation especially among the female population has promoted

expansion in the tertiary sector. The availability of labour was

essential for industries, particularly in the rural service

sector, in the 1 970s. However, advances in office automation

technology had just began to make a credible impact in the early

1 9B0s and thi s development may pose a threat to the

Iabour-intensive services industry. I n the long run r thi s

variable may become less of critical importance in rural labour

markets. For our study periodr we feel secure in anticipating

that there vlas a positive correlation between participation rate

and level of tertiary activity.

Total shift of o]d Pooulation ( xls )
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the greater the number of

t.

The disproportional gain of older population at retirement age

will increase the demand for consumer goods as well as

health-care related employment. The presence of additional oId

people or the shift towards an aging population in a community

will inevitably alter the demand patterns of existing

consumption-oriented businesses. Instead of competing for jobs'

retirees will create jobs for the younger population in the

service sector which has increasingly shifted to neet their



needs. Therefore, it is reasonable

old population by a community has a

of tertiary activity.

Principal Comoonent One ( xZl )

in the first system equation, we have clarified hor+ the three

subjeciive components affect population change. However, the case

for community saLisfaction affecting the leveI of tertiary

activity is much less apparent. The locations of nonmetropolitan

service induStry tends to concentrate in market centres where

potential interaction of population is highest. Subjective

considerations such as community satisfaction is of secondary

importance to many business ov¡nerS. Nevertheless, the expresSion

of community satisfaction and optimistic outlook from the

residents adds a marginal positive effect on business operations:

they suggest, after aII, a J-ong-term stable market. Therefore,

in addition to other objective economic variables, areas with

strong subjective feeling about their communities may attract

business investment.

Pooulation Chanqe 1961-1971 ( xZl )

4 F^

to suspect that the gain of

positive effect on the level

The role of the tertiary sector is to provide services to the

general population. However, it is quite difficult and expensive

to obtain current population data in rural areas. To estimate the

level of service activity for the near future, businesses may

have to resort to use of the Iatest available population census.

Areas registered with positive population change can increase the

confidence of business organizations. 0n the contraryr areas
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business investment.

7. Functional Index Chanqe 1971-1981 ( xZA )

The agglomeration of service industries provides benefits to

rural consumers. The increasing trend of multi-purpose trips

among the rural residents has inspirited the development of more

concentrated trade areas. Unlike service industries in urban

areas, rural business establishments are acting more as

complements to each other rather than directly competing against

each other. Any duplication of service only leads to the

reduction of "normal profit" and thus reduces the chances of

being successful. Às an outcorne of this rural 'cartelisation' of

the market, it is less likely Lhat a nerl firm will aLtempt to

enter the same consumer market. Another factor, the small

population threshold in ruraL areas, generally discourages the

entrance of new firms with similar services. In some cases'

low-order business has the advantage of "localized monopoly" and

customer loyalty may stiIl enable it to stay in an isolated area.

In brief, towns with increasing centrality will further enhance

service employment. 1n contrast, towns faced with declining

centrality may slowly wither away.

Primarv Employment Chanqe 1971-1981 ( xZg )

population wiLl
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possibly restrain further

8.

Às the foregoing discussion made clear, rural areas that are

still experiencing active farm mechanization will produce surplus

labour. One of the alternatives for lhe Iaid-off workers is

service employment. Therefore, one may expect that areas with
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declining employment opportunity in the primary sector will

direct the labour supply to the service industry. in other words,

the expected sign between the level of tertiary activity in 1981

and change of primary enployment in preceding years is inversely

related.

The last system equation, that concerning the manufacturing activity

endogenous variable, has incorporated three different independent

variables supplementary to those contained in the tertiary activity

system equation. The variables in question are total shift of 'medium'

population ( x'l4 ), metropolitan proximity ( xlz ), and change of

secondary employment ( X30 ). In addition to these nerv variables, other

variables extracted from the tertiary activity equation that are

pertinent to the manufacturing activity equation will be furLher

assessed below.

'1. Level of Tertiary Àctivity 198l

The interdependent relationship between tertiary and

manufacturing activities has been deliberated in the second

System equation section. However, the relationship between these

two sectors is unequal in terms of job creation. While

manufacturing is 1ikely to create nore jobs for the service

sector, the reverse is much less common. It is because

manufacturing has higher productivity for labour and higher

requirements of capital per unit of output than the service

sector. Às of today, automation is much more common in factorïes

rather than in offices. Therefore, differential employment growth

(xzs)
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rates between the two sectors are expected. The former tend to

have a'slower employment growth rate, whereas the latter seems to

have a faster grovth rate in employment. Nevertheless, the

principle of interdependence holds, that is, manufacturing

industries are still being lured to areas with variety of service

support and vice versa.

TotaI shift of the'Medium'Population ( x14 )2.

The disproportionate gain of adult population between the ages

of 20 and 54 w i 11 increase the supply of labour to the

manufacturing industry. According to the supply and demand

theory, as the supply increases, so will prices be shifted

downwards. Yet, the increase of labour will also deter organized

labour activities. Traditionally, unionised labour is more

militant than its non-union counterparts. Consequently,

manufacturing industries ( especially those that are

labour-intensive ) looking for cheaper production costs may weIl

be attracted to areas with ample supplies of labour. At the same

time, manufacturers can likewise enjoy the benefits of a less

militant labour force. FinaIly, the increase of labour also

provides a higher probability of obtaining properly qualified

industrial tvorkers. Therefore, it seems eminently sound to

suppose that the increase of working population has a positive

contribution to make towards the leveI of manufacturing activity.

Metrooolitan Proximitv ( xtZ )3.

Thís geographic variable

than service industry as a

has a greater

result of the

impact on manufacturing

inherent cost incurred
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1.lith the transportation of finished products. Although the

freight-rate is curvilinear ( decreasing accumulated transport

costs with increasing distance ), the actual transport cost may

become restrictive for certain manufacturing industries. High

transport costs are especially telling for those manufacturing

industries which suffer no weight loss in the production process

and, in consequence, they would refrain from locating in remote

sites. Another disadvantage of isolated rural areas is the

absence of domestic cOnsumer market. It would, therefore, be

Iogical to expect that towns located in remote areas are less

Iikely to receive the benefits of economic diversification. If

the aggregated advantage offered by factors such as labour,

facilities for business operation, financial assiStance and

favourable subjective indicatorS cannot offset the actual cost of

transportation, nonmetropolitan manufacturing industry wiIl tend

to locate closer to the regional metropolis. Under these

hypothetical conditions, one would expect an inverse relationship

between metropolitan proximity and nonmetropolitan manufacturing

employmen t .

Pooulation Chanqe 196'l-1971 { XZI )4,

The lagged sma1l-town

an indicator for

Conventionally, it has

or decline. 0ften, the

to assess the need for

programmes. By the same

population change variable is treated as

the potential future development.

been used as a crude indicator for growth

public service sector uses this indicator

implementation or maintenance of service

token, the private manufacturing sector
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may use it to appraise the potential expansion or contraction of

business operations. Therefore, areas with signs of population

gain are regarded as auspicious for business expansion. In

contradiction, areas with signs of population decline may inhibit

further business investment.

Functional Index Chanqe '1971-1981 ( xZg J

For years, many large and medium-sized cities have enjoyed

some of the benefits of agglomeration economies. With the

diffusion of manufacturing industries into nonmetropolitan areas

in recent yearS, rural manufacturers have just started to enjoy

simitar benefits, albeit on a smaller scaIe. 1n essence.

agglomeration economies induces higher output per capita.

Therefore, one may expect that the higher the positive change in

functional index val-ue, the greater the chance for the area to

bring in manufacturing investment.

On the premise that "success breeds successrr, a lagged measure

of manufacturing activity is also included. 16 3 The preceding

record of manufacturing a1lows for feedback effects of secondary

employment change during the period of 1971-1981 onto the level

of nanufacturing activity which has materialized by 1981. Similar

to the service sector ' manufacturing industries in

nonmetropolitan areas are more of complements to each other'

tolerating co-existence rather than competition. Furthernore.

existing manufacturer5 may also ensure that adequate

| 6 3 p. Todd ( 1 983) , op. cit. , pp. 903-91 6.
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infrastructure is extant and available for uSe by net+er

manufacturing plants. In sum, areas with a good track record in

manufacturing will still offer an inducement for netl

manufacturing industries.

In conclusion, the predetermined variables included in this model are

mul-ti-dimensional. The objective and subjective factors contain elements

of economics, sociology, psychology, politics, and geography; alL of

which are vital to this research in terms of model building and regional

understanding. On the surface, it seems that political influence has not

been incorporated into the mode1. ActualIy, the leve1 of activity in

education, health-care, transportation, public administration and other

public service sectors is directly under the influence of the provincial

government. The declaration of a "Stay Option" by the NDP government was

a progressive recognition of rural development by the politicians.lsa

Undoubtedly, a strong political will on the part of the government to

promote development has had some positive impact on rural life, alLhough

it may be difficult to quantify.

I'IETHOD OF ÀNÀLYSIS

Before jumping into the discussion of empirical findings, four

standard res.earch procedures relating to 2Sf,S need to be clarified. They

are: first, the assumptions of 2StS; secondly, the order condition for

variable identification; thirdly, operational procedures for 2SLS; and,

Iastly, the testing procedures for 2SLS.

164 Policies for rural
(1973), op. cit.,

development can
3 Volumes.

be seen in Government of Manitoba



Àssunptions of Tvo-Staqe teast Squares

1 Àssunptions of Model Specif ication

The incurring of measurement error in the observations of

independent variables, Xi, would lead to biased estimates of the

regression coefficients if the classical regression model was

used.165 However, any test of the degree of measurement error is

clearly made difficult because the amount of error is unknown. In

fact, for most purposes, it is frequently assumed that

measurement error is much less significant than errors resulting

from incorrect equation specification, so the former is generally

ignored.166 However, the specification of the model is taken to

be correct in so far as the exogenous variables are concerned.

Put otherwise, we assume knowledge of alL the exogenous (

predetermined ) variables of the system, irrespective of the

equation in which they appear.167

Àssumotions about Samole Populations

-tf,>-

2.

i t is assumed that the sample is large enough, and in

particular that the number of observations is always greater than

the number of predetermined variables in the structural system.

If the sample size is small in relation to the total number of

exogenous variables, it may not be possible to obtain significant

estimates of the reduced-form coefficients when applying OLS at

165 p. J. Johnston (1963), Econometric Methods, PP. 5-6.

1 6 6 g. Malinvand ( 1 966) , Statistical Methods of Econometric,E.
È/.

À.167

362.

Koutsoyiannis (1977), op. cit., p.391.

Àmsterdam,
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the first stage. If the sample size is small' one might try to

reduce the number of exogenous variables by applying the method

of principal component analysis.168 If a sample is large enough,

then the parameters of the model accede to asymptotic properties;

that is to say, as a sample size tends towards infinity its

density tends to converge towards a given function, and that

function is asymptotic or the limiting distribution of the

distribution from which the sample is drawn. Shou1d the sample

have a tirniting distribution which conforms to the probability

limits of the normal distribution, then the sample and its

parameter est imates are sa id to be asymptot ica11y normally

distributed. Às a result, the asymptotic expectation ( mean ) of

any variable will be zero and its asymptotic variance will

approach zero. This is one of the conditions necessary for 2StS

to have consistent parameter estimation.l6s

Àssumntions of Pattern of Disturbancesa

The disturbance term U of the original structure equations

must satisfy the usual stochastic assumptions of zero mean'

constant variance and zero covariance.Otherwise the reduced-form

error terms Vi's will not possess these characteristics and hence

the whole method will be caIled into question.170 1n other words,

if this assumption is not fulfilled, a considerable bias is

introduced into the estimation of the regression coefficients.

tut I&, P. 391.

16s ¡. Todd (1979), "Àn Introduction
Analysis in Geography,
No. 21, London: Headley Brothers L

A. Koutsoyiannis (1977), op. cit.,t?0

to the Use of Simultaneous-equation

mi ted.

p. 391 .
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Consequently, the form of the specification of the rel-ationship

between Xi and Y should be changed, or an alternative equation

should be used.

4, Àssumptions of the Àbsence of Autocorrelation

The error term of the reduced-form equation Vi must satisfy

the usual stochastic assumptions; that is (a) V has zero mean'

constant variance, and zero covariance, and (b) V must be

independent of the exogenous variables of the whole structural

model. The asSumptions of zero mean, conStant variance and zero

covariance for Vi are fulfilled as soon as the random terms of

aIl structural equations ( U's ) satisfy these conditions,

because Vi is an exact linear function of the structural gt5.171

If the values of U are serially independent, then the values of U

are independent of each other and their covariance, accordingly'

is zero. I f this assumption is not satisfied, autocorreLation is

said to be present. Àlthough the presence of autocorrelated

disturbances does not prevent the derivation of an unbiased

estimate of the regression coefficients, it does lead to two

serious consequences, especially if the autocorrelation is hi9h.

First, the estimates of regression coefficients have an unduly

large and inaccurately estimated variance, andr Secondlyr the

procedures for statisticat inference are inapplicable. The

presence of autocorrelation may be detected using Durbin-Watson d

statistics. I f testing reveals that a set of data is

autocorrelated, two types of sol-utions may be helpful. In the

171H. Thiel (1961),
North-Hol1and, P. 230,

Economic Forecast and Policy, 2nd edn. ,
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first place, since the autocorrelation probably results from an

error in the linearity specification or from measurement error or

fronr the effect of a variable excluded from the model, an attempt

may be made to eliminate it by transforming the data or by

introducing further independent variables into the model. 17 2

Secondly, one of the several complex methods available for the

computation of the regression coefficients may be used, though

their application is generally made difficult by the fact that,

an estimation of, or assumptions about, the form of

autocorrelation function must be made.173

5.

It is assumed that the independent variables, Xi, are linearly

independent of each other. If this assumptions is not satisfied

and the independent variables are thus multicollinear, the result

is that the individual regression coefficients for each variable

are not identifiable: in fact, the closer the linear correlation

between the independent variables, the Iess the certainty with

which these coefficients may be identified. This imprecision in

the estimaLe of the regression coefficients is generally revealed

by the occurrence of high measurement error, it can happen that

standard errors are low despite the presence of

multicollinearity. In this case, confluence analysis may be

necessary to reveal the existence of the multicoltinearity.tto

172 ç. E. V. teser (1966);

17 3 p. J. Johnston ('1980), Multivariate Statistical Ànalvsis in
Geoqraphv, New York: Longmanr PP. 179-187.

, Y. J.
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Because multicollinearity makes the regression quite

unidentifiable, it is important, if the aim is to estimate the

regression equation, to reduce it as much as possible. Either

further data may be sought, 17 s or certain variables may be

omitted from the model. If the latter solution is adopted' care

must be taken in interpreting the resulting equation, for it

cannot be assumed that an omitted variable has no effect: it is

simply that its separate effect could not be isolated.175 It may

be added, however, lhat, if the purpose of regression analysis is

only to predict the value of Y corresponding to a set of Xi

values, then the multicollinearity is not a serious probLem,

provided that the intercorrelations continue unchanged inLo the

future. l77 Alternatively, âs suggested by l.Iongr principal

component analysis can be a satisfactory solution to the problem

of multicollinearity, notably when the components themselves can

be interpreted as meaningful dimensions. 17 I

To determine which

model-building, one has

variable identif ication.

algebraic and apply lo

1 7 4 Ibid. , pp. 201-207 .

tts ]&, p.207,

176 6. E. V. Leser (1966), op. cit.,
177 Ibid., p. 28.

1?8 5. T. wong (1963), op. cit., PP.

statistical technique is most suitable for

first to establish the order condition for

The conditions for identification are strictly

the parameters in the structural model. The

p. 28,

298-31 1.
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problem of identification is said to occur in those situations where any

set of ways -- that is, several hypotheses -- can be coined to account

for a given set of relationships. The problematic aspect arises when one

tries to disentangle the single 'best' hypothesis from the multiplicity

of possible explanations. Thus, the object of the exercise is to

determine, for each equation in a modelr a set of parameters which is

compatible with the preferred hypothesis for that equation. In pragmatic

terms, the problem of identification summarizes to a question of whether

the observations wiIl enable the researcher to measure each and every

equation in the simultaneous system. Any structural equation is said to

be identifiable only if all its parameters are identifiabLe. 17 s However,

not all identified system can be statistically estimated, due to data

deficiencies. For instance, the sample may be small relative to the

number of parameters which one wants to estimate. If a relationship is

under-identified its parameters cannot be statistically estimated by any

econometric technique. If a relaLionship is just-identified the most

appropriate method of estimation is the indirect least squares ( IIS )

method. if an equation is over-identified the method of ILS cannot be

applied because it does not give unique estimates of structural

parameterS. l 8o In such caseS, 2StS is resorted to. Accordingly, any

equation that excludes less than G - 1 variables is under-identified,

where G equals the total number of endogenous variables in a set of

system equations. Àny equation excluding exactly G - '1 variables is

just-identified; and an equation deleting more than G - '1 variables is

over-identified. 1 81

r7s ¡. Todd (1979),

1 8o ¡. Koulsoyiannis

^.i{- ^ 1trvv. |v¿L. t P. tr.

,1977 ), op. cit., p. 366.



The order condition is exemplified as follows.

For an equation to be identified the total number of variables (

endogenous and exogenous ) excluded from it must be equal to or greater

than the number of endogenous variables in the model less one. Given

that in a complete model the number of endogenous variables is equal to

the number of equations of the model, the order condition for

identification is sometimes stated in the following equivalent form.

For an eouation to be identified the total number of variables

excluded from iL, but included in other equations, musi be at least as

orpet as lhe ntrnher of prrlretì onc nf f hn qvcf em IeSS One. 1E 2
Yr gq u qa ur¡E r¡u¡¡¡vg! vl svqq L u¡¡e JJ

Let G = total number of equations ( total number of endogenous variables

K = number of total variables in the model ( endogenous and
predetermined )

M = number of variables, endogenous and exogenous, included in a
particular equation.

Then the order condition for identification may be expressed as

(n-¡'t) >, ( c-1)

I excluded variables ] ) [ total number of equations - 1 ]

-tb3-

In our case ( see Figure 6 and equations (1a), (1b), and (lc) ), lhe

system contains 3 equations with 31 variables, 3 endogenous and 28

predetermined var iables.

(¡) For the f irst equation vle have:

G = 3 K = 31 M = 14

(n) For the second equation we have:

G=3 K=31 M=9

f81 p. Todd (1919), op. cit., p.18.
182 ¡. Koutsoyiannis (1977), oo. cit., p. 352.



(C) For the third equation we have:

G = 3 K = 3',1 M = I

Results of order condition for identification are: 17 > 2r 22 > 2, and

23 > 2 tor the first, second, and third equations respectively. In

essence , all the 3 system equat ions in thi s general model are

over-identified.

The order condition for identification is necessary for a relation to

be identified, but is not sufficient; that is, it may be fulfilled in

any particular equation and yet the relation may not be identified.ls3

Àlthough the rank condiLion for identification may be applied to further

test the identification requirement, this presupposes technical

knowledge of determinantal structure which simply may not exist in the

model-building stage. In practice, therefore, the order criterion is

usually applied as a surrogate for the sufficient condition, as well as

being, in its own right, the necessary condition. 18 a
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Operational Steps for 2SLS

The 2SLS method has been developed by Theil and Basmann.185 It is a

single-equation method, being applied to one equation of the system at a

time. It has provided satisfactory results for the estimations of the

183 rX.i¡ n ?E?LÆt È,.

18a p. Todd /1979) , op. cit., p. 18.

185 ¡1. Theil (1953), Estimation and Simultaneous Correlation in Complete
Equation Svstems, 'lhe Hague: Central Planning Bureau; R. !. Basmann

{195il, rA Generalized Classical Method of Linear Estimation of
Coefficients in a StructuraL Equationr" Econometrica, Vol, 25, PP.
77 -83 .
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structural parameters and has been accep.ted as the most important of lhe

single-equation techniques for lhe estimation of over-identified models.

To facilitate the discussion of this relatively complicaLed statistical

model, the operations involved in 2SLS are summarized below.

1. Selecl one endoqenous variable from those in the model to act as

the target dependent variable. In our model, small-town population

change 1971-1981 is regarded as the first target dependent variable. The

terriary and manufacturing variables are the second and third target

dependent variables respectively.

2, ( f'lrst stage of 2SLS ) Determine the OLS estimates of the

reduced form equations for the remaining endogenous variables in the

equation using aÌI the predetermined variables in the model ( i.e. in

all equations, not just the one of interest ). In our case, the two

remaining endogenous variables are the tertiary and manufacturing

activities. ÀI1 other predetermined variables are on the right hand side

of the system equations ( see equations (1a), (1b), and (1c) ).

variables

est imated

nrnnorlrrrc
l,A veeeu¡ e

Replace the observed values for these remaining endogenous

by their estimaLed values from step (2). In other words, the

values of. Y2 ulå vg t 1z ana 1g ) generated by the ots

are being substituted into the subsequent zStS procedure.

4. ( Second stage of 2StS ) Perform OLS regression of the first

ùarget dependent variable ( Population Change ) on a set of variables

made up of tt¡e reduced-form parameters for the remaining endogenous

variables ( step 3 ) and the original, observed values for those

predetermined variables present in the equation of interest.



5. Repeat steps 1-4 for the other target dependent variables

tertiary and manufacturing activities ) in the model.

Testinq Procedures for 2SLS

There are a number of hypotheses relating to the assumplions and the

soundness of the eguations which need to be tested. Strictly speaking,

the usual significance tests ( t and f ) are. invalid t{ith 2SLS due to

their unknown distributions. Therefore the Rz for 2SLS solutions are not

appropriate.ls6 Nevertheless, if the sample is Iarge

admissibLe to maintain that the unknown distributions are

normal. The tests

subjected to chi-square tests. In addition, testing for autocorrelation

will be done by Durbin-Watson d statistics. The testing procedures for

various statistics are presented as follows.

for normality

-1 68-

(1) Test of Chi-squares:

Ho: the disturbance

Ha: the disturbance

in the disturbance

If. XZ cal 2, X2 cri, reject Ho

(2) Test of partial regression coefficients:

Ho: variable Xi does not siqnificantly improve the model once
variables xj-i ( other variables ) have been included

It X2 ca1 < X2 cri, accept

onnrrnh ii ie
e¡¡vs:¡¡

-^,.ãã!^+¡--ll ,crÞyi¡¡Pt uLrLc¡¿¿j

terms are then

tern is not asymptotically normal

term is asymptoticaliy normal

Ha: variable Xi significantly improves the model conlaining
variables Xj-i

r86 ¡. Todd (1983), op.'cit., p. 912.

If I cal

If t cal

Ho

I ali raio¡{. LIae v¡ ¿ t ¡sJ

t cri, accept Ho



tcal=B/Std.Error

where N = number of observations

M = number of variables included in the regression equation

d.f . = N - M

(3) Test of multiple regression coefficient of determinalion ( n" ):

Ho: there is no statistically signifiCant Iinear relationship
between the dependent and independent variabl-es

Ha: there is a statistically significant linear relationship
between the dependent and independent variables

It F caI ) F cri, reject Ho

If F cal < F

where P=(@YZ

GY2 = the sum of

GU2 = the sum of

-1 69-

^r'i9¡ ¡ t

lu
:n¡enl'Fln

-1)l(GuelN-u)
regression squares

residual sguares

N = number of observations

M = number of variables

(4) Test of autocorrelation by Durbin-I.tatson d statistics. This

procedure is used to test whether the residual values are serially

correlated. Residual values are the differences between the observed

values of the independent variables, Yi, and the predicted values of the

d.f . = ( M - 1, N - 1

same Yi. In theory, the residual values should be randomly distributed.

Therefore, one should not be able to

preceding or succeeding residuals. If

distributed, the model rviII be defined

are as follows:

predict the values based on the

the residuals are not randomly

as inappropriate. The hypotheses



d wiIl be significant ( i.e. residuals are serially correlated ) if it
iseither<d, or4-d<dt

d witl be insignificant ( i.e. residuals are not serially correlated ) if
it lies between du and 4 - dn

d wilt be inconclusive otherwise

The equation of Durbin-watson d statistics is as follows:

å=
z-

where i z = the residuals from the regression equation

A, = the sum of difference between various Z variables

K' = number of independent variables

N = number of observations

irl
( o z-,)'
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EMPTRICÀI FI}IDINGS

In addition to the general model which included the 58 towns, there

will be three sub-models included for discussion. Since the operating

process of 2SLS involves the use of the OLS method, an OLS control model

is also being analyzed in conjunction with the general model.

Furthermore, two sub-models with slightly different perspectives wiIl

also be analyzed. The sub-model (a) wilI focus on iorrns with populations

greater 1r000 only. The intention of selting up this sub-mode1 is to

understand how the selecLed variables interact with higher population

thresholds. The sub-model (b) will only focus on towns with



disproportionate

and fifty-four.

influences which

gains in the

Tn aceanao
vgge¡.ve t

promoEe t,o!¡ns

The major function of performing an OLS in a

obtain the estimated values

which in turn r+ill be used to

2SLS operation. Therefore, the OLS control model is a pre-requisite

procedure to eliminate simultaneity bias.

population group between

this sub-model attempts

to attract the working

to Lest the validity of system equations and parameters for the

subsequent 2SLS anaJ-ysis through the verification of hypolheses testing

related to multiple regression assumptions. The coefficients of

determination ( n? ) in Tab1e 25 indicate that the chosen explanatory

variables have accounted tor one-third to three-quarters of variance for

af fhc nr r:mefp-^ 'v! L¡¿g fJq! q¡¡rç Lçl Ð.

ronlr¡c lhÊ â¡.t".l! çlJ¿qu ç u¡¡ç qs L ucl l

4a1- t/ t-

the age of twenty

fn hiohl iohr fhe

population group.

the three OLS dependent variables. With regard to the F tests for the

three OLS equations, all of them are highly significant at the 0.01

1eve1. The chi-square tests for normality

2SLS analysis is to

the estimated values

observed values in the

also significant. Importantly, the economic activity equations are more

significant ( 0.01 level ) than the population change equation ( 0.05

Àt the same time. it is used

leveI ). The results of Durbin-WaLson

tertiary and manufacturing sector equations are

correlaLion problems. However, the same test for

equation cannot prove or disprove the presence of

the data.

assumptions fulfilled the requirements of subsequent 2SLS analysis.

Trrrn,i nn f a t-hp opnpra I model ( See TabIe 24¡uÀ!¡¿¡¡Y uv u¡¡u

for by the selected explanatory variables has

0n the whole, however, the testing

in the disturbance terms are

têcÌq indicate that both

devoid of serial

the population change

serial correlaLion in

of the statistical

), the variance accounted

been reduced from 58 % in
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the OLS to 43 % in the 2SLS for the population change equation. Ho*ever,

the coefficients of determination for the two economic equations remain

almost unchanged. With regard to the normality tests, the significance

1eve1 for the first system equation has been improved from 0.05 in the

OLS to 0.01 in the 2StS. The significance leve1s for the other two

system equations remain the same as before. Finally, the results of

Durbin-Watson d statistic tests in the 2SLS model are idenLícal to the

OtS. Therefore, the statistical assumption tests for the general model

are considered satisfactory. More importantly, the general model is able

to identify those explanatory variables which make significant

contributions towards an understanding of small-town viabitity in Rural

Southern Manitoba.

Of the thirteen predetermined variables analyzed by the 1971-198'1

population change equation ( see equation 1a, Table 24 ), seven of them

are significant: three at the 0.0'1 1eve1, three at the 0.05 Ieve1, and

one at the 0.'10 level. i.lith the exception of the basic inf rastructure

variable, all six other variables conform to the postulated

relationships. The indication of population gain is strongly reflected

by the disproportionate share of young populat.ion under the age of

twenty. Such a finding implies that towns wiLh high natural birth rates

and a large number of child-bearing families are the population growth

centres. Of the two economic variables ( tertiary and manufacturing )

incorporated into the population analysis, only the Iatter is considered

a beneficial contributor towards population growth.



Explanatorg Uariable
Uariable Bescription

Y2 (X25'

Y3 (X26)

X3

X4

X5

t<6

xlo

xl I

F,t2

xl3

xl4

xl5

xt7

x2l (FCl )

Fesults for t-he General Hodel Equation Sqstem

level oF tertiarg
activitg, l98l

level of manr-rfacturing
activitg,198l

functional irrdex,
1981

health infrasLructure,
I 981

educat i o¡ral
infrastructure, l98l
basic inFrastructure,

t 981
participation rate,

198l
àverðge familq incorne,

1980
unemplogrnent rate,

t98t
tofal shift 'rlounq',

l97r-1981
tofal shift'oedium'

1971-19A1
total shift 'old',

1971-l98l
rnetropol i tan

proximi tg
principal comFìon.irìt

one

Table 24

Population
Change,
I 971 -1981
I Eqrration (1a] l

o- 449
(o- 6lo)
l-826
(2-6O4) xxx

-o- 333
(-o- 533)
-o- 057
( -o- oB3)
-l - 201
(-2-Oll) xx

-o- ool
(-u.376)
-2- 447
(-2.O41 ) xx
o_ Û71
(3-653) xxx

Dependent Veriable (a)

Tertiarg
Fcti v i t-9,
l98l
I Equation (lb) ]

cont i nue,

-o_ 830
(-4-326) xx-
-762-73(-l- 179)

Hanufacturing
Fctivi tg,
l98l
I Eqr.ration (lc) ]

-O- B,l9
(-5.5O4) xxx

-r1- 067
(-o_ 463)

u- û03
(o- 136)
2-799
(2_g4O) xxx

û- no6
(tl- 568)

-o- ol2
(-o- D33)

o- uus
(l-o55)

-Û- ol2
(-2-OtB) xx
-B- O73
(-u_ 245)

I
H.\¡

I



fable 24 ( cont.'d )

Explarratorq Variable
Uariable Bescription I Equat.ion (la) ] [ EquaLion (lb) ] [ Equation (lc) ]

X22 (pt2) principal cornponenL 2-660

X23 (pC3) principal componenL -t1-556

x27

x28

x29

tr¡o

x30

population change, 0-3ll
three

1961-197r
functional incfex

change, l97l-l9Bl
change in prirnarg

emplogment (PE),
l97l - I 98l

chènge in manrufacturirrg
emplogment (llE),
1971-r9Sl

R"

^l?

F

.l.L

d
dr
du

d reçr ll t

n=58

(l-654) x

(-û.159)

(2- 313) xx

I'l4ute: (a) t ratios are qiverr irr parenttreses; sigrriFicant levels: x - O- lO, xx = fl-tJS, xxx = O-ûl-

0- 43û

o- 261

>1.X-

-u. o25
(-o_ 364)
-17- 480
(-l - 826) xx
-B_ tloZ
(-o_ 302)

16-75 ,t 4 cJ-f - 18-91 ,/ I rl-F- 15-41 / 2 d-F-
xxx

I .37
l-30
l_69

0- 756

0.716

xxx

-o. 064
(-l-473) x
-5. O47
(-2-592) xxx

o_ o03
(o_ 273)

D-774

o-442

xxx

indeterminate no serial
co¡-relaLiorr

xxx

2_ 09

xx*

2-27

no serial
cor-relation

I

\
UJ

I
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This finding confirms Lonsdale's hypothesis which states that

manufacturing acts as a community-forming mechanism rather than a

community-serving component.187 In essence, manufacturing industry

produces greater spin-off effects than service industry. Besides the

economic performance, the two subject ive factors also emerged

significantly. The first subjective factor, represented as a

socialization-participation-control dimension, appeared with higher

significance ( 0.01 level ) than the second subjective factor ( 0.10

level ) which represented a production-consumption-support dimension.

The first subjective factor amounts to the sense of belonging, feelings

of hope, community satisfaction and leadership which together play a

major role leading towards population growth. The second significant

subjective factor explains the satisfaction expressed by the communities

which can access the basic residential and other professional services.

Since towns experiencing population gain during the study period had

disproportionate shares of young popuJ.ation, subjective concerns about

health-care facilities therefore emerged as being insignificant. From

the lagged population change variable ( XZI ), one may conclude that the

population gain or loss during the 1971-1981 period was the conseguence

of patterns established in the preceding years. By comparing the

unemployment rate with average family income variables, one can observe

lhat unemployment has a greater negative impact on population growth.

The former is statistically significant and inversely related to

population gain, while the latter is not statistically significant. In

other words, Iow average family income does not necessarily induce

out-migration. Yet, by way of contrast, high unemployment does

1s7 p. E. Lonsdale and H. t. Say1er (1979), op. cit., p. 10.
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discourage people staying in towns where job opportunities are limited.

The unexpected negative relationship between basic infrastructure and

population growth may indicate that towns experiencing population gain

were not those llith high standards of living. This phenomenon is aLso

hinted at by the absence of metropolitan proximity as a significant

variable in terms of population growth. As discussed earlier in the

variable justification section, factors such as improved transportation,

rising automobile ownership, J.onger travelling distance to work, and

formation of bedroom communities, could possibly account for this

phenomenon. The absence of health infrastructure as a significant

variable for the population change equation, ('1a), implies that the

booming communities are not retirement towns which attract older

population groups. Fina11y, the education infrastructure variable is

also insignificant in the equation (1a). This phenomenon may lead one to

assume that the alternative of networks of school-bus transportation

services have been developed: that is, instead of reallocating school

buildings in an expensive wôY, students were being transported at a

fraction of the cost.

With regard to equation (1b), the level of tertiary activity equation

contains two significant explanatory variables. They are manufacturing

employment, with a very high significance ( 0.01 level ) and change of

functional index between 1971 and 1981, with a moderate level of

significance ( O.OS level ). However, both explanatory variables

contradict what we might expect in terms of relationships with the

tertiary activity variable. The nega.tive regression coefficient of the

manufacturing variable opposes the theory of mutual dependence between
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service and manufacturing sectors. What could have happened in rural

Manitoba was the spatial division of labour: that is to SaYr towns

traditionally functioning as service cenLres rebain their servicing

operations and leave no room for manufacturing expansion ( and vice

versa in the case of manufacturing towns. ) Secondly, the exhausted

rural labour market cannot provide sufficient human resources to serve

two different types of industries at the same location. If towns

seriously engage in one of the two industries, they do not have

suf f ic ient labour to attract the other industry. Under thi s

circumstance, the two industries are becoming mutually exclusive. The

inverse correlation between the change in functional index and tertiary

activity appears somewhat surprising. The negative coefficient states

that upgraded commerciaJ. hierarchy of a town does not necessariJ-y

guarantee better employment opportunity in the service sector. This

finding warrants some deliberation. First, it could possibly be due to

expansion of service by means of capital-intensive rather than

labour-intensive processes. Secondly, the allocation of government

funding has been used largely to improve the physical environment rather

than job creation. Hence, it may have an adverse effect on service

employment.

The manufacturing activity equation (1c) in the general model records

four significant explanatory variables. 0f these four variables, only

the distance variable conforms to our stated hypothesis, the rest of

them appear in a converse fashion. Once again, the interdependent

relationship between manufacturing and tertiary activities appears to

mirror the finding of equation (1b). This phenomenon reinforces the
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notion of localized development of two different industries. As

discussed in equation (1b), it is possibly because of 'crowding-out'

effects: that is, the surrounding labour market can only accommodate one

type of industry instead of two. Ànother possibility is the lack of

integration between the two industries. While the tertiary sector

delivers basic services to rural residents, the manufacturing sector

engages in producing industrial or consuner products for distant

markets. Geographicalty, both industries may locate in the same general

area, but yet function independently with minimum interaction.

Às with equation (1b), the controversial sign of the relationship

depicted by the change of functional index also surfaced in the

manufacturing activity equation. By the same token, one can assume that

capital-intensive projects for upgrading commercial activity do not

induce job creation in either manufacturing or services. The lagged

population change between 1961 and 1971 appears contradictory to what we

have expected. There are two possible reasons accounting for this

phenomenon. First, âS indicated by the low significance level ( 0.10

leveI ), this phenomenon could possibly have arisen from the occurrence

of random error in the equation. Secondly, the "Stay Option" introduced

by the NDP government in the '1970s may have given higher priority to

communities experiencing population decline. Consequently, government

subsidies were given to those manufacturers who promised to create jobs

in these communities. Unfortunately, this assumption cannot be

quanlified wiLhout appropriate government statistics. Fina11y, the

expected frictional effect of distance is confirmed by the negative

coefficient applying to the metropolitan proximity variable at a
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moderate tevel ( 0.05 leve1 ). In essence, manufacturing industries

located in remote areas incur higher transportation costs and encounter

smaller domestic consumer markets than their urban competitors.

Consequently, the decentralization of manufacturing industry decreases

as distance from the maior centres increases.

Thus far, the first subjective factor (pC1) in equation (1b) and (1c)

has failed to emerge as a significant variable in terms of economic

development. It implies, therefore, that business operations are based

on economic criteria rather than the subjective opinion expressed by the

rural residents or workers. Moreover, the fact that other expected

relationships do not show up as significant determinants leads one to

question the degree of change in the socio-economic environment. For

insLance, the insignificant relationship between the change in primary

employment and service activity may well indicate that rural farm

populations are no longer an essential- determinant for service

operation.l88 Às exposed in the raw data set, only 9 % of. the working

population in'1981 was engaged in primary activities. Similarly, the

first-order correlation between manufacturing activity and the change in

primary employment ( -0.007 ) hints at the irrefevance of declining

rural farm population to the presence of manufacturing in small

towns.18s It seems, therefore, that the structure of the rural Manitoba

economy has been shifted closer to an urban economy. 0vera11, though'

the evaluation of these three model equations provides some insights for

policy formulation in the next chapLer.

188 ¡. Todd (1986), op. cit.,
18e Ibid.
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By comparing the general and control models, one readily notes that

the set of significant variables are different ( see Tables 24 and 25 ).

Àlthough the significant variables appearing in equation (1b) and (2b)

are the same, the remaining equations are sIightIy different. For

instance, the explanatory variables representing the unemployment rate

and subjective component two appear as significant in equation (1a) but

insignificant in equation (2a). On the contrary, tertiary employment is

considered as a significant explanatory variable in equation (2a) but it

is invalid in equation ( 1a) . SimilarIy, the total shift for adult

population between 20 and 54 is regarded as a significant variable in

the OtS equation but failed to emerge as an expected significant

variable in the 2StS equation. These disparities derive from the

structural differences between the two statistical techniques. Recall

from the earlier discussion in this Chapter that the 2StS method

involves the inputs of estimated coefficients from the two endogenous

variables ( i.e. tertiary and manufacturing ) into equation (1a); one

endogenous variabte ( i.e. manufacturing ) into equation (1b); and one

endogenous variable ( i.e. tertiary ) into equation (1c). Therefore,

the computational results of the 2SLS equations are partly related to

the estimated values of the endogenous variables and partly explained by

the actual values of the other explanatory variables.0n the other hand,

the OLS method only counts on the actua] values of the explanatory

variables ( which contain simultaneity bias in this case ) for

computation. Consequently, the degree of similarity between the two

slatistical techniques in terms of computational results depends on the

esLimated coefficients generated. by the OtS procedure in the first

place. If the residual values ( i.e. actual values - estimated values )
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are great, one would expect a lower degree of similarity between the two

models. Às a cautious step, it is irnportant to use the control model to

check the validity of the endogenous variables used in the 2SLS model.

If major differences are found between the tr+o sets of computational

results, one should carefully re-examine the model specification related

to the endogenous variables. In Some cases, problems can be easily

solved by daLa correction, data transformation, outlying observation

deletion, or outlying variable deletion. Provided that the OLS

assumptions are met, one should also incorporate those insignificant

variables from the OtS output into the 2SLS computational procedure.

Otherwise, variables that are potentially significant will be missed out

in the 2SLS modeLling procedure.

In the sub-mode1 (a), only those towns with population greater than

'1,000 are analyzed ( see Table 26 ). Since we have increased the

population threshold value, there were only 25 towns eligible for

analysis. In comparison with the general nodel, there \{ere no net+

significant variables added in this sub-model. Nevertheless, the number

of significant variables has been reduced in equations (3a) and (3c).

For instance, the total shift for the young population group and the

variable for the lagged population change in 1 961-1971 are the only pair

which have significant relationships in the 197'1-198'1 population change

equation. The interpretation of these significant variables in this

sub-model is similar to the general model, although caution should be

Èaken given their leveI of significance. What is more important for
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analyzing this sub-model is the notice of diminishing explanatory power

of variables that were previously found to be significant in the general

model. They are lhe basic infrastructure, unemployment rate, principal

components one and two, and leveI of manufacturing activity variables.

Thus, if we only consider larger towns ( i.e. population greater than

1,000 ) in the Rural Southern Manitoba region, population growth in the

1970s tended to occur in areas which received disproportionate shares of

the young population group and positive population change during the

lagged period. However, al1 other explanatory variables, regardless of

their subjective or objective nature, are irrelevant as town size grows

larger than 1,000 people.

The tertiary employment activity equations in both models are

identical. Neither the appearance of explanatory variables nor the

levels of significance have been dropped or increased. It implies that

the explanatory variables are consistent regardless of the size of

population in the study area.

In the manufacturing employment activity equation ( 3c ) , only the

variables for tertiary activity and the distance decay function remain

significant. However, the leve1 of significance for the latter has been

increased further to the 0.01 level. We can then assume that the

explanations in the general model also apply to areas with higher

populations. However, the change of functional index in the 1961-1971

period no longer has the same kind of negative influence as r+e expecLed

for areas with smaller populations in terms of manufacturing employment.

At lhe same time, the lagged population change variable also disappeared

along with its inverse relationship. Recall earlier discussion in the
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general model: had the NDP government subsidized manufacturing industry'

the locations for those establishments vrere probably the small

population centres characterised by population loss in the previous

per i od.

The coefficients of determination in this sub-mode1 remains very

stabLe as compared to the general model. The first, second, and third

system equations account for 52, 68, and 79 % oÍ. variance respectively.

The chi-square tests for normality in the disturbance term are all

significant, implying no violation in the Iinearity assumpbion. FinalIy,

the autocorrelation tests have confirmed the non-existence of serial

correlation. In comparison with the general model, the 1971-1981

population change equation has even become better; that is, it has

graduated from an indeterrninate status to a status without the problem

of serial correlation. Overall, this sub-model is able to highlight the

relevant explanatory variables for model-building to prairie towns with

greater populations.

The sub-modeI (b) only calibrates observations registered with

positive total shift of the population group between the ages of 20 and

54 ( see Table 27 ). In this case,24 towns qualified for the subsequent

2SLS analysis. Comparison between this sub-model and the general model

does not indicate any newly-formed , significant explanatory variables in

the sub-model. Again, a smaller number of significant variables appeared

in the sub-mode1 relative to the general model. Yet' variation of

significance levels also occurred in each equation of the sub-model. In

equation (4a), four significant explanatory variables -- the basic

infrastructure, total shift of young population 9roup, manufacturing
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employment activity, and lagged population change are the

replications of their equivalent parameters in the generaL model. What

are missing, however, are the first two subjective factors and the

unemployment indicator. These findings imply that towns entertaining

disproportionate gains of population between the ages of 20 and 54 were

not affected by the subjective factors as postulated. Moreover, the

negative implications of unemployment also disappeared. Together, the

absence of these three factors further suggestS that towns with

disproportionate gains of working population are mainly benefited by the

presence of community-forming ( manufacturing ) industry in addition to

the traditional factors.

Equation (4b) has the same connotation as the equations (1b) and

(3b). One may then assume that the elements affecting the tertiary

employment across the Rural Manitoba region are virtually the same

regardless of differences in population characteristic.

It is interesting to find that the distance-decay function offers no

barrier in the manufacturing equation (ac) whereas towns did experience

disproportionate gains in the working population. This could mean that

the presence of relatively strong gains of labour in these towns has

offset the disadvantage of remote locations. In essence, manufacturing

industries in these towns are more concerned with labour supply. Their

products may also be less affected by transportation cost and domestic

consumer markets. The absence of a negative coefficient for the lagged

population change variable may refLect the lack of government subsidy

for manufacturinq induslries in these self-sufficient or 'booming'
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towns. Às always, competition for labour supply .beLween the rural

tertiary and manufacturing industries Ieads to a dichotomized situation

where loca1 labour can only support one type of industry. FinaIly, the

inverse relationship between the change of functional index and

manufacturing is the result of the suspected capital-intensity of

commercial projects.

In terms of statistical evaluation, equation (4b) has violated the

assumption of asymptotical normality although other statistical

parameters in this equation are normal. In order to test the normality

assumption again, one has to use a larger population sample. Meanwhile,

this equation should not be treated as a valid model. With regard to the

rest of the equations in this sub-model, no major statistical assumption

has been infringed. In fact, the coefficient of determination for the

manufacturing equation has even been improved to 92 %.
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This research traces the factors affecting the small-town population

chairge from 1971 to 1981 in Rural Southern Manitoba. In addition, the

level of manufacturing and tertiary activities are also analyzed to give

a better understanding of man-Iand relationships in a prairie setting.

Àltogether, the three nrodels offer a comprehensive account of important

subjective and objective elements which affect small-town growth. The

sound theoretical, methodological, and statistical contributions enable

the reader to understand clearly the complex interrelationship between

population change and economic structures.

Six particular objectives have been accomplished in this work. First,

this thesis offers a detailed literature review of small-town population

turnaround across the U.S.À., Canada, and Manitoba. Secondly, by use of

the shift-and-share analysis as the measures of population change and

various types of employment activities in Manitoba, it is possible to

monitor the population and economic trends more realistically. thirdly,

the 2SLS statistica] technique employed in this thesis is able Lo

disentangle the complex joint effects produced by a combination of

factors regardless of their subjective or objective nature. In other

words, the technique is proven capable of separating and explaining the

interdependent relationship between small-tor¡n population change and

STN{MÀRY ÀND CONCIUSIONS

- töÕ -
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economic structures. Fourth1y, the inclusion of principal component

analysis in conjunction with the subjective factors enhance the

understanding of human interaction with the environnent. Fifth1y, two

sub-models are developed and interpreted to account for the variations

in population characteristics in small-town modelLing. Lastly ' a

valuable contribution might be made by applying the research methods of

this thesis to rural communities in other prairie provinces or regions

with similar population and economic structures.

The computational results obtained from the general model and

sub-models display, for the most part, a consistent direction of signs

among the significant explanatory variables. Moreover, even with

variations in the family of models, several significant variables have

appeared repetitively throughout the three models. This further suggests

that these repetitive significant variables are useful indicators for

regional planning purposes. The following are the hightights of

significant variables in each equation. In respect of the'1971-1981

poputation change equations, the disproportionate gain of young

population group and the lagged population change in the 1961-1971

period are considered valuable indicators. Furth'ernore, the

manufacturing variable also contributed substantially to the maintaining

of population growth since it registered as a significant variable in

two of the rnodels. Unfortunately, the subjective variables make only

limited contributions towards the population equation of the general

model. It seems, therefore, that they are more important for towns with

smaller population size. Nevertheless, they remain as vital components

for stabitizing population thresholds in sma1l towns and should noi b.
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discarded in small-town planning processes. With regard to the level of

tertiary activity equations, they tend to suggest the need for

]abour-intensive approaches to upgrade the commercial environment. This

is a corollary of the fact that capital-intensive investments have

negative impacts which undermine the employment opportunities in the

service sector. The prevalence of crowding-out effects in the two

economic equations also hint at the need for better co-ordination in

human resource deveJ.opment between tertiary and manufacturing

industries. FinaIly, the appearance of distance-decay effects in the

two valid manufacturing equations indicates the need for economic

diversífication before further decentralization of manufacturing

industry can be achieved.

In short, the three statistical models have made some significant

contributions in terms of understanding the crucial issues of small-town

viability and economy in the Rural Southern Manitoba. In the following

sections, wÊ shall look into the formulation of planning policies

targeted at small-town development.

POTICY IMPTICÀTIONS FOR SMÀLL-TOI{N DEI/ELOPI-IENT

The follor+ing generalizations of policy implications are not intended

to be public policy statements, but rather research findings rlhich

convey ideas relevant to existing policy or the need for the future

poticy. The aims of such policy impLications are manifold; namely, to

achieve a balanced population distribution and economic arowth; to

increase stability of the rural communities; to achieve greater equality

of income; to reduce unemployment; to upgrade the quality and
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of basic services; to improve

issues of rural development.

the empirical findings of the

those globaI factors relevant

Policv Implications for Population Growlh

Ac.cording to the empirical findings, communities registered with

population growth are not retirement towns which attract older

population groups. Conseguently, health infrastructure is not emerging

as a significant factor towards population growth. Therefore, the

provision of medical facilities in rural area should not be placed too

hiqh on the government planning agenda. Nevertheless, the age

composition of rural community changes over time. Government planning

agencies should monitor the population composition from time to time and

thus ensure adequate medical attention wilI be given as needs arise. In

addition, health planning officials should take progressive steps to

improve the health-care delivery system in rural areas. For instance,

advanced communications technology should be developed to gain instant

access to the latest knowledge about current diagnosis and treatment. By

substituting communications for transportation, Patients can be Iooked

after at a local hospital instead of being transferred to metro centres.

In smaller communities ¡+here clinics or hospitals cannot be established

economically, alternative solutions such as health aides or community

health workers should be provided as a means of linkage to the medical

care system. Education related to health maintenance through holistic

-'1 91 -

community satisfaction and

The poLicy implications are

discussed statistical models

to the rural settings in
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medicine and self-care should also be advocated and delivered to rural

residents by the health care workers. Efficient medical transportation

networks and mobile medical units should also be provided to remote

towns where locaI medical facilities are absent. l s0

Àlthough we hypothesized the existence of a positive relationship

between education infrastructure and population growth, our findings

indicated that this expectation cannot be substantiated for the study

period. This is not to say that the hypothesis should be totally

rejected. Re-examination of the general model shows that those

communities which experienced population growth also gained

disproportionate shares of the younger population group below the age of

twenty. Essentially this young generation need to be educated in order

to enter the future labour markets. These phenomena imply that expansion

of education facilities ( physical buildings and utilities ) may not be

necessary to induce population growth as well as improve education

standard. Rather, an alternative approach should focus on mobilizing

existing resources to improve the rural educational delivery system. For

instance, town halls can be used for adult education training centres;

better co-ordinated school-bus transportation networks can be developed

for transporting pupils. Furthermore, university short courses'

certificate programmes, and industrial training sessions should be

encouraged to be conducted at local communities. During the '1970s,

population growth occurred more frequently in towns with lower standards

of living. This phenomenon is also supported by the absence of

metropolitan proximity as a significant variable in terms of population

growth. Altogether, these two indicators ' signify that towns which

1e0 A. H. Hawley and S. M. Mazie (1981), gp,cit.,
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experienced population growth were in remote areas. Àlthough the living

standards were Iow among these remote communities, they were able to

continue to grow. In the long run, as the population size increases to a

certain threshold, the communities will then demand the provision of

better living standards from the local government. Meanwhile, this

factor should not be considered as a high priority in the planning

processes owing to the opportunity costs involved. If these communities

continue to grow beyond certain population thresholds, the government

should then become involved in longer-term planning for the improvement

of living standards in those areas. Àt the same time, since we know that

metropolitan proximity is not the deciding factor for small-town growth

in the case of Manitoba, planners should enlarge their visions to plan

for the small towns across Rural Southern Manitoba as a whole rather

than just focusing on the towns adjacent to Winnipeg. For instance,

development of bedroom communities and improvement of public

transportation network should be encouraged. Furthermore, rural

residents can also organize better car-pool system for shopping and

working trips. Whenever possible, schooL buses should be utilized for

providing transportation services to the e1derly, handicapped and

home-makers. From the results of the general model, one can observe that

unemployment constituted an impediment for population growth. Therefore,

job creation for those depressed areas is urgently needed. First,

government subsidies for job creation programmes should be carefully

atlocated according to the seriousness of unemployment. Secondly, job

searching skiIl seminars should also be in'r.:roduced to those unemployed.

Thirdly, co-ordination for employment opportunities between government

officials and the private sector should be enhanced to function
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properly. Finally, long-range development strategies, involving a number

of industries and not only manufacturing, should be created in order to

begin solving the area-wide problems of unemployment and econonic

stagnation. This would probably require expanded funding of regional

planning bodies. 1s I

The analysis of average family income component did not furnish any

conclusive explanation for small-town population growth. Further

analysis is needed to understand its implications for popuì.ation growth.

in the meantime, the hypothesis for this factor should not be withheld

from the pLanning procedures since it may stabilize small-town

population. The appearance of the TS 'young' component as a highLy

significant variable for population growth indicates that towns

associated with population immersed in the family-forming cycle were the

population growth centres. However, age compositions of rural

communities change over time. If the government wants the rural

population to continue to grow, higher birth rates should be encouraged.

However, the government should not neglect the family support agencies

such as day-care centres, children's hospitals, family planning and

counselling services, if this approach is adopted. In order to stabilize

regional population growth, the government may also assist new imnigrant

fanrilies to locate to areas where imbalances of age composition exist.

The positive contributions of subjective factors towards population

growth imply that community involvement is essential for policy making.

Community leadership and satisfaction are derived through the processes

of participation. The participation in political events, community

1e1 G. F. Summers, S.
(1975),
CenLury of Experience, New

D. Evans, F. CIemente, E. M. Beckt
nof
York: Praeger Publishers.

and J. Minkoff
A0u

1-1 'l .
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aftairs, and public hearings for regional development helps local

residents become more cohesive. The direct effects of such participation

gives community members the sense of belonging, feelings of hoper âs

well as community satisfaction. The indirect effects may resul-t in

better planning for local needs, a1low the voicing of concerns, and

cooperation between the government and local residents. Thus it could

further facilitate the implementation of community projects. Therefore,

wherever possible, encouragement of such activities should be organized

directly for both community leaders and local residents.

Comparison between the two economic activiLy variables (

manufacturing and tertiary ), postulated for population growth was

forthcoming with nixed signals. Only the former is considered a

beneficial contributor to population growth in the case of rural

Manitoba. it is not surprising to find such a relationship existing in a

rural setting since the majority of manufacturing industries are of the

basic kind. The manufacturing industry serves as a key ingredient in the

community-forming mechanism. it consolidates the population base in the

region by means of fostering economic Arowth. To encourage population

growth, government should promote employment opportunities in the

manufacturing sector instead of the tertiary sector. This is not to say,

however, that tertiary employment opportunities should be discarded as a

stimulus for population growth; rather, they should be treated as a

secondary role in the regional development process. In other words,

promotion of service industry should come after the establishment of a

solid manufacturing industry in the region. Às we discussed earlier,

service industry conforms more to the community-serving ro1e. Therefore,
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it should be acting as a complement to the manufacturing sector, and

together they capture and retain population. I n terms of policy

implications, government shoutd encourage both the locaI manufacturing

firms and multinational branch plants to increase their operational

activities. However, caution should be taken to promote the commitment

of capital re-investment back into the region. Furthermore, employment

policy should also be adjusted according to the local needs as well as

social well-being criteria. For instance, job creation programmes

should be matched with the local labour skilI and resources, environment

protection laws should not be infringed by new manufacturing firms, and

strain on a community's public services should be minirnized by the

manufacturing firms whenever possible.ls 2 A comprehensive co-ordination

among human, capital, and natural resources is needed to maximize the

positive effects of such business ventures and rural development.

The lagged population change variable has appeared repetitively

throughout the three models with a positive significant relationship

vrith the population change endogenous variable. it can be used aS a

means rather than an end for formulating population policies. For

instance, it can be used as an early indicator to depict towns with

population loss. In essence, it provides regional planners with the

means for identifying the root of the problems in the early stage before

the small-town decline proceeds further beyond the hope of revival.

rsz Ibid.r pp. 1-6.



PoIicv Inplications for ldanufacturino Development

From the empirical findings, one can observe that the distance-decay

effects form spatial barriers for the decentralization of manufacturing

industry. To reduce such adverse effects, manufacturing industry needs

to be diversified. For instance, the development of light manufacturing

industries ( electronics, home appliances, clothing, office equipment,

furniture, and sport equipment etc. ) should be given more preferences

than the traditional industries such as food processing and farming

equipment. 1n addition, manufacturing plants should be located close to

the major highways for shipping their products as quickly and

economically as possible. The absence of the TS 'medium' population as

a significant variable indicates that the supply of labour is supported

by the working population resident in the nearby bedroom communities.

Nevertheless, a comprehensive survey of labour profí1es and markets

should be conducted in the early planning stage of industrial location.

Information regarding the size and ski1l levels of potential employees

as well as supply and demand of labour force should be well documented

for various types of manufacturing industries. 1s 3 The negative

relationship between the manufacturing and tertiary activities appearing

in the findings implies that a better co-ordination in terms of human

resources between the two industries is needed. Otherwise, neither the

manufactur ing nor tert iary industr ies w i tI be able to take fuI1

advantage of agglomeration economies. in the areas where population

showed decline, regional planning agencies should investigate the

underlying causes of such phenomenon. The manufacturing plants should be

located to a central location whereby a group of declining small towns

-t>t-

1s3 ibid., pp. 1-6.
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can be benefited. This approach will minimize the incurred economic and

social costs of residentíaI re-location. In principle, priorities in

terns of expanding employment opportunities in manufacturing industry

should be given to a group of declining small torvns in the same general

area. Alternatively, job creations in manufacturing may also be Iocated

in the key settlements ( growth centres ) where adjacent depressed

communities can be benefited ( see Figure 5 and earlier discussion on

this topic ) "

The contradictory sign of relationship depicted by the change of

tunctional index in the manufacturing activity equation implies that

capital-intensive projects do not induce manufacturing jobs. Usually,

capital-intensive projects employ a large number of workers in the

initial stage. However, once the construction phase of the project is

finished, only a small number of production and maintenance workers wiIl

be required. Therefore, the government should carefully weight the pros

and cons between the capital-intensive and Iabour-intensive projects.

Whenever possible, capital-intensive projects should be substituted by

Iabour-intensive projects if the total cost ( fixed costs plus variable

costs ) tor the two modes of productions are more or less the same.

This is owing to the fact that labour-intensive projects have a greater

multiplier effect on the rural economy since workers are also consumers.

Income generated through employment is therefore being passed to other

sectors of the economy as well. The insignificance of the subjective

factors implies that investment in manufacturing should follow the

economic criteria which seems more reliable in the case of Manitoba.

Besides these policy implications, provincial and federal politicians
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should also pay attention to Èhe changing economic structures of the

developing countries in the Far East, aided by the 'offshore' location

of U.S. enterprises. Àlthough this phenomenon may be good for Canada in

terms of keeping inflation down, it prevents industrial growth and

raises unemployment in the rural areas. tegislation to protect the local

young manufacturing industries are therefore urgently needed. Otherwise,

more jobs r+itl be lost and, consequently, the revival of srnall-town

growth will be abrogated.

Policv Inplications for Tertiarv Enplovment

Similar to the policy implications for manufacturing development,

tertiary employment should be encouraged wherever possible. However,

unlike the manufacturing industry, the tertiary sector tends to employ a

higher percenLage of female workers. Therefore, the majority of job

creations in the service sector should be targeted to the female

population. Examination of the first-order correlation matrix table

indicates that there is a statistically-significant correlation between

the participation rate and tertiary employment ( 0.34 ). Nevertheless,

the average participation rate was relatively low ( 53.4 % ) in '1981.

Àssuming that most household heads are male, we may expect an even fower

participation rate among those of the female population that are

potentially employable. Therefore, policy implications for tertiary

enployment expansion should not neglect the training provision for the

older women who may re-enter the labour force after raising their

children. At the same time, to assist women with young children to join

the labour force, day-care centres may also be needed. The inverse

correlation between the change in functional index and tertiary
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employment also hints at the adverse effects of capital-in'tensive

projects. Similar to the policy implications mooted for manufacturing

development, governments should consider the opportunity cost very

carefully if socio-economic well-being is the main target for

advancement. With regard to the other insigni f icant predetermined

variables in the tertiary activity equation, they are not applicable for

policy formulation. Further investigations for those variables are

needed before any conclusive recommendations can be made.

In sum, the revival of small towns in Rural Southern Manitoba has

been an encouraging phenomenon to the provincial government and rural

residents. From the government standpoint, it underwrites the hope of

achieving a balanced regional growth withín the province. The problems

of urban and rural discrepancies, rural out-migration, uncontrolled

urban sprawl, and the unwanted adverse socio-economic conditions

generated by the processes of urbanization, have long been disruptive

for regional planning. From the literature reviews and empirical

findings of the statistical models, one can concfude that Rural Southern

Manitoba has a great potential for population growth. Influential

factors such as strong political wi11, ample supply of labour, low costs

of living, and high subjective community satisfaction are definite

assets in the desire to promote further growth. However, shortcomings

abound, such as poor human resource management between manufacturing and

tertiary sectors, insufficient labour-intensive commercial projects,

inadequate manufacturing diversification activities, inadequate labour

force training programmes for the female population in the tertiary

sector, insufficient training programmes for the young male population
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in the manufacturing industry, and under-funded regional planning

bodies. These areas of weakness can certainly be improved if the

government is wilLing to take rectifying action. However, increasing

competition from the developing countries in the Far East has threatened

the possibifity of continued revival for rural Manitoba small towns. In

addition, the current world-wide price war in agricultural products has

seriously undermined the agricultural economy in this prairie province.

Yet, the upcoming free trade agreement with the U.S.A. may have an

undetermined adverse effect on the low-ski1led labour market in the

rural areas. Since there are so many uncontrollable external factors,

there are no "hard and fast" solutions to ensure continued growth and

development in the rural areaS. Àt best, regional planners can only

provide appropriate theories and guidelines for rural development. In

practice, the provincial government must commit itself to take on the

challenge. t,lith sufficient funding and better administrative bodies in

regional planning, industrial expansion branches, and social servicing

agencies, a higher chance of successful operation in terms of

maintaining stability and growth for the rural Manitoba communities can

be achieved.

CONCIUSIONS ÀND FUTI'RE RESEÀRCHES

In conclusion, rural Manitobans had been blessed by a period of

stable population growth and economic prosperity during the 1970s.

^.,^F.r 
'r r.r¡r ManiÈoba is equipped with a wide range of natural,vvtrlclIIt !urcrf ¡'¡ol¡¡Lvvq rp sY

capital and human resources to sustain further growth. To make the best

use of such resources, continued researches in topics related to
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agriculLural economy, rural community life, nonmetropolitan industrial

location, small-town labour force characteristics, delivery system in

rural social and health services, nonmetropolitan transit system, rural

education system and the like should be called forth.

with regard to the planning technique ( SSA ), statistical methods (

2SLS and pCÀ ) and selected variables ( subjective and objective

components ), they have proven themseLves as valid research tools in

studying the small-town context in Manitoba. If one were to reassess the

models again, one would be tempted to include the same variables as

employed in this study simply because those variables represent the

subjective and objective dimensions adequately in a rural sma1l-town

setting such as Manitoba. Nevertheless, the subjective opinion survey

conducted in 1971 needs to be updated. Furthermore, outlying cases

which have standardized scores of above or below 3.00 in the raw data

set will be recoded as 3.00 to reduce extreme variations. Alternatively,

the entire distribution of such a variable may be transformed in a log

form to remove non-linearity. By the same token, towns that do not

conform to the general population characteristics and economic

structures in the rural Manitoba setting may also be excluded from the

analysis. FinatIy, plots of residual values for the three endogenous

variable equations will be displayed on naps to enhance the

understanding of the spatial relationships.
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